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ABSTRACT 

This research comes out of my own engagement the Zimbabwe wOmen's 

movement. It reconstructs a of .<...JJ'U~/"U Women's \J~!;"""""A.U'" with the aim 

a hers tory in 

disappearing women. In 

to challenge malestream narratives that seem intent on 

this it seeks to examine the nature of the women's 

which facilitates a 

action in a I..Ui"""' .. :Uj<,U.j<, national context. 

movement in Zimbabwe during the 1995 -

eX'pIC)ratlOn of women's .... U'LlCC.UV 

The case shows that the women's movement has been far from silent wifhin a hostile 

patriarchal context. Dunng the recent social, IJVu,u.",tU and economic the 

movement has manifested a form coalition politics 

groups across 0>1.1''''''''<;;)' Coalitions that have been opportu.fle, but which have also 

presented both and analytical The case shows that women's 

mobilisations have eXI=,resseCl demands for full Clt1lZellS and and it ll.1f,llJJlgU 

the tenacity with which women have their interests in the public sphere. This 

4V,,""'ULa,uu'u of women's interests are ' linked to the 

formation women's identities. Zimbabwean gender politics are revealed as 

dynamic, contested and continuously improvised in to changing national political 

conditions. 

This engages and the work of western and southern feminist scholars in 

arguing that definitional bounds or of movements have contributed to 

ignoring or the particular manifestations of movements in contexts 

and this has preduded the examination these kinds movements in their own 

a critical reflection on existing and in 

the women's movement in I argue that the case presents "new" trulLrultestatlOflS 

of and that these characterise the women's movement ill this post(:olonla1 

iv 
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Introduction 

GLIMPSE ON GROUND 

On the 8th of February 2001 repttesentatlv from the Women's Movement 

gal:neJrea at the IJU'IJUL>tt.L leftist venue, the Book in Harare to try and answer the 

"Does Zimbabwe have a women's movement?" As the I 

became ... ~ •• ",,~~~ by the of views that the debate. 

Some whether women's a 

movement and for a stock take in Others 

that the movement had so that it was merely 

propping and the patriarchal status quo it was trying to overturn. 

Muted voices rec:ogmsed a movement saw it as dismantled. 

At the outset I found this deeply pt()blerrlatJ.C. I had lived some of the most creative and 

women's the 1995 2000 when I uTrH·in>ri 

for the Zimbabwean Women's Resource Centre and and this kind 

of mterrog:ltlC)ll seemed to rusc01lnt and my eX!Jerlence. 

I knew that the and terrain of women's U.L,",'Ull";'U;t. in Zimbabwe was rich and 

and that women's in the nationalist 

to Imjet)en.dence demands that sought 

and cultural norms. 

came' in the form of lCI'~"'1;""l' the most ""g,lllJ."'-'Ult 

served 

equity and 

the most tangible 

of which was the 

fJ''''''H'~ of the 1982 Majority Act (LAMA) which saw women granted 

I Based in H.arare, Zimbabwe. 
2 Traceable to and colonial times. See Schmidt E. 1992. Peasants, Traders and Wives: Shona 

of Zimbabwe 1870 1939. Portsmouth: Heinemann; Barnes T. 1991. Differential 
E'C"f'rif'nC'I'< Amongst African Women in Colonial Harare, Zimbabwe 1935 1970. 

at the conference: Women and Gender, University of Natal; Barnes T 1999. "We Women Worked So 
Hard": Gender, Urbanisation and Social Reproduction in Colonial Harare, Zimbabwe 1930 -1956. 
Portsmouth: Heinemann. 
3 Staunton J (ed). 1990. Mothers of the Revolution. Harare Baobab Books 
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majority status at the age paving the way women's political and 

econorruc errlp()Werlnent 

On the other hand I"" ... "' ... "',. y reconfigured itself and IJVULI''-,U will to meaningfully 

"'I-"""'''''U instead by the 

sphere. This was 

address gender in Zimbabwe diminished rapidly, 

desire to regulate and control women both in the private and 

done through the 

nationalist and cultural 

feminist and feminism as 

I could site Vller'anon 

and powerful counter-revolutionary 

courl;es that tended to Intert)olate any women's organising as 

anti-nationalist pro 11l1:pe:tla:us.m. 

as fJ".uU'fJ" the most ""'"1111J10;; of this discursive 

move, but it was no means the only one. Another can be found in the 

repeated attempts to the denial of ..... r' ... "',.n' and inheritance rights to 

women under Yet another example involved the stripping of women 

who wore mini streets. All these manoeuvres were met concerted and 

directed action from women ·"rtn,j<,t,,· action that was planned in the streets, in offices, 

around dinning room trees and in large city halls. 

Furthermore as .L>liHU',UJW", fJ''''U!,:,''''U into so,eiO-e(:orlorruc and nnl1t1,-" in the 

late 1990's 

challenging. By this 

which women were had become increasingly 

the states unvarnished hostility to discourses meant 

that women activists became the of state sponsored violence whilst on the other 

hand the "deeply uncivil nature of civil society"6 with ~~,~u~~~ meant that 

alliances across sites "t,,"o-o-Ip in order to further women's based agendas were 

tenuous and had to be .... " .... \...L\.LUY ne!i?:ot:tated. 

With this in at the H"~""U.U"" on 8th, the issue for me was not 

whether or not had a women's movement. It was more inflected. Instead I 

found myself current national what kind of movement 

4 See Appendix 1. 
5 Over the weekend of the 28 - 30 October 1983 when soldiers and police swarmed the major city 
centres of Zimbabwe arrests of women they found. Its purpose was to round up single 
women, out alone and prostitutes. See Chapter 4, 
6 Mama A. 1999, Gender Politics and Civil Society in a Militarized State. In 
CODESRJA. Bulletin 3 & 4 P 31 
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form and does it to take in order to survive and face 

opportunities to further "r .. "",,,,,p for justice? 

Thus, my positioning as an activist and ""'<'U<';Ull\-, my aim be(:arrle two-fold. I 

wanted to capture the of women's organising in the 1995 - 2000 and 

thr,oull:h this I sought to an L<1Ll UJ.Jll~. to the 

movement and its eX1Jerlenlce of itself as "weak" and 

3 
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Chapter 1 

WOMEN'S MOVEMENT LITERATURE: 

PUSHING BOUNDARIES. 

Western '<';;JjUJlll~'O initiated the contcem.pc)ra.ty interest and 

on women's movements m the 1960'87. The initial of work aimed to 

recover the hidden of activism in the North, whilst that 

women's f..'UllU'-,U involvement was of a distinctive LBtU."''-l'"1. and Slgflll:1C~lnc:e. It went on 

to a somewhat naive comlnClnaJ1tv m the forms of women's and 

women's movements with its into the of women in 

Southern contexts. 

TIus of was soon challenged the research and 

of Southern feminists. This critique ",eJ.Je.l."lC;U a new that shifted the 

thinking around women's U1.;~"lll"'jl1!g in two ways. It the heterogen of 

women's ~h~lo","l,'~ and that in a '-V'VL1J."" context, women's abilities to 

form collective tha~ articulate their demands are by political processes 

that involve m state. power, whether these occur through anti-

or nationalist Within the of women's movement 

literature one has to ar:I:Cnc"lwleclP'C ifYlnr.rt<!f1('P of this re-orientation and the ..... V"'L.l~~A 

message it embodied in Northern he:l?;ernony and production. 

Under the rubric of "third world studies" a body of literature _ .... __ ,,_ that aimed to 

trap of F;eJ.l<C'''ll"t<UUll. 

in Africa and 

As such this 

7 Rowbotham S, 1992. Women in Movement. New York: 

but 

8 This train of in the 1970's and 1980's is emibodlled 
R 1984 Sisterhood 
9 See, Basu A, 1995. The 
Third World Women and the of Feminism. BklOfl1inj;;to:n: 

this to the 

to raise more questions than 

10 Davies M. 1983 - 1987. Third World Second Sex: Women's ~"-hr,'-" 
World Women Out. London: Zed. 

4 
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answers as to the particularities of en,,,!"',,,.- contexts and their influence on women's 

politics, its usefulness. However this did 

the way for contextual case studies of women's 

discuss later in this chapter. 

Categorisation of Movements 

Much time and been to ,-,tL,<;;~'VU;:)HJ,~ women's movements. Many of 

these from mainstream / malestream movement This 

has precluded u. .... ,"",w,!=. them in their own and can be to have obscured the 

features of women's VJ..lt,ALU;:)J..UJ',' Needless to say there are contrasting views as to 

what constitutes a movement, but in sum, the literature would that while a 

movement may be characterised a of and 

to of a movement 

':-4 sodal or 
strength, but 
politicalterm,f. 'H 

phenomenon tif some that ,fignificance being 
to in some wqy or another be it in ,fodalor 

This criterion denotes a liUIClLLHlU kind of movement, 10 this is not the only 

kind, or even the most 'f"n.nr ... t"nt kind. Sonia Alvarez12 in her work on Brazil a 

way in collective action" which are in effect marked 

the absence of one or other outlined above. This broader understanding 

seems more of women's mobilisations in 

Zirribabwe. LllIU<;;.::U, it is that the narrow definitions typically found in the 

literature and which are familiar to Zimbabwean women activists may have llll,J..U<;lH.,<;;U 

their own of the movement. 

The I am Ultl,EULIJ', is this. If definitional boundaries are to lock us and 

blind us to alternative manifestations of movements and VilYU"h",U15 then we not only 

have to ask: where do the definitions come from and whose interests do they serve? But, 

we also have to '..1l'AU'OHi';1... them ..,H''-'O'<;;'lY because the lived reality tells us that forms of 

mobilisation excluded from '-VJll;:)J..'U<;;l,auvu as "women's movements" make up a 

II Molyneux M. 1998. 
12 Alvarez S, 1990, J.."U,~"'J'U""Ul~ Democra!;v Mc,vernenlts in Transition 
Princeton, 
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proPOr1::101l1. LlU;:,;,.LlH a greater orjgatlislin~ and ~Uj'!U",Hl\ around the 

today. We need to re-claim the term and 1C"-LtC:Ull'- it to our own through a 

o flo cal reflection and engaJ~ernellt ,"pr'"'''''''' definitions. 

As an is also a body of largely the 

development industry, intent on women's 

from: <-UUUllU.llJ organisations church based women's 

interest to de'\Telopme:nta of 

)evelopm.ent (W'ID), Women and 

and Gender and aUlcuc::""Clll! the of practical and 

women's un,r'.\I,U:l" can and have 

as such, to what end14? to it another way, what value does such a <-ltlC:!d~ULl~ 

to our 

Ifin Zimbabwean context <-UH<-ClJlU<Ill<>aUUH of movements has bl1nd.ed us to the 

possibility of recognising our own our organisational then 

categ()m,atlon has been as a to weaken. It has U;;J,HL'U.c'_1: the 

elite modern I rural = = traditional divide that IS 

and t1"' .... I(~''''t1 to weaken and undermine. 

to the ~F"'>.,h,~~ •. ~~ way that the 

double-.ed{red sword for women's 

It has appropriated politically powerful and used them to its own to 

planning and UaJlUllJj; who are often not much versed 10 the 

specificities of a context but are rather looking for that one that can be 

across the In the ALU.'J'.'-'''I",'' obscures and waters down the 

political and UltHU;Mll of a movement. 

'When womcn:r libcration is replaced 'women in aetlcto'vmren. or when mobilisation is replaced 
'participation in development~ or when political militanry is by and advocary 
more than words have been A deal has been done this has consequences. "15 

13 See: M{1,lvnpl1l< 1985, Mobilisation Without Enlancip:atie,n; Women's 
Interests, in l'll(:aragua, 
14 Jackson C & Pearson R. 1998 Feminist 
From WID to GAD More Than A Change In 

Feminist r ssues 11 (2): 227-253 
)eve!opment London: 1,O'UWeQ~,e 

Harare: Z'lXlRCN 
Zwart G, 1991 

15 Mama A, 2001. Bridging Building Futures: LU"'H:;I..UU~ on African Women's Ot'ga!1isaltions m 
the 21" Century, A at the Centre for Gender Conference, and 
Differences', 2001. p 4 
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I would however like to return to the work of Maxine who draws on the 

cnCIH.C 1n discussion of women's movements. For my 

work is value in that it stretches the UUUH'Ual.lC" in the direction I 

would like to move in. It was the COrlCelt:lt women's 

interests, as drawn poJl1t1caJ S(:lerlce. in her 1985 of Womens Im:r.7r..IlJ. State 

and in She against certain constructions of women's 

~" .... .c,."c~ and critiqued notion that sex was a basis for common 

. interests. 

idea of women's interests was UHLl.l',<:U into planning contexts through its by 

the World Bank18• This resulted in a rather i>I-J.lClUaUI- and s"""'" II ... " model of women's 

interests that was oblivious to the more nuanced In a 

aimed at a H:\.lal.HitUUH of the 

largely 

Molyneux 

and comes to an 

dynamism embodied by these I-Ullll-tlU 

combines feminist political and 

1n(le!:st~m(l1n.j;!· of women's movements as "variant forms of collective action in 

of common "19 She considers the relation women's movements to 

be these an or democratic character. 

In'.JlVH<:.uX asserts then that 

broader of women s politics remains a relativelY unexamined aspect of the 
development literature. There have been some recent to address it is as if the 
debate within feminist political theory and the field of development studies have pursued parallel paths 
with little real with each other. This all the more the of women s 
movement on polirymaking and politics in the dev,elot'tn(I world . .. 'l?O 

She goes on to explore ways in debates about women's movements 

might be on to address the new context which politics confronts. In this 

way, she introduces the primacy of the 

its characterisation. 

politics a movement as 

This then is something holding on to, 1n the 

feminist politics. Within the context of the development 

central to 

for a 

it is 

easy to a technocratic gender but if male is taken for l£l:lrUIILCU 

16 Ibid, 
17 Ibid. 
18 Moser CON. 1993, Gender Planning and Development New Zealand: MacMillan 
19 Molyneux M 1998, P 219 
20 Mop cit 

7 
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and left intact, then this is a different way of 

the course of a transJtorm2lto:rv l.'~lU.1lli~l pol1tlCS, 

the world to that which evolves in 

the our contexts 

and movements this is ~VJLH<;;ULlH); we must of in the 

Literature on Women's Movements in 

the by to one forms of 

organising undertaken by women on the continent. Ub"dIllUll,Il women 

securing a 30% for representation in Parliament, 

until it agreed to its promises 

water ~"':tptTI~ women the installation a women chief, 

much more is "AUU'-",,"'" written about, 

we tum to those to(:US1lng on women's or:RaltllSlnlR, from Nina 

1982 study21 onwards there has a body of work focussing on 

African women's movements: their organising and in national SOC10-

economic and UVllU.''-'U processes on studies do not add to a 

women's movements in Africa, by any means. Rather 

our particular 

social movements and contexts, which to build and develop 

for further research in an 

women's orgams:lng on the continent. 

to UCCIJClI our base 

21 Mba N. 1982, in Southern ,,,,,,rc'rmn 1900-1965. 
Berkeley: Institute Studies at the University of California in J:'lerKelev. 
22 And here I am to the works of for Badran M. 1996, Feminists, Islam and Nation: 
Gender and the Making Modem Cairo: M, 1994, The 
of Silence: Algerian Women in London: in 
urgarllsaoolClS 1951 - 1987 in Hansen E & Ninsink K The State and and Politics in 

Westview Press; 
TANUWomen: 

CODESRIA; Manuh 1'. 1993, Women, the State and Society the PNDC in 
(ed) Ghana Under PNDC Rule, Senegal: CODESRIA; Manuh 1'. 1991. Women and 

the Cpp Period in Arhin K (cd), The Life and Work of Kwame Nkrumah, 
1999, When I-lens To Crow: Politics in Boulder: 

S,1998, 

8 
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" .. . AnaIYsis has shown that state action is 
and state sponsored activists have sought to relY 
limited success. " 

both gender-blind and gender-biased, both tnaepel,ael~l 
on the state to outlaw gender discrimination, with 

is no doubt that this of scenario would risks and 

tensions or what to as "contradictions and 25, To site one 

for Zimbabwean women may have broadened 

standards of and rights26 but at the 

same time these fJV"'"UJ.J.'U~.''' depend on the sOc1o-economic and political of the 

state in furthering its own "",' ... u'~a. 

Thus I would like to argue that like the the state too becomes a 

double-edged sword 

of 

aepelnOilng on its own 

women. the one hand it is a powerful tool for the 

but on the other a source for the ....... ,"-v'uu of inequality, 

and power. Further 

the literature shows women's understanding of the nature of the state profoundly shapes 

form and content of activism and 

This being Amina Mama <-Uo.ll'::;lIl;<;;~ us to <-VIHl.'C)I the reality that the work on 

women's movements in 

v01ce. She goes 

~ll'U!~'L"'HfJ continues to 

1999, Gender 

24 Tsikata D. op cit 382 

continues to be largely Northern in scope, orientation 

that the muted presence women's 

global as resources and power remain 

and the State in Ghana: Some Issues of Policy and Practice. In Imam 
CODESRIA: Mama A 1999. 

CODESRIA Bulletin 3 & 4. 

2$ V, 1991. Women's Movement in Peru: Streams, and Knots in ~illI''9:!1L!.l.!"-1(.IS~'!'!' 
Latin and Caribbean Studies p 7 - 50. 
21> See CEDA W which Zimbabwe ratified in 1991 or the 1995 Platform for Action. 

9 
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in the and study is dictated by western 

which may go some way in 

tolerance we 
nra,amrat1.rmr the rationales that lead 

simplification and of African women j-
to and indeed the strategic acumen iffectiveness 

ma'!Y of them displqyed, rifien extremelY conditions ''27. 

Research Question 

, I to show a survey the literature on women's movements that 

, .... "ntl" the field has applicability and it lacks an C:IH/JllJll,.,dl research base. I see 

elements of my experience of the movement in Zimbabwe .. pt .. "rtpn 10 many and 

thus literature has served to very broad stokes of the terrain I f10d 

10, 

A rn:mr.rpl,ptl"11JP "'JUlllH:.U women's orl~rlls1ng would allow for more of a 

but in the <tU;,C:l.1<.-C: a1nnS to add to the 

continental case material t""'<Tp,.',,,nr. the DO'umJ.a!leS of the literature in 

to allow me to fully "see" wo~en"s V~;"'~~U~'~JJ; and the women's movement in Zimbabwe 

for what it This is both l~tlr"tl'n<T because of limited 

nature the cor.lcerm tools available for this work, my task will 

involve pushing the limits of the through a UC:ld1JlC:U exploration the 

10 one and rapidly \"lUUJi'"J.Ui', context 

My eX!JerJlerlCe and current positioning facilitates this, as I am of the Zimbabwean 

women's movement but I am also of an 

feminist environment that J"",V.,1U,' ... " the 1mpOJrtrulce of African women's Wl..IUii~" and 

for the reflective space and time to do 

I take up the 

movement. My research will be U,o.lU'-'-' 

of 

the 

that It is from this ~njmp"lln 

the Zimbabwean women's 

U,,""UV'eJ, what are 

oPPo.ttumtles that have faced the Zimbabwean women's movement in 

1995 - 2000, and how has the movement navigated these? 

27 Marna A. 2001 
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Chapter 2 

EPISTEMOLOGICAL TENSIONS 
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

I have already the paucity of a literature on women's 

v,,~;au'>"""5 In a po:st-(:Oi()n1:al context. Thus, it is eX1JeCUerlt and easy to make the 

for more work on women in by African' women, to serve our """'_>H.,,,~. But 

are epistemological and methodological \"U"ll\"U;t,'~~ In 

Clearly, my .k\..~'\..">.'-U eX1)erlen.ce, they cannot be anticipated. are revealed as 

the process in ways and !-,l.~:"'Cl'UJ.l~ 

\..U'U"~U"""U"" moments my instinct was to turn to the literature in search of 

on process that would assist me in aO<lte:SSHlg 

the '-H'U1CU~':'" U.lUUll,l" me with the '-UjLl'-~:1J 

least ,lU"f.',->,'UJ; me to go on. But while I scanned the ...",-"",u"" 

rapidly discovered work this nature is a 

tools or at the very 

self-reflexive works, I 

If we are to commit to feminist research on this COtlUrlen then I 

believe that we need to engage in the U"'~C;""'1L critical reflection that surfaces the 

"'AUU>"'UJ;'~" that un,derpIn lC>JllllJ.l"l research in Africa. I would 

process and 

the 

western u"",,,,,",,uvu 

need to be reinstated and undertaken with a 

production as a .-.,...,,,,,,, . ., 

In this chapter my llll'CHL'UH is to do just 

own research eXl)etletlce a discussion of m(~tnOaIOI 

reflections on 

I to reflect on my 

and feminist research 

tools in an to conversations that articulate the challenges that U1H.1Cl.,!-,H! 

feminist research on the continent. 

11 
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Standpoint and Situated Kn:oV\Tle(:lg{~s 

paradigm the of the researcher is generally left inviolate. 

However feminists have to make researcher visible in 

order to understand the epJlst(~mok)g1,cal Df()Ce:ss: how and IS I-Il.'UUU'-'cu. 

One of central challenges in this l.I::O,':;""J,'-U project is lUI.'.tlc:U at this juncture: .... v .• u .. ul': 

to terms with own position as a "knowledge producer". 

The unael:1VlnQ" aim of feminist theory, as from Marxism and as a 

critique of nncH-nr1"r approaches28, is to those at the into the centre 

through the creation and oWleage1nellt of a multiplicity voices and the need 

oppressed to re-claim 

Standpoint suggests that 

partial and in character. It 

a that 

marginalized work to 

underlying structures of the 

themselves the own 

is inescapably position-bound, hence both 

Cl1"I'rPCrc that within create 

some people 

not only 

standpoint as 

other. In this 

but also the 

survival an 

acquired to communicate and in the dominant discourse29, 

One is the idea that the oP'presse:d 

may an "epis ternic ,...""pc,,,,,,, of the nr'U'IU-<'" 

both their own contexts and those their oppressors, to lead 

to critical it n+" .. u,..,Ir"c critical npt";::f)p('tn;rp;:: 

to its conclusion means that of dominance and power can be un,del:ffiJlned 

and subverted as a result of the "dual knowledge 

operate in two different contexts with two sets of 

or 

This dual 

to 

is 

supposed to for the understanding of hostile the emlDl()vr:neIl( of 

strategies to advance struggles for 

28 See Hartsock N. 1983. 
Feminist lJet'sn(~ctlves 

Reidel. 
:::iynthe,;ls Vol 104 (3), 

in Harding S & Merril B Hintikka (cds). 
U'V'UVl''"'",y and Philosophy of Science, 

New Objectivity 

29 This same does not exist for the dominant 

in 

30 Narayan 1989. The Project of Feminist From A Feminist in 
Jagger A and Bordo S (cds). Gender/Body/Knowledge: Feminist Reconstructions of Being and J.'>J.'!UV.'llH! 

New Brunswick: UP 
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At one level the aims of standpoint converged with own interests 

to docume:nt and reinstate a At anOtrler it raised serious and debilitating 

precisely around my own and what constitutes a credible 

I was committed to minimising the differentials in research 

UVlJ"lU~r-. because I that the hers tory ne(~aea to be narrated the voices of 

who had a to claim to I had 

unco:nS(:10uSllV invested in an "authentic"33 voice and in doing so, I np(Y"'CPrl and elided 

"Zimbabwean women", the 

my own eXlpel:1erlCe CLU.,-<Ul';U a refusal to engage 

,-,.1.'.IY"\,.\,..L. to select and define. 

the power I had as a knowledge 

To this I saw my role as that of a channel or facilitator in uV\..UJ'Ucuu.u~ a shared 

commitment was to level the to the extent that 

research t"I<:It'tl,'ft"l<:lnr<: of carried a than would inform 

research and analysis34• Needless to say, I soon began to cOlmp,retlenld the 

of what I was For example, on in my research35 I found that 

the conversan ts immediate 

luxury or space 

was so pressing that it did not ne,r:eS;S:ll'IIV 

critical reflection and sense making to 

the 

this much 

talked about "epistemic I discovered that women's heteroQ:en,el meant that 

there was no one version of the of the movement, and as a result neither could 

there be a shared authorial voice. 

I had infact fallen into the exact same that I am to the 

in the Zimbabwean Women's 

own identity and f.lV;'iUVH1H~ that this would have on a 

research setting about to IJH.lUli\..C a herstory37. I realised that in order to move 

forward, I needed to explore the "dark side" to the of staJnOJ)Olllt 

31 See below 
32 Which is in and of itself. 
33 Voices that were of the vanguard - female and black. See McFadden P, 2000. The State of Feminism in 
Africa Commentaries, Nordika Africa Institute 2 .' 
34 This was reflected in my initial considerations, which focussed on conversations with 
women and focus group discussions order to collectively the data a 
commitment to shared 
35 the rr\1"Tf'r~~t1",,< 

4 
37 lnt,ere:,llngly this 
movement. 

manifested a loss of voice and an to write coherently about the 
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so vociferously and advanced, as the answer to the problem of their 

own U'-I~'-lUVU among women, our Northern 

To do this I turned to Uma who suggests the 

poses for "non western" because 

it of the the postcolonial 

inflections that have the to unfurl into identities and 

thereby the notion of a standpoint. 

I realised that I needed to my V01ce through an examination my own 

fJVi>lL1V1UU'f', within the movement. I am a rer:n111l1st a woman, south Indian descent 

that intersects and African I am 

I may not be 

African by many 

which I have to 

,,"uc:u;u such because I am not as "fully" 

My body a certain race, class 

and deconstruct. 'What if any, 

does my I.JV~lU"VU afford me? 

In instance my mix identities means that I have learnt the to operate 

a of aCi:olnl=,llshnllellt across diverse social and contexts. I can 

manoeuvre and uu"vu,,;u varied cultural, social and terrains. At 

one time I can be both an "insider" and "outsider". Significantly, I realise 

that it is not my identity, but my work within the movement that translates to belonging. 

that I carried meant that I was welcomed back, ~nlnn,(,\"f"pr1 and atl:mned m 

my research process. "First I want to Sq)l 

It must be done,39" 

I am that you are this valuable work. 

But I also realise is an unstable category. The State's orchestrated race 

war 1n means that while I have found the space within the movement as a 

feminist my position is ,n.",-",uvu". I can become an outsider as the politics of 

nationalism destabilises my self as a 1,."',I..f',''''"'1 within a movement has not spent 

from the <tUC\.jIU<L'CC time discussing issues 

movement in my role as analyst, 

38 

39 Conversant U''''~LJUpl 

Currently too I am 

at the University of Town. The reflective 
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pedagogic space this affords provides a means for my own sense making and analysis, a 

space that I found to be affirmed and valued by the movement: 

" ... The Jpace to think and reflect is a valuable thing. I think Ive need it, that's one of the things that's 
been missing, we need to have some of our members going and coming back, sharing their experience to 
enable us to answer the question are we getting it right? 'If 0 

Only through coming to terms with my own identity, positioning and the contribution I 

was making as a feminist activist and analyst was I able to meaningfully complete this 

piece of work. The relationship between the sites I inhabit is not simple and 

straightforward. In-fact inhabiting multiple contexts whilst maintaining a critical edge 

incurs a certain price: varying degrees of rootlessness and alienation, belonging nowhere 

and everywhere. 

Thus, I do not claim a standpoint per se; neither do I claim an epistemic advantage. I 

am working in the terrain of situated knowledges. The diverse spaces I inhabit are not 

about individuals with the same identities coming together, nor about a notion of a 

single woman and women's experience, rather it is about individuals with a common 

vision rooted in the political coming together to form conscious coalitions, or what 

Chela Sandova141 terms "oppositional consciousness", in describing those individuals 

who become, for whatever reasons ... 

'j' killed in reading Ivebs of pOlver as a result of their unstable membership in sodal categories" 

Thus I present my work as a critical engagement with my context, the research site and 

myself. This groundbreaking study yields a perspective on my world, the world of the 

Zimbabwe Women's Movement, as I have been able to view, research and document it. 

Research Strategy: The Case Study 

If feminist epistemology is concerned with bringing those at the margins into the centre 

through a reclaiming, reinstating and valuing of women's experience, then what better 

way to elicit the experiences of women's organising than through the building of a case 

study. Case studies are a tool of feminist research and their value lies in defying 

40 Conversant transcript 
41 Haraway uses Chela Sandoval's term p 156. See Haraway D. 1991. Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The 
Reinvention of Nature. New York: Routledge. 
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the specificity. This I believe coincides with my aim 

jJi1JlUl.Ul;U movement within its particular context. 

the of the Zimbabwean Women's Movement 

the 2000. The literature has already pointed to the 

between women's movements and process and thus I aimed to track 

national socia-economic and the movement 

in and across broader Zimbabwean A m 

cannot be read in what has preceded it, thus 

context for more recent events. and 2000 are described to 

Work nature not before in LdJlHL'i1UW this 

currency has certain burdens and vulnerabilities on as a researcher 

wants to iJJ..LVllIC",-IO I soon realised that it would be necessary me to "claim 

, to describe the national context and background to women's orli?;atllSJlng 

3 4) iJ.l.",~"'"lC this as a methodological pivot in order to fully explore women's 

movement in 

the 

Building 

I that 

To 

my research 

Ended 

in Zimbabwe 
elections. 

under review (chapter 5 and 6). I welcome ,-u,,,,n,.uJ;',." to my 

UlO',l .... lUf!, and privileging of certain events over others. 

IC~,Ct1:n .. u process had in fact been 8 years in the and my own 

f01:med the backbone upon which I fleshed out the case42• 

research methods43, which allowed me to an 

and secondary data responding to the 

whilst room for innovation 

intention of undertaking fieldwork for this 
of the same year, a period that spanned 

circumstances 

where 

43 There is a non-existence of base line data on women or gender dis,lggJreg<lted statistics, 
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The I did once I had arrived in Zimbabwe was for 

with women activists44• This was selected as 

of interest groups 

'>Vuu." .. ", 1n urban and rural areas, 

the movement and activists 

HC.l.l11LLl"L", women within women's rights 

would texture and enrich 

within ,",,"i.UH''-HL structures and 

a generational "I-H.<ea.'J, which it was 

a nuanced np .. ~t,p(·t"TP of events 

along a time continuum. 

Zimbabwe is a location researchers, from the North and there are 

inherent tensions that accrue. With a requests, burdened 

V"-l'S'UU"'''-''''H'' and individuals become <!.y"U",''''''' what their implies 

that is not their own, research is often by 

fettered access to a research 

in all the time .. so much take and take and in end 
you have nothing left, come and thry and you never the benefits the resean·h 
undertaken. we're very to have Ltj'J1f:J,z!J'Jj~eai'1J doing this of work because there is so 
little. '1J6 

meant that the series of tekeeJ:Jers who would Vi.\.UU"',"LlV 

integrity and memory, melted away. As I have 

comrmtm(~nt to HHUilJlllv.'U5 the power in 

choose co:nvlersattons, which I hpl,p"rpri was a more 

The 

technique". Prior 

discussion of a 

insight into. This then 

movement. 

interviewer and researched. 

narratives through the use of a 

these women meant that my 

event or moment within the history that 

to convers,alJlOIJlS \...4I-'J,V.1.JlH); broader issues 

my 

me to 

process than that 

moment 

LllJ.UU~U a 

to the 

some of them were friends. See apt)CndlX 2 and 3. 
broad based consultations women. As a researcher I am 

"PI-'>;UU1'- three. 
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I conducted 16 conversations in tota147• They all lasted in the of an hour and a 

half. I enJ2;a)l:ed with the selected women wherever were at, and figuratively, 

in aClm()w!edlge.m~~nt of the iJ.U~''''UJ.'C~ bearing down them. conversations 

were held at work within and outside in cars, hotels, over 

some rnf1"pr".., 

were 

too U1~'L1.<U_Ulll)!. and I 

For purposes 

quotations to "..,,-n,rm 

even rolled out into consecutive All the conversations 

transcribed. This process 120 of transcript, 

Notes were not taken during the conversations as this was 

<J'-'.,'-LL'-'-.U it as contrived. 

and safety I have 

women. Rather I have ,-U',,''';:ll to 

not to 

to 

attribute 

women as 

"conversants", a term, which I believe, reflects the conversational nature data 

acquisition. 

The rn'~Tnn" ,n'JU'"'-".U fllorl-Starla~lralse'a information that full use of differences 

women. It nnnV"1<'c shots of moments in time and me to 

access the and memories of women in their own words, which was 

refreshing. But more the technique involved a building 

process. It of a hers tory as the conviersat1C)ns 

and resonate with each other. Key events, concerns and to 

emerge, all vp·r,,".n< events and articulations of possible AH'~aAA~'b~' 

This method had un.expe,cted outcomes. In some 1f1':"",n(',>" the conversations acted as 

catalysts for on the of as the researcher 

and the conversants. The DriJC(~SS laid bare the tensions that accrue for women who are 

committed to a cause and the costs that they incur in the overs tretched. 

In numerous instances the provided much needed rPT·,pc'rnr .. for the 

women activists I was in conversation with: 

'Td Jove a copy of this are reallY stimulating me to think about 

the value of reflection in order to inform new directions and 

activism. 

47 On average 3 .. 4 per week. 
48 Conversant rrallSUClpL 
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'1 found conversation very interesting, I actuallY the time to rifled and 

things I had never need to be considered in developing and 

Participant Observation 

in Zimbabwe provided a rich source data. I to the 

tmmense and excitement generated as the drew 

closer and the for hovered in the air. For the ftrst time in 20 years 

ZANU PF UIJIJ~'''.L'''',U to have a consolidated opposition in the form of the Movement 

Democratic ,-,uau~,,'- in the balance of power became reaL 

"The of is everywhere. and exist side Iqy and activists are caught 
between the polarities, sometimes immobilised them. struggle ahead is (JVt'TW,l1lJt!'71Z!',P, 

sti// believe in the abiliry to see through to a better future ... everywhere 
transition and flux. "50 

Activists to and 

done 

night as an escape 

the day. 

the 

research 

process enmeshed the of and extended into intense evenings of 

"U,~!t1J"".u"K, conversation and about the Zimbabwean context, civil societies role 

in the process of social and the women's movement. Thus the 

j,X."ICd.L\..H eXlpel:1erlce became organic, m'TlglDr2ltlrlg and enriching. 

are bury but seem to be even busier. at the Italian the Book 
unro// fervent analYsis and about the current scenario. ''51 

necessity, created the time and space to and confer on the ~~,~~~~."" 

circumstances being in Zimbabwe. Every I met and every conversation 

had to a ,,,aU'-'-'H/', of the Zimbabwean women's movement and 

/ or its context. I could never where the next HH,~k,~,""UJ; insight would 

come from or in what form it would be embodied, so armed with a notebook at all times 

I was able to some debates and in this way, gather material that 

UH.llUa..L.L'V would have been inaccessible. 

49 Conversant transcript. 
50 Field entry 24 2001 
51 Field entry 21 2001 
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As my V.u.'''H~VH gaps in my knowledge to 

these emerged around my intention to events in the women's 

movement "'-fo'.'UU;>L broader national processes. I L'-' .... ..<, ..... ~ that in order to undertake this 

task comprehensively, I needed to a map of broad national C1o-eCOnomllc and 

political pnJC(:ss!~S in the under review. second arose in relation to my 

own information gaps el!~lrUI11I! the women's movement, of its activities and 

processes. 

Published Material 

on familiar terrain I knew kinds of information I needed and where I 

find it. Accessing published material was I had a idea of the 

limited of literature in existence and within that what I needed. I also 

knew that much of this material was available at the Zimbabwe Women's Resource 

Centre and Network which has a COlmp,retlen collection of regional and 

and development resources. 

Organisational Publications 

on 

education 'u" ...... J,...,,, as well as research ,.Pt,,,,.t~ deepened my own unaerstan;CUtlg and 

appreciation of national context, civil :>U'~lt:ILV-' and the Women's Movement53 in 

Unpublished Material 

With to material I was clear about the material that existed because 

I had lived this period. The to access it however was more \..v,ufJU'.aL .... u. My 

became one negotiation in order to 

It is a and invasive because its success is u<Cu\.-uu .... u on 

52 See for Moyo S, & Raftopolous B. 2000. NGOs the State and Politics in 
Zimbabwe. Harare: SA PES; 
S3 See for Staunton 1. 1990. 

Watson P. 1998. to Act. Harare. 
mC:llU"cllut:~. Women in Zimbabwe. Harare: SARDC/ZWRCN. 
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themselves It was a strategy I 

. knew I was trusted54 and colleagues were willing to and ''''-.I.ll.4,<;; the process 

whilst nn'nPI"ITl'," in my mind was 

and V.L~;a..LU'><'U'''''' imbibed in me. 

Newspaper 

I concentrated on two newspapers, The 

of trust and confidences that 

which is a paper 

understood to be state controlled and The Independent, as its name an 

owned Both for me to access their archives 

and I in dusty corners "'-'UHHH~ in order to identify and 

plot chronologically the trajectory national debates and nalDP,enlln This process 

,.",.",... .. """ the of the tables 55. 

I was also granted access to the ZWRCN cutting which 

documen ts and and their reporting in Zimbabwe. This 

collection allowed me to assess not only what the 

under but also how women's impacted national 

consC1Ousness. 

Organisation minutes and internal reports 

paucity of jJUUli."U<;;U materials on the women's movement in Zimbabwe and 

the shots" movement being elicited "'U.VU'",'" the I realised 

that I would need to on iJ"""~""''-U materials to further flesh out my of 

the movement. This material took the of minutes and t'pr,r.t't" of 

held within the movement, internal VJ..""U"," 

around events and and 

a scan of women's 

documentation and r" .... F·"n vu·u \.-,,"' .... 

campaign materiaIs56• I also 

and feminist 

in Zimbabwe in order to ""."",,... ... U.L,".,UJ,,,,,,, U.L\.nil'_" of the kinds of 

organlsmg undertaken within the movement 

54 that] value and respect and will not violate 
ss See Appendix 1 
56 For this I am indebted to the ZWRCN, The Women's Coalition Secretariat, The NCA, and MWENGO. 
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Research Journal 

the entire period of the research 

I kept a research This 

feelings, and thoughts on the research 

COJrlc(:ptuallSatlOn, llCl'-'I W'" '" and write 

a means for me to monitor my own 

and process. I it as data in order to 

illustrate my commitment to selt-rlet1l:Xl'V"1 
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Chapter 3 

THE NATIONAL 

research the backdrop of one of the most trying and pvrlflt1,o- times 

Zimbabwe. Towards the middle research 

process, I 

"harsh economic' times ': very 

common 

on the streets, thry get 

dtfl7nnp.flr to be melted down or sold 

around petrol !tations, people waiting for hOUr! 

related death! soar out of control. The plummeting Ltl'lfJarlJwean 

"alternativ(J hat proliferated; prices in the market! go up ararmarttctlllV 

the IJxpectation for to oil the wheel! reIult! in wide-!pread t:lJT7'U7JJ:UJt1 

culture hal eroded shared meanings and this has resulted in po/ari!ation. 

and rule of law !peak succinctlY to the fact that politicians thry think is 

necessary them in power on the day, Zimbabwean people are in of 

!uroival and scaj'JCJ)'tlaU come in ma'!)l forms including the female. You cannot 

at every corner and i! echoed in every conversation. The dominant au,,,!.,,,,, 

include 'if ~ progressive currents on the horizon? 

matr!Oi~en1ance and economic mistakes finallY reached mCl4K.£J'1Y point? Will 

emerge at the organisational in the JulY 

pat1ta!WC111al)l elections">7. 

In sum, context tormea a potent cocktail of dashed 

eC()QC)mJlC fall-out with a new consciousness and n .... ·~jnt'" 

But let us take a back to unpack and trace the 

57 1 June 2001 
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Zimbabwe's independence was ushered in 1980 after years of colonial a "'r,r\Tr'<>rirpti 

war, and hard uW'5""'U'""5 that ev!':tltuall-y saw the ~.F.".""F. of the Lancaster 

House This British brokered called for a new 

a transition under British rule and a new constitution implementing 

"H~'1U',ALY rule. Yet the LUU''''-'''' military victory of the two major the largely 

Shona Zimbabwe African 

majority Ndebele Zimbabwe 

Union led by Robert LV"""'.'''\. and the 

People'S Union led by as 

well as nationalist Hrrhf'inrr '---"'h up to the Lancaster House negotiations, various 

kinds of residual economic and iJUuu',-,,", power in HUUVJU'Y hands, 

At lUllC~IC1JlUCllLC, Zimbabwe had a sound economic of 

levels of entrepreneurial and general human 

first two years 1n(leplendel[lCe GDP o-rr""j-h rate was a 

as a of good removal of L'-'JUUUllL and travel sanctions, a return 

of Zimbabwe to international legitimacy, which to more confidence 

investors in the economy and the ",,,rnuj'h 1n consumer 

of 1980s were to a 

and reconstruction. this 

the state's priorities were to armed re-establish 

and education in areas and resettle the estimated one million 

L'Ul(e,e'" and displaced persons as a of the war 

others. 

Within the 

middle 

in land and 

decade, the state and the ruling party became u".u"""'-L'j;"""U"U""" 

was quickly built .... "'.'v ... l'~u the UUJLC<tULJ'''LY, and a iJa.'w.Viua~~", 

to 

A lower-

that ran 

of the Constitutional Conference Lancaster I-louse London September - December 

60 First ZANU gaining 
24%, and collaborating black party with a voter turnout 
61 The armed were known as ZANLA and ZIPRA respec:tlVeiy. UlUt::P"llU't::IIICO:; the two forces had 
to merge into one army. 
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contrary to the states and __ I".".u.c,u<a.u goals. As a left ZANU Member 

Parliament, concluded in 1989: 

socialist has been ad1,(Jurnl!d ma'ettf.;tte,!v. don't talk about socialism in a par!J that is 

led l?Y people who own 

were fighting in the 

tracts of land and a lot of cheap When 

thry were fighting not to disturb the but to dismantle it. And what are 

we seeing now? are bury implementing those things which we against.62" 

During this time too, ethnic dominance the state by the generated resentment 

by minority Ndebeles. ZANU's distinctive coercive strain became first evident in the 

army's ruthless containment of an armed uprls1lng amongst the 

including the massacre 

!lllJ,'n .... u in the 1987 

an estimated civilians during the mid-

1980s63. This between l.VH.l~d.U(; and n"'Ul11U 

ZAPU in a merge between the two parties and the birth of the Zimbabwe 

African National Patriotic Front (ZANU PF). 

()n,,-r'<lrf"{, state. ZANU PF's 

set the stage for what was 

to become a de to this into law were 

beaten back not by human advocates but also by international at a 

time when sought more access to global markets. 

Internally, in the 1980's the power fmandal institutions 

of local and a search for external markets to counteract this. 

Very high levels foreign debt64 were by a reduced 

economy from the vantage point of the nation-state. Thus the 

domestic financial markets imploding, as international interests 

to __ V""""-" the 

dominance in the 

local economy and removed trade and finandal restrictions. This had the 

effect of ""<'''J-''5 Zimbabwe into a 

the 1992 YJ.v'uI".,a. 

economy as the 

the World Bank (WE) was 

econonuc 

had 

the International 

further exacerbated by 

for Zimbabwe's 

and 

into outright coerCion to 

structural (ESAP) under the premise that the aO()otlon of this 

62 The Mail 10 December 1989. 
63 Also known as the Gukurahundi atrocities. Resource Foundation and Catholic Commission 
for Justice and Peace - Zimbabwe. 1997. the Silence True Peace: A on the 
Disturbances in Matabeleland and the Midlands . 1988. Harare: 
64 The balance situation deteriorated from a surplus ofUS$41.9 million at to a 
deficit ofUS$120 in 1989. 
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contrary to the states socialist and "''''U.lUiU''''' As a left ZANU Member of 

<1J.ll;'UU'CUl, COllcl1Llde:d in 1989: 

has been a4fourned ma:emme"v. You don't talk socialism in that is 

led l;y people who own large tracts and emplqy a lot of cheap labour. When the freedom fighters 

in the bush thry were fighting not to disturb the rystem but to dismantle it. what are 

we seeing now? are bury imJ)/efi'1en,tinJ!. those things we were fighting 

this time too, ethnic dominance of the state the Shona l{C;l . .l'-.l.ttl'-U resentment 

by UUllU.LllY Ndebeles. ZANU's distinctive coercive strain became in the 

ruthless containment an armed uprising the '-''-~ln..U;'''' people 

10 U .......... '"H •• , including the massacre an estimated 5,000 during the mid

1980863• This culminated in the 1987 unity between MUlgat>e's ZANU and 

ZAPU resulting in a merge between the two the birth of the Zimbabwe 

African Union - Front PF). This set the for what was 

to become a de facto state. ZANU PF's to codify this into law were 

beaten back not only 

time when Zimbabwe 

human advocates but also by international at a 

more access to global markets. 

in the 1980's the power of financial institutions 

of local manufacturing, a de:5pf:ra1te for external markets to counteract this. 

levels by a reduced '-"-I-"".HV to control the 

economy from the vantage of the nation-state. Thus the 19908 witnessed 

domestic financial markets imploding, as international interests dominance in the 

economy and sU(:cesstull} removed trade and financial restrictions. This had the 

effect of sinking Zimbabwe into a profound economic <,l\_I-'J.<'·"'''.VU further exacerbated by 

the 1992 "" .. ""n-h This lnt,erestlrlg for Zimbabwe's 

economy as the \..J.C;C;I.JJlU!o{ policy llU.lU\CU<'.\C by the International Fund (IMF) and 

the Bank (\XIB) was transfonned into coercion to adopt econOmiC 

structural (ESAP) under the that the adoption of this 

62 The Sunday Mail 10 December 1989. 
63 Also known as the Gukurahundi atrocities. Resource Foundation and Catholic Commission 
for Justice and Peace - Zimbabwe. 1997. the Silence Building True Peace: A Report on the 
Disturbances in Matabeleland and the Midlands - 1988. Harare: LRF/CCJPZ 
64 The balance situation deteriorated from a ofUS$41.9 million at to a 
deficit of US$120 in 1989. 
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was considered '-VIl1IJl1t.!UJlt:: with the contlempc.ra:ry of sustainable national economic 

Economic Adjustment 

With the ESAP in 199065, was forced to state 

enterprises and the economy, eliminate on basic 

slash government open domestic markets to investors the 

reduction of restrictions and provision of 

financial markets in the name of 

currency and 

institute "cost 

recovery" <;UUI-;~U()Il, health care, and social services and increase cash t>vnr..",t. 

to reduce !VL<;!l<cU 

Implementing recommended "free market" .L<OIJU"I.U<O" amounted to backtracking on 

independence and the trade-offs resulted in deterioration, as economic 

growth stagnated targets for Oe'velc')f)!ne1nt 

in spite of adherence to the program. 

by huge UU'c.LI<:!U", 

1995 the IMF and \XfB 

to apply for "compliance" and a baJlance··ot-pa support tranch of 

Z$620 million was withheld66• 

this one saw an "' ... r,~'r'M of the social 

1980'S67, price controls on 

workers, devaluation 

progress of the 

goods, retrenchment 

industries resulted in a currency and privatisation of ~olvernJm~:n 

sharp ""Jll!l."'l1~'''' of income opportunities for the urban and working class while 

simultaneously IH;'U,l:~111"'il,01l1:~ the poor further, to the extent that even perceived urban 

opportunities for the were eroded. Further the reduction of social welfare 

and the O1!;av.oe:ar:anl:e of free or suIClsld1z:ed access to and education meant 

these were and lost their to 1-'1l11-11lt:. In 1995 with mass 

65 See, WR 1987c Zimbabwe: A 
66 See Minister Fears Donors Could Example. Financial Gazzette, 
suspension of aid from the IMF did result in other donors withholding aid; for eX~lIIlIJlt:, 
Union announced in March 1996 that it would give Zimbabwe US$32 million for 
education, but would block disbursements until IMF/World Bank conditions, and 5pt:CllJlCaIlY 
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was considered '-VH1IJa'.lUJlC with COltltem):)orarv style of sustainable national ....... '''n'alA .... 

Economic Adjustment 

With the of ESAP in Zimbabwe was forced to state 

enterprises and the economy, CliJllll.llalLC subsidies on basic commodities; 

slash guvef:nntlerlt '-'''"fJ'"H\.llLCU-,-. domestic markets to '~'~A"'.U through the 

currency and 

institute "cost 

reduction restrictions and provision of lucrative concessions, 

financial markets in the name of 

recovery" health care, and social services and cash eXf)orts 

lITlpl1em,ennng these L"-\_VIHHH;;llU<;U "free market" remedies amounted to ua''-''''Lla'-''''111K on 

LLAU .... --Vl'" resulted in further as econonuc 

growth '''K.UAI,,-U and all ESAP's targets for development were missed by marg1fls, 

adherence to the By 1995 the IMF and WB began in spite of the 

to apply 

Z$620 HlliJLlVH 

pressure for "compliance" and a balance-of-payments ",,, .. nf-'''~ tranch of 

During this one saw an erosion of the social development and pr()gress of the 

1980's67, The '-A.UALU,."" of price controls on manufactured goods, of 

workers, devaluation of currency and government industries resulted in a 

sharp income opportunities the urban middle and wClrkJlng: class while 

simultaneously lU.LI.~JlU"J.J...<,J.H~ the poor to the extent that even 1'\P'~rpjv"rI urban 

opportunmes 

and the 

the rural poor were eroded, Further the reduction of social welfare 

of free or subsidized access to health and education that 

these were CLHJU"lY eroded and lost their to placate. In 1995 with mass 

65 See, WB. 1987. Zimbabwe: A Strategy for Sustained Growth, 
66 See Minister Fears Donors Could Ape WB Financial Gazzette, February 29 1996. In fact the 
suspension of aid from the IMF did result in other aid; for the ~UJlVfJ'''''U 
Union announced in March 1996 that it would Zimbabwe US$32 million for 
education, but would block disbursements 

Globalisation with a Human Face, Zimbabwe, 
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violent in '-l1".l_''-l'~.l and involved a sustained "tt'p,.."nt to intimidate by '''L,,,,",-LLU,,,, MDe 
activists, candidates, and or:LP()srt:1onal supporters for assault and 

The powerful ev(xa:t1on of nationalist "U'-'~~lC the third chimurenga 

unfolding of a race war with white 

.... U'LoHJJ,'-" of the and sC~LPegoated for the rn'I1".,+>,' 

farms with a vow not to co:mt)er.lsate farmers,97 and 

seizures. These were officially A".~ ... ,>~+."" 

by Mugabe as 

Mugabe began 

plunged into violent land 

as ZANU-PF backed 

'war veterans' moved onto 1500 white owned with a partisan 

choosing to remain in the face of HlI.u'LUC1- and a 

government attitude to international criticism, IlLUl~lIlV the British government in a 

U-I~UIUIl'llU sentiment. transparent attempt to 

The land invasions, assaults and cases of intimidation to the 2000 parliamentary 

'-A'-'-'-"~H" were reflective of S11nmenng LCL'::>I,)11;:' in this tumultuous national socio-

economic and IJVllU''-'U now they were sanctioned by the state. 

PF recognised that the 

real target, was the rural 

vote had largely been lost to the 

still comprising 65% the 

ultimately decide its fate. The 

thus 

whose votes 

to exploit the 

of rural I.UU1l,1l1.'UILlC:,. their deference to traditional structures, and the 

<;;U',UU"id<>lH of the 

owned two-thirds 

for genuine land 

the most fertile farming land. 

Thus the farm invasions were designed to the 

ownership into the election l."U1~Jdl~11, primarily as a means 

in a country where whites 

question land 

attention from 

ZANU-PF's lamentable in governance but also to coerce I.1CUI-COH;:. particularly in 

these rural back into the party fold. believed that the issue 

land reform was the which would secure his I.1U11U'-"l salvation even if 

97 In March 2000 section 16 of constitution which governs the 
This stated that where the land was owned or oc(:upied 
dispossessed the obligation to pay for the land rested with 

and not the Zimbabwean government. In April 2000, the constitution was 
aCCluiSlt1C)Q of commercial farms without the government to pay for the 

de\relopment on it. 
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violent in ,-Hdn,,-u=l. and involved a sustained ",tl· .. n~,",l to .llHl.l.l.l'UdlC by "u.,~,""C".Hl'. MDC 

activists, l..a,l1l..t..ua and oppositional "m" ... ,,,, .. ',,,,,, for assault and abduction95• 

The nnu,prtll evocation of nationalist LH.!.·UU~'U the third Chllmtlreltlga facilitated 

the unfolding of a race war with farmers 96 being 

cat)eg:oateo for the country's Or()blemcS. 

Mugabe as 

Mugabe began 

IJILUl\:,CU into violent land 

state' and 

farms with a vow not to comr:len:sa1:e t;lrnle!'S. the 

seIzures. These farm were officially Ul.\~llC::'LLalCU, as ZANU-PF backed 

'war moved onto 1500 owned force 

to remam in the face of murder and 

attitude to all international Ull.J.U:'lll, particularly the British p"o'vernrrlen lOa 

to revive "llU-'_V'.VLJ'M. sentiment. 

The land assaults and cases of LliLUUt'U,",'ll prior to the 2000 jJd.t.ll'UllCllld.!. 

elections were reflective of long ~llJllll:lt:.LJlll)!. tensions in tumultuous national socio-

context, were 

PF reC()gt11lseo the urban vote had been lost to the 

real was the rural peasantry, still comprising 65% of the population, whose votes 

would its fate. ruling party to the 

conservatism of rural \.Ulll.LllUJlU their deference to traditional strnctures, and the 

enthusiasm of the rural population for i!CIllUJJUC land in a country where whites 

still owned two-thirds most fertile farming land. 

Thus the farm were designed to introduce the whole question of land 

into the election \.d.lll~)dlJ"'ll, jJ.l.JLllld.!.J,'Y as a means of attention from 

.a ...... '-J'''" .......... record in governance but also to coerce people, in 

these rural fold. Mugabe believed that the issue 

of land reform was the trump which would secure his UUliUL .... salvation even if the 

97 In March 2000 section 16 of the constitution which governs the ownership ofland was amended. 
This stated that where the land was historically owned or people who were then 
Q1spos:sessea the to pay for the land rested with British as former colonial 

government. 2000, the constitution was amended to enable 
acquisition of commercial farms without the government to pay for the but only the 

de,relopment on it. 
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Introduction 

A GLIMPSE ON THE GROUND 

On the 8th of 2001 reDres~~n from the Zimbabwean Women's Movement 

venue, the Book Cafe, in Harare to and answer the 

""'PC '''r.,,' "Does L>LLlH./dU have a women's movement?" As the H" .... U.U'"' pt()2:ress I 

became that embodied the debate. 

Some women's a 

movement and for a stock take in quantifying its concrete Others 

the movement had been so weakened 104WJ.OQ:1C~illV that it was 

up the patriarchal status quo it was to overturn. 

Muted voices rCl.V~:lll~'CU a movement but saw it as weak and UJ.;:)UI"'H 

At the outset I found this problematic. I had lived some of the most creative and 

assertive women's based VL~;"UI£ill); during the period 1995 - 2000 I worked 

for the Women's Resource Centre and Network (ZWRCN)l and this kind 

"'-'_HI'-'-' to dlsCOllnt and negate my experience. 

I knew the .... " .... rrr. • .,' and terrain of women's organising in Zimbabwe was rich and 

and that women's U ..... llJ"UVH in the nationalist struggle for 104jet)erldf!Oc:e" served 

independence demands that sought and 

relations and cultural norms. Initially the most CtHI",iU'" 

came 10 the form of ''''~~i''J'''U the most ::llj.,!;ULJUCliIlI of which was the 

pa:;::ilI.lio! of the 1982 of Majority Act which saw women 

1 Based in Harare, Zimbabwe. 
2 Traceable to and colonial times. See Schmidt E. 1992. Peasants, Traders and Wives: Shona 
Women in the of Zimbabwe 1870 - 1939. Portsmouth: Heinemann; Bames T. 1991. Differential 
Class African Women in Colonial Harare, Zimbabwe 1935 1970. 
at the conference: Women and University of Natal; Barnes T. 1999. "We Women 
Hard": Gender, Urbanisation and Social Reproduction in Colonial Harare, Zimbabwe 1930 
Portsmouth: Heinemann. 
3 Staunton I 1990. Mothers of the RevolutIOn. Harare Baobab Books 
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status at the age 

economic empowerment:4. 

18, the way women's and 

On the other hand 1J"'..J.l4'\..11Y r4eco,no.gu:red 

address gender inequality in """"BU-«'" 

desire to and control women 

the will to meaningfully 

''''~H'''.<:;U instead by the 

and public sphere. This was 

invocation of 

nationalist and cultural discourses 

and 'ICl.lllL.U;:HH as 

tended to interpolate any women's V.Ll".'''U;)',,,"!'', as 

U-tlatlOtlallst pro imperialism. 

this UlSCU1:SHI'e 

move, but it was by no means the only one. Another ~A'''''UfJL'- can be found in the 

I could Clean as perh~IPS the most blatant <:;""uUI-"<:; 

LAMA, the denial property and inheritance rights to 

women under law. Yet "n.nn,,,, .. example involved women 

who wore mini skirts, in the streets. All these manoeuvres were met concerted and 

directed action from women action was in the streets, in V.I., ........ ''''', 

';>.L,-"u,."" UHll111115 room under trees and in halls. 

Furthermore as Zimbabwe 1-"1.""1';" .... into so.cl0-e(:Oflorruc and UVllU,",'U upheaval in the 

late 1990's the \..UJlIUlU<.'ll" under which women were VLi;~'~V'~'F. 

this time, the states unvarnished to gendered discourses meant challenging. 

that women became the target state sOlon:SOl~ea "'"'-''-LH ..... whilst on other 

hand "deeply uncivil nature of civil ~,...,,.'.,hr··O with rel2;al:as to gender meant that 

alliances across sites struggle in order to further women's rights based "F.'"''"''''''' were 

tenuous and had to be 

With this in sitting at the on 8th, the issue for me was not 

whether or not Zimbabwe had a women's movement. It was more inflected. Instead I 

found asking: the current 

4 See nlJlJt;IJiU.llI. 1. 
SOver 
centres of Zimbabwe arbitrary arrests of women 
women, out alone and charge them with 
6 Mama A. 1999. ,IJ"'O""W.,lS 
CODESRJA Bulletin 3 & 4 P 31 
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what form and does it have to take in order to survive and face the 

\..U'lUI..UF;'O;) whilst ODDorturutles to further the struggle for 

my as an activist and aC~ldem1c, my aim became two-fold. I 

wanted to the herstory of women's v ... ~;aH."HL"5 in the period 1995 - 2000 and 

uu,vu,,,,u this process I to an analytical derstandlng, to 

movement and its ",1..,.'''''''''' of itself as "weak" and 

3 
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1 

WOMEN'S MOVEMENT 

THE BOUNDARIES. 

Western feminists initiated the contemporary and subsequent 

""",r'n,,,. on women's movements 1960'S7, The initial work aimed to 

recover the hidden history of activism in the North, whilst that 

women's involvement was character and Sl~;ruilcallce. It went on 

to a somewhat naive cOrntllClna:ll In the forms of women's and 

women's movements world-wide its into the expe:rIelnCI~S of women in 

VV'I.UJ'H"'.U contexts. 

This of "homogenous was soon \"Ha.ll\ .. U'~"'-' the research and 

of Southern feminists. This rt"l:rUl1'p a new that shifted the 

around women's VL.",,'UU''''Ul'', In two ways. It highlighted the heterog,em~lty 

women's and that in a post colonial context, women's abilities to 

form collective identities that their demands are "u.,...,~.u political processes 

that involve shifts in state power, whether these occur 

or nationalist Within the 

democratic, anti

of women's movement 

L!LICL"!.,"",,," one has to rll'1nr\'''''''f'lcrp the 1tTl,pc)rt:~n(:e of this re-orientation and the f'~'W'''''-'U 

message it embodied in .... uAll';;.Uj;u"l",Northern hegemony and "-"'"'''' ..... '-''' 

Under rubric of world studies" a body literature emerged that aimed to 

CAUKHC regional similarities in Africa and elsewhere1o, but this leads to the 

of As such this body of work tends to raise more than 

Rowbotham S, 1992. Women in Movement. New York: .,v'~ucu!',c 
8 This train of thought in the 1970's and 1980's 
R 1984 Sisterhood is The International Women's Movement HUlU,""V/",Y' 

See, Basu A, 1995. The of Local Feminism:;. Boulder: Westview Press. H"JU~U'J 
Third World Women and the of Feminism. Bloomington: Indiana Press 
1() Davies M. 1983 .. 1987. Third World Second Sex: Women's and National Liberation: Third 
World Women Speak Out. London: Zed. 
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answers as to the particularities of specific contexts and their influence on women's 

organising and gender politics, thereby outstripping its usefulness. However this did 

pave the way for deeper contextual case studies of women's organising, which I will 

discuss later in this chapter. 

Categorisation of Movements 

Much time and space has been devoted to categorising women's movements. Many of 

these attempts have drawn from mainstream / malestream social movement theory. This 

has precluded treating them in their own right and can be argued to have obscured the 

unique features of women's organising. Needless to say there are contrasting views as to 

what constitutes a movement, but in sum, the literature would suggest that while a 

movement may be characterised by a diversity of interest, forms of expression and 

spatial locations, to speak of a movement implies 

"A. social or political phenomenon of some significance, that significance being given ry numerical 
strength, but also capacity to rffect change in some wqy or another be it in legal, cultural, social or 
political terms. '~1 

This criterion denotes a particular kind of movement, yet in reality this is not the only 

kind, or even the most important kind. Sonia Alvarez12 in her work on Brazil goes a 

long way in showing forms of "female collective action" which are in effect marked by 

the absence of one or other of the criteria outlined above. This broader understanding 

seems more likely to resonate with the diverse manifestation of women's mobilisations in 

Zimbabwe. Indeed, it is quite possible that the narrow definitions typically found in the 

literature and which are familiar to Zimbabwean women activists may have influenced 

their own conceptions of the movement. 

The point I am making is this. If definitional boundaries are going to lock us in and 

blind .us to alternative manifestations of movements and organising then we not only 

have to ask: where do the definitions come from and whose interests do they serve? But, 

we also have to challenge them precisely because the lived reality tells us that forms of 

mobilisation excluded from consideration as "women's movements" actually make up a 

11 Molyneux M. 1998. Analysing Women's Movements in Development and Change 29 (2) P 225 
12 Alvarez S. 1990. Engendering Democracy in Brazil: Women's Movements in Transition Politics. 
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 
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large proportion, possibly a greater part, of women's organising and solidarity around the 

world today. We need to re-claim the term and re-define it to our own ends through a 

process of local critical reflection and engagement with rec~ived definitions. 

As an extension of this there is also a body of literature, largely generated by the 

technocratic demands of the development industry, intent on typologising women's 

organising from: community based welfare organisations and church based women's 

interest groups to developmental non governmental organisations, spanning a range of 

frameworks from Women in Development (WID), Women and Development (WAD), 

and Gender and Development (GAD), addressing the range of practical and strategic 

gender interests13. In Zimbabwe, women's organisations can and have been categorised 

as such, to what end14? Or to put it another way, what value does such a categorisation 

bring to our understanding? 

Ifin the Zimbabwean context the conceptualisation of movements has blinded us to the 

possibility of recognising our own strength and valuing our organisational forms then 

categorisation has been operated as a strategy to weaken. It has reinforced the urban = 

elite = modern = strategic I rural = poor = traditional = practical divide that is 

manipulate and deployed to weaken and undermine. 

Further, the uptake of these frameworks point to the sophisticated way that the global 

development industry has served as a double-edged sword for securing women's rights. 

It has appropriated politically powerful concepts and used them to its own ends, to 

facilitate planning and training by "experts" who are often not much versed in the 

specificities of a context but are rather looking for that one recipe that can be applied 

across the board. In complex ways the language obscures and waters down the critical 

political edge and dynamism of a movement. 

'When lvomen's liberation is replaced f?y 'women in development' or when mobilisation is replaced f?y 
'participation in development: or when political militancy is replaced f?y lobf?ying and advocacy skills, ... 
more than words have been exchanged. A deal has been done and this has consequences. 'U 

13 See: Molyneux M. 1998. op cit. Molyneux M. 1985. Mobilisation Without Emancipation? Women's 
Interests, the State and Revolution in Nicaragua. Feminist Issues 11 (2): 227-253 
14 Tackson C & Pearson R. 1998 Feminist Visions of Development. London: Routledge. Zwart G. 1991 
F;om WID to GAD More Than A Change In Terminology? Harare: ZWRCN 
15 Mama A. 2001. Bridging Legacies, Building Futures: Reflecting on African Women's Organisations in 
the 21" Century. A paper presented at the Centre for Gender and Organisations Conference, 'Chasms and 
Differences', Simmonds Centre, Boston, 19th - 20th June 2001. p 4 
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I would however like to return to the work of Maxine Molyneux 16 who draws on the 

Nicaraguan experience in her discussion of women's movements. For my purposes her 

work is of value in that it stretches the boundaries of the literature in the direction I 

would like to move in. It was Molyneux who initially applied the concept of women's 

interests, as drawn from political science, in her 1985 study of Women's Interests, the State 

and Revolution in Nicaragua!? She argued against certain constructions of women's 

interests and critiqued the notion that sex was a sufficient basis for assuming common 

interests. 

The idea of women's interests was diffused into planning contexts through its uptake by 

the World Bank18. This resulted in a rather schematic and simplified model of women's 

interests that was oblivious to the more nuanced understandings. In a paper largely 

aimed at a reclamation of the initial dynamism embodied by these concepts, Molyneux 

combines feminist political theory and development studies, and comes to an 

understanding of women's movements as "variant forms of collective action in pursuit 

of common goals."19 She considers the relation of women's movements to "projects of 

general political import" be these of an authoritarian or democratic character. 

Molyneux asserts then that 

"Discussion if the broader implications if women:r politics remains a relativelY unexamined aspect if the 
development literature. There have been some recent attempts to address this absence, yet it is as if the 
debate within feminist political theory and the field if development studies have pursued parallel paths 
with little real engagement with each other. This is all the more remarkable given the impact if women's 
movement on polirymaking and politics in the developing world . .. ''20 

She goes on to explore ways in which contemporary debates about women's movements 

might be moved on to address the new context which gender politics confronts. In this 

way, she introduces the primacy of the gender politics of a movement as being central to 

its characterisation. 

This then is something worth holding on to, especially in the struggle for a 

transformatory feminist politics. Within the context of the development industry it is 

easy to parade a technocratic gender discourse, but if male authority is taken for granted 

16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Moser CON. 1993. Gender Planning and Development. New Zealand: MacMillan 
19 Molyneux M 1998, P 219 
20 Molyneux 1\1 op cit 
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and intact, then this is a way of the world to that which evolves in 

the course a LLAU",LU',lHa.L,n politics. Given the heterogeneity of our contexts 

and movements this is ~(),m"'th' we must of U""''''''''L in the frame. 

Literature on Women's oo40V,errleJltS in Mrica 

To inflect the discussion to one finds sophisticated 

VLJ~All,L"',U~ undertaken by women on the continent. Whether it be Ugandan women 

in Nigerian women 

UV"L.'~" until it of schools, and 

water ~''',tp,tn~ women ttghtlng the installation of a women 

much more is happening on the gtcmold than is written 

we tum to those lV'~U:>111,); on African women's organising, from Nina Mba's 

pJ,U'U""~""'l'" 1982 study21 there has been a """'''''''f''Ifl" body of work J,v"U"~J,lj'~ on 

women's movements: their organising and participation in SOC10-

economic and political I-',L'J\"~,"'''_'' on the continent22• 

co:m~)rehenslve "",r'H""" of women's movements in 

studies do not add up to a 

any means. Rather 

<ltt,>t'nt,t to grapple with the Spf~CHICl1t1eS and the pr(otcmold r!i"",.cit,'U within our 

social movements and contexts, providing a which to build and 

questions for research in an to deepen our 

VLI;~'~~'U!; on the continent. 

Mba N. 1982. Nigerian Women Mobilized: Women's Political Activity in Southern 1900-1965 . 
.lkJckeilev: Institute of International Studies at the of California in Berkeley. 

I am M. 1996. Feminists, Islam and Nation: 
Gender and the Press; Lazreg M. 1994. The 
of Silence: Algerian in London: E. 1989. Women in 
Ur:ga!1llsatiolls 1951 - 1987 in Hansen E & Ninsink K State and and Politics in 

CODESRIA; Manuh T. 1993. Women, the State and the PNDC in 
~vJ,umu-L.v"".E (ed) Ghana Under PNDC Rule. CODESRIA; 1991. Women and 

Organisations the CPP Period in Arhin K The Life and Work of Kwame Nkrumah. 
Accra: SEDCO. Tamale 1999. When Hens Begin To Crow: Parliamentary Politics in Boulder: 
Westview Press; Tripp A M, 2000. Women in Politics in Oxford: James Currey; S, 1998. 
TANU Women: Gender and Culture in the Making Nationalism. Oxford: 
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The one thing however that this work attests to UIH:\..lUIV 1S of the 

state in women's organising in a relationship that is e,....,,,,,,,,,,,,;' 

On the one hand the state 15 and 

excluding, on the other women's advocacy involves UClll,111\.lllJ:1!" U<iI£l::ilUn in the roles 

of the state through provision services and the of frameworks that 

\!C.LlU'C1.C:U H""ni<lrt~ and ensures gender As Tsikata24 out, 

(t ••• AnalYsis has shown that state action is often both (}P"I1P~'_h1,'''11 

and state activists have sought to on the state to 
limited success. " 

There is no that this kind of scenario present opportu:ml1es risks and 

tensions or what to as and 25, To site one 

equality mechanisms for Zimbabwean women may have been broadened 

LlH.VUi\!ll the s tates enJ2;a~:enlerlt with standards but at 

same time these I.JV~~.iIUlll del)en.d on the SO(:lO··ec<onc)mlC and interests of the 

state in its own ");;"uu",,, 

I would like to argue that like the development the state too becom(~s a 

for women, On the one hand it is a tool the 

production equality, but on the other a source for the of 

on its own ;lV",,,,>! in ",,,.U.LJIH;! and It:~~lUln<:LCy and Further 

the literature shows women's na,erstanaJrlg of the nature the state profoundly 

the form and content activism and politics. 

This Amina Mama challenges us to confront the that the on 

women's movements in Africa LVUU.UU'C~ to be Northern in orientation 

and voice. She further to African women's 

scholarship continues to deep global as resources and power remain 

1999. Gender Equality and the State in Ghana: Some Issues of Policy and Practice. In Imam 
Engcn.dering African Social Sciences. CODESRIA: Mama A 1999. l.J1Ssenrulg 

Politics and Civil in a ~tarised State CODESRIA Bulletin 3 & 4. 

24 Tsikata D. op cit p 382 
25 V, 1991. The Women's Movement in Peru: Streams, Spaces and Knots in J2l]l!Q)2Q!lJj~~~ 
Latin American and Caribbean Studies 50, p 7 - 50. 
26 See CEDA W which Zimbabwe ratified in 1991 or the 1995 Platform for Action. 
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rooted in the North and often the 

may go some way 1n 

'The persistent tolerance we 
organisations, the rationales 
that maf!Y of them have displqyed, 

Research Question 

for study is dictated western 

simplification and women j-
to and indeed the acumen and if[ectiveness 

pvlr""'''/lI cna!£t{:?'I}!,tt.~ conditions "27. 

I have tried to show a survey of the on women's movements 

the field has llUl.W";U applicability and it lacks an research base. I see 

elements of my C.II.;!J<::J,H::llLC of the movement in Zimbabwe refracted in many ways and 

thus the literature 

myself in. 

served to nrr"nr,p very broad brush stokes of the terrain I find 

A comprehensive continental picture of women's VL:5U'''''''U5 would allow for more of a 

\..Ua'Vl'.L\. e:xpJlOrat1<on, but in the this, this research project aims to add to the 

continental case study material while tr""tTPj'C''''''" the boundaries of the in order 

to allow me to fully "see" women's or:garllSJing and the women's movement in Zimbabwe 

it is. This is both because of the limited 

nature of the co:nCI~ptual tools available for this exciting because my task will 

involve p ..... """ul'. the limits of the a detailed of the 

in one particular and rapidly L",'U);;,J.U)<, context. 

experience and current nn~jtj:"M facilitates as I am part of the Zimbabwean 

women's movement but I am also taking of an 

feminist environment that re<:og:ms the nrr<1nc'p of African women's U!1"lhr,,,,,, and 

allows for the reflective space and time to do just that. It is this somewhat 

that I take up the of the Zimbabwean women's 

movement. My research will be 11PC.ttf"'\'M· what are the 

and OP1JOl:turul1,es that have faced the Zimbabwean women's movement in the 

1995 - and how has the movement these? 

27 Marna A. 2001 
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Chapter 2 

EPISTEMOLOGICAL TENSIONS 
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

I have already illustrated the paucity of a comprehensive literature on women's 

organising in a post-colonial context. Thus, it is expedient and easy to make the urgent 

call for more work on women in Africa, by African women, to serve our agendas. But 

what are the epistemological and methodological challenges in operationalising this call? 

Clearly, from my research experience, they cannot be anticipated. They are revealed as 

the process unfolds, manifesting in various ways and presenting multiple challenges. 

During these challenging moments my instinct was to turn to the literature in search of 

spirit guides, the writings and reflections on process that would assist me in addressing 

the challenges of my findings by equipping me with the conceptual tools or at the very 

least inspiring me to go on. But while I scanned the literature for self-reflexive works, I 

rapidly discovered that, work of this nature is a rarity. 

If we are to commit to developing feminist research capacity on this continent, then I 

fttmly believe that we need to engage in the necessary critical reflection that surfaces the 

challenges that underpin feminist research in Africa. I would argue that reflections on 

process and strategy need to be reinstated and undertaken with a deeper understanding 

of the importance knowledge production as a powerful tool in challenging patriarchy and 

western hegemony. In this chapter my intention is to do just this. I aim to reflect on my 

own research experience through a discussion of methodology and feminist research 

tools in an attempt to begin conversations that articulate the challenges that underpin 

feminist research on the continent. 

11 
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..... ,"' ... '" .... Theory and Situated 

paradigm .L"-'''''',U.\-U'C;.L is generally left 

However feminists have to make the researcher visible in 

to understand the ep.lst.emol()gical process: and why is produced. 

One my central '-UCUL'''Uje.'''' in this research project is AU\-""';."" at this 

to terms with my own position as a "knowledge producer". 

The al1ll standpoint 

of positivist approachesz8, is to 

through the creation and aclmc)wled:gerneltlt 

oppressed to re-claim 

as derived Marxism and as a 

those at the .. ","""",w> into the centre 

HIIClILL!-,LL'-lICV of voices and the need for 

the value of their own 

~taLndlp01nt theory that knowledge is lneSC~LOaDlV !-,V;HI .. "ClU- hence both 

and partisan in character. It <",,,,,",,,,oto that differing IJV"iWLV1.';:' within society create 

a system y"".~""'''AU'' that privilege some people while other. In this con text, 

work to own standlpe'lnlts also the 

structures of as their survival upon an 

<:>rrn",rprl ability to communicate and the dominant discourse29. 

One of the is the idea that the oppresse:d 

of 

their own contexts and those of their oPlpre:ss()rs. This <:>rl'y" .... t"n'" is thought to lead 

advantage"30 may cultivate an 

to critical because it r""'\"i'\ln·~ critical t'\p,r<:1"IprlN,,,'<: this train of 

to its of dominance and can be undermined 

and subverted as a result mov;,'lecit!e of the oppressed" or to 

in two contexts with two sets This dual knowledge is 

supposed to allow the hostile terrains and the employment 

strategies to advance struggles for 

28 See Hartsock N. 1983. The Feminist Standpoint in 
Feminist pp,·<:t'1I'rti·vl'.<: Metaohvs:1CS. 

Dordrecht: Reidel. 
Synthesis Vol 104 
29 This same 
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At one level the 

to document and 

of 

a hers tory. At 

rn,nu,prn,pn with my own interests 

" .... ,r\tt,P1"' it raised senous and debilitating 

questions precisely my own and what a credible 

standpoint. I was committed to minimising the power differentials in my research 

relationship32, because I believed that the heJtst()ry needed to be narrated by the of 

I had "Zimbabwean women", vOIces to claim to the 

in an "authentic"33 and in doing so, I lle.gal.eu and elided 

my own a refusal to with the power I had as a knowledge 

producer, to select and define. 

To this end, I saw my as that of a channel or facilitator in \.tv,-,""."";;" a shared 

My '-V .• Hl11.llUl<;l1, was to level research playing field to the extent that 

research 1-'<1.LW,','I-''''l1''' many whom carried a than 

research process and Needless to say, I soon began to 

impossibility of what I was seeking. For .... AOLU'fJ><., on m my 

the conversants immediate reality was so jJU::'''J,llg that it did not 

would inform 

the 

I found that 

for the 

luxury of time or 

talked about 

for critical retlectlon and sense making to enable much 

advantage". I discovered that women's he1terog,en(eltv meant that 

there was no one the hp,'<:t{,rtl of the movement, and as a result neither could 

there be a shared vOIce. 

I had infact fallen into the exact same that I am gomg to befell the 

movement36, I had failed to critically address he1ter(Jg~:ne1ty in the Zimbabwean Women's 

movement, my own lU<;U'.UY and positioning and the that have on a 

research about to PJ..<JU"'-C a I realised that in order to move 

I needed to o;;;AIJ",LC the "dark side" to the "double vision" '<1LJ,Ul-!'V"H theory 

31 See below 
32 Which is important in and of itself. 
33 Voices that were of the female and black. See McFadden P, 2000. The State of Feminism in 
Africa Todav. Africa Institute 2 
34 This was ~eflected in my initial methodological considerations, which focussed on conversations with 
women activists, and focus group discussions in order to the data 
commitment to shared 
35 the rmlVPT<"t;o". 

4 
37 Interestingly, this manifested through a loss of voice and an inability to write <..VJICLlCU"Y about the 
movement 
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SO 'U)r.tpt',,)l and 1-''-,,1<,'1-''' uncnucllUv advanced, as the answer to the 1-'J..'UU!C:l.U of their 

own nelg:etno.nv women, by our Northern counterparts. 

To do I turned to Uma Narayan38 who suggests that the pnlrprl'lrl'~p 

political problems for "non western" 

it fails to take cognisance of the inflections of the 

that have the potential to unfurl into multiple 

the notion of a standpoint 

and 

I I needed to reclaim my vOlce through an examination my own 

within the movement. I am a feminist, a woman, south Indian ,-,,-,,,-,,uc 

that with European and traditions. I am 

I not be considered such because I am not as 

black or many a certain race, 

and hnI1Tt'-~ which I have to \-VJ'UJ..L!U'U!Y deconstruct \'Vhat C:I-'J';)L<:UJ..''- ",et""...",,, if any, 

does my me? 

In the mlx identities means that I have to 

with a certain of accomplishment across diverse social and racial contexts. I can 

manoeuvre through varied cultural, social and hnIH;,-" terrains. At 

anyone time I can be both an "insider" and "outsider". I 

that it is not my my work within the movement that translates to UIe"Vlj'I'.!J.!I'.' 

The that I carried meant that I was welcomed back, ."' ..... ,n,.""'rl and 

my J..C:b.c:aJ',-H pr,ooess I want to sqy how pleased I am that you are this valuable work. 

It must be done.)!)" 

But I also realise that The State's P01"r'.lI'"'' race 

war m L;...U:UL'a.U means that while I have found the within the movement as a 

feminist IJV"!U.UH is precarious. I can become an vue,,"'.!,-J.. as the politics of 

nationalism my self as a within a movement that not spent 

time UH,LU:':'lJ.lj; issues of difference. too I am distanced the 

movement in my as analyst, based at the Town. The reflective 

U. 1998 cit 
39 Conversant trallSC1'jpt 
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,",.u,,,,"~,,,.~ space this aHV"'~'" provides a means my own sense • .u'U''''.H~ and a 

space that I found to be affirmed and valued by the movement: 

"." , The space to think and reflect is a thing. I think we need it, that's one that's 
been we need to have some of our members going and coming back, 

us to answer the are we getting it 

Only through ~~"~.'''" to terms with my own .u,-,uucy P"""'WVU"U5 and the contribution I 

was as a feminist activist and analyst was I able to meaningfully ~~"UjJ''- this 

work. The between the I inhabit 1S not simple and 

In-fact contexts whilst 

incurs a certain varying degrees 

and 

I do not claim a standpoint per se; do I claim an pt'l1~tpm I 

of situated The diverse spaces I inhabit are not 

about individuals with the same 'U~,UUU,",,, '-Vj,Ull:'~ nor about a notion of a 

single woman and women's expenenoe, rather it is about individuals with a common 

vision rooted in the nolir',,",,, commg to form conscious coalitions, or what 

Chela Sandova141 terms "oppositional ~vU~''''V those individuals 

who be,COlne, whatever reasons ... 

webs qf power as a of their ."",."","< membership in social cateJ!.oneJ 

I present my work as a critical enlgat'~enlen with my context, the research site and 

This 

Zinlbabwe Women's 

study 

ovemlent. as I 

Research Strategy: The Case Study 

a perspective on my the world of the 

been able to research and YV""'-',,U'-U it. 

If feminist is concerned with bringing those at the margins into centre 

thr:ougn a reclaiming, and of women's then better 

way to the '-A""'-''''-',''-'.~ of women's ~';"~'U~"UF> than through the building of a case 

Case are a tool of feminist research and their value lies in 

40 Conversant transcript 
41 uses Chela Sandoval's term p 156. See D. 1991. and Women: The 
Reinvention of Nature. New York: ""uw_us-;,~. 
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i'.'-l.l'-~"ll~"L'V'''' through the quest This I believe LUlllL!U"::' with my aim of 

lUL)!\J.l!1!. at a I-'U"~"U"U movement within its context. 

Thus this case the of the Zimbabwean Women's Movement 

the 1995 - 2000. The has already 

between women's movements and national 

IJVil".'-'-' to the inter-relationship 

and thus I aimed to track 

movement national and 

in and across broader Zimbabwean A 

history cannot be read in what has "'''~'r",,"iprf it, thus the period 1995 

and 2000 are described to the context for more recent events. 

Work this nature has not been done before in this its 

currency has 

wants to 

certain burdens and vulnerabilities on myself as a researcher who 

diversity. I soon realised that it would be necessary for me to «claim 

facts", to describe the national context and ba(:kll'r01 to women's V.Ll':''''U'''.''1''. 

3 and 4) and "" ... ·c"'.,,. this as a lU"LUUUU")F'.""tu pivot in order to the women's 

movement in review (chapter 5 and I welcome I..,U'~llC;UF'.';" to my 

choices of events over 

"' .. ' ...... '1; The Case 

I research process had in fact been 8 years in the and my own 

formed the backbone upon which I fleshed out the case42. 

To do I chose qualitative research which allowed me to gather an 

extensive range and secondary data to the circumstances 

of my research whilst room for innovation and creativity where 

necessary. 

Open Ended Conversations 

42 I visited Zimbabwe with the 
staying in Zimbabwe through 
elections. 

intention of UULl<;:ll"f\..LI 

43 There is a non-existence of base line data on women or 
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The first thing I did once I had arrived in Zimbabwe was schedule for 

conversations women activists44• This as 

interest the movement and included: 

working in urban and rural areas, within women's 

V . ..",-uca,.""''' organisations, as in(let)erldf~nt consultants, within ....... Uu'ICUL structures and 

within the a ... "u~.>uy. They reflected a racial and a it was 

would texture and enrich the providing a nuanced of events 

a time continuum. 

Zimbabwe is a location for res:ea:rC£ler:" especially the North and there are 

inherent tensions that accrue. With a profusion of requests, already burdened 

and ... '-~;" ... ,.uul'; what 

in a research process that is not 

fettered access to a research site. 

own, 

U'-"'fJ"uvu implies 

a.J.LU""'U by research 1S often 

'1 get people in all the time.. W~ give so much rif yourself, thry take and take in the end 
you have nothing left, come and thry go never gam the benefits from the research 
undertaken. So we're very to have Zimbabweans this of work there is so 
little. ''1-6 

My \JU~lUUUJUl)!.. meant that the series of gat:ekl~ep'ers who would ordinarily 

and memory, melted away. As I have my 

the in my res·eal:cn nrrv'p,o~ led me to 

choose which I believed was a more equal than that 

defined the 1111'"1"',,,,,,,,,,,,. and J.C:>Ca.l.,-J"CI.J.. 

The method narratives the use of a "critical moment 

technique". Prior 

""'.""'"'''' of a 

of these women meant that my 

event or moment within the that 

into. This then led to conversations exploring broader issues 

movement. 

44 All of these women were colleaJi!;Uc:s, some of them were friends. See 2 and 3. 

was 'U~Vy",U a 

to the 

45 The of the project against broad based consultations women. As a researcher I am 
nn\'l1e>nnC!: of voices over others. For a list of women interviewed see three. 
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I COrJlOw:tec 16 conversations in total47• all lasted in the region of an hour and a 

I engaged with the selected women wherever were at, literally and figuratively, 

10 no'wledg,ement of the bearing down upon them. Thus conversations 

were at of work within and outside the in cars, over 

some conversations even rolled out into consecutive days. All 

were re.:Ol:dc::d and transcribed. This nr()cess 120 of trans(:rto>t. 

Notes were not during the conversations as this was 

too (1g:t .. ,.rt'f1 <:1I.1'-'<:l:1<:lll.<:U it as contrived. 

For and I have chosen not to attribute 

quotations to particular women. Rather I have chosen to to these women as 

"conversants", a term, which I believe, the nature data 

method pr()OlJCe:O non-standardised information that allowed full use of OHte!'ences 

amongst snap shots moments in time and allowed me to 

access the ideas, and memories women 10 own which was 

But more than this, the L""lJU''"Wle; involved a cumulative knowledge building 

process, It a mosaic 

and resonate with each other. 

a herstory as the conversations 

events, concerns and 

CUHC.L,F;"', all versions events and articulations of possible meanings. 

to 

This method had unexpected outcomes. In some the conversations acted as 

catalysts thinking and reflection both on the part of as the researcher 

and the conversants. The process laid bare the tensions that accrue for women who are 

committed to a cause and the costs that incur in the overstretched. 

In numerous instances the provided much needed r1"irl1"(:tr~r!" space for the 

women activists I was in conversation with: 

a copy of this because you are stimulating me to about 

But they also highligh t the value reflection in order to inform new directions and 

activism. 

47 On average 3 - 4 per week. 
48 Conversant trm1SCJ:lpt 
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"1 found this conversation very interesting, 1 actuallY have the time to reflect and 

I had never thought that need to be considered in developing plans and 

Participant 

rw,,,,,,;,,rl a rich source of data. I began to the 

unmense and excitement being """-""-... ,""'"', .... as the drew 

change hovered in the air. For the time in 20 years 

ZANU PF appeared to 

Democratic ~UA"~;" 

a consolidated VIJP'V"'UVU in the form of the Movement for 

"u.~,~'" in the UtutuH.'" real. 

discourse is Despair and hope exist side l(y side and activists are caught 
between the polarities, sometimes immobilised ahead is OVefWI'etlt1Zfl% 
still believe in the abiliry to see the present . .. everywhere there is a feeling of 
transition and flUx. "50 

U .. W.H;>L" resorted to social enJ~j2~enlerlt and .,rt,u1i'T as an from the 

intense and increasingly dangerous work being done the research 

process enmeshed with the rhythms of life and extended into of 

"VI.l4J""l.UF'" conversation and au<uv".I." about the Zimbabwean context, civil societies role 

in the process of social and the pv.»w.'vU"UF; of the women's movement. Thus the 

research eX1Jer'1erlCe became organic, and "llJ.l'-1J..Ul1~. 

seem to be even busier. spent at Bakery, the 
and debate the current scenario. "51 

necessity, created the time and space to and confer on the 

circumstances being faced in Zimbabwe. person I met and every conversation 

had contributed to a women's movement and 

I or its context. I never anticipate where the next would 

come from or in what form it would be IOUj'U,",'U1ICU, so armed a notebook at all times 

I waS able to capture some of these debates and in this way, 

V"-'UUa.LI..lY would have been inaccessible. 

material that 
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As my fieldwork orlJI2:!'eS!iea. however, information mmy to 

surface. The first these emerged around my intention to plot events in the women's 

movement br,:::>aljer national processes. I LCl111~iCU that in order to undertake this 

task rnrn'''''''h of broad national So,ClOl-e<:mlmnlC and 

political processes in the under review. The second arose in relation to my 

own UH.V~JLUaw.vu the women's movement, details of its activities and 

Published Material 

Being on familiar terrain I knew what llH.ULJllll1UUll I needed and I 

find it. UU.LH"',",U material was I had a idea of the 

I also limited range of jJuUll:'UCU literature in existence and within that what I llCCUCU. 

that much of material was available at Zimbabwe Women's Resource 

Centre and Network which has a cOlmc~rejt1erlS1V collection of local, LC~!lU.[1111 and 

international gender and ae·vel.onlm,~nt resources. 

Organisational 

on conference 

education material as well as research reports de,eOt~nf:d 

appreciation of the national context, civil 

Zimbabwe. 

Unpublished n· .... ucJ.1 

reports, 

my own ~la.nUJlIlg and 

Women's Movement53 in 

With regards to material I was clear about the material that existed because 

I had lived this period. The to access it however was more My 

negotiation in to eventually became one 

It is a risky and invasive because its success is deDelldl~nt on 

52 See for Moyo S, Makumbe J & Raftopolous B. 2000. NGOs the State and Politics in 
Zimbabwe. Harare: SAPES; 

See for example: Staunton 1. 1990. 
Harare: ZWRCN; Watson P. 1998. to Act. Harare. 

Women in Zimbabwe. Harare: SARDC/ZWRCN. 
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knew I was UL'''U=U-

whilst uppermost in my 

and organisations 

ew·spap~er Scan 

I concentrated on two 

to be state 

owned 

and I numerous hours in 

It was a 

was the honouring 

lOme. 

The Herald, 

Both papers 

comers "'-'UHUl"F; 

I precisely 

and facilitate the 

I 

trust and confidences that 

Is a daily paper 

as its name suggests, an 

me to access their archives 

in order to and 

plot chronologically the 

supported the 

of national debates and halDP,entnt!s. This process 

of tables55. 

I was granted access to the Z\XlRCN collection, 

and highlights issues and their in Zimbabwe. This 

allowed me to assess not only what the U'CU4""-" focused around in the 

under review, but women's upon national 

minutes and internal reports 

the paucity of published materials on the women's movement in Zimbabwe and 

shots" of the movement being elicited conversations, I realised 

that I would need to on materials to further flesh out my ""'.IJIJHIO!. 

the movement. This material took the form of minutes and of 

held within the movement, internal documentation and corr(:SPonloe:nc:e 

around events and lobbying and advocacy materials 56. I 

a broad scan of women's rights, gender and and feminist 

in Zimbabwe in to develop V.L~;d11.1"dUVLl'U pro@es of the kinds of 

orl~arl1S1ng being undertaken within the movement. 

54 :Soluet:hlflg that J value and respect and will not violate 
55 See 1 

For The Women's Coalition Secretariat, The NCA, and MWENGG. 
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Research Journal 

During the entire period of the research and write 

up I a research This journal provided a means for me to monitor my own 

H:;C:.u"~,,, and on the research r include it as in order to 

further illustrate my commitment to 
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Chapter 3 

NATIONAL CONTEXT 

research unfolded 

in the history of 

the of one of the most and '-A'~'U,Ul<. times 

In<1eOlendelnt Zimbabwe. Towards middle of my 

process, I my self u " .. ,'tlnrr' 

'Zimbabwe is a trulY lJea,utmwt going "harsh economic times ': of this very 

common sound bite translates into a mrh'Jtm'are One witnesses the 

crumbling little little: potholes on the streets, bigger. them. 

and street to be down or sold. Shortages of petrol means queues can snake for 

kilometres around petrol people for hours and in the 

related deaths soar out of controL The Zimbabwean dollar means the 

. "alternative has proliferated; prices in the markets go up ara'ma!'tCtlity every other while 

the expectation for something to the wheels in wide-spread cnn7.ltJl·tnf1. 

culture has shared and this has resulted 

and manipulation of the rule of law succinctlY to that politicians what thry think is 

necessary and what will keep them on the day, are engaged in the game of 

sCa}?e1!.C1alS come in many forms the female. You cannot hide from the state of flux 

and it meets you at every corner and is in every conversation. The dominant questions 

include 'is a post l?J progressive currents on the Has 

associated with malgovernance and economic reached Wttl 

the MDC, new labour partY emer;ge as the aspirations in the JulY 

2000 parliamentary elections ''S7. 

In sum, this context a cocktail of dashed hopes, social and 

economic fall-out coupled with a new and for social resistance. 

But let us take a to unpack and trace the of current 

scenario. 

1 June 2001 
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Zimbabwe's UqJCl.lU':U',<:; was ushered in 1980 

vU.<,U4'""_, ... ,,a war, and hard bargaining eventually saw 

a protracted 

--h'''-'''''r, of the Lancaster 

House 

a transition 

brokered agreement called for a 

under British rule and a new constitution 

majority rule. Yet the lnrlprl<:l"p military 

National 

N debele Zimbabwe African 

of the two 

(ZANU) 

Union 

well as nationalist infighting A_"~"'''' up to the Lancaster House np'"rnt,,, 

kinds of residual CI.AHi\.IHl.J'''' and political in white minority hands, 

At In(ler)erloe:nce, Zimbabwe had a sound economic the 

levels of entrepreneurial talent and general human which allowed 

new 

and the 

as 

vanous 

import 

In the first two years of mClep,enaellce GDP growth rate was a spectacular 

21 %59, as a result rains, the removal of economic and travel a return 

of Zimbabwe to international which led to more confidence 

in the economy and the growth in consumer 

Under the L'-'au .... ~,"uJP ZANU's60 Robert Mugabe, the were committed to a 

socialist de'velopm!~nt LA<"W.VJ""J reconciliation and reconstruction . .>J\ ..... ~u~ this 

the state's iJLJ'VLiU\C~ were to integrate re-establish sodal services 

JU,.H"..uU~ health in rural areas and resettle the estimated one million 

_LU'F._'"~ and 

reversmg 

others. 

Within the 

oerscms as a result the war of liberation, whilst 

in land distribution, and 

uc;,_"uc;, the state and the became 

to 

amongst 

A lower-

middle class was built the and a iJ"'u.v'u".~\C system that ran 

56 See: 1980. of the Constitutional Conference Lancaster House London c.qJICJ:UDer 

~A~."o'''''·< u.dUUlldJY Office. 
AvailabJe at: 1.l..tt~L:il.!.!1l!!WQ,J}lL!:t!Q!@!l!lJl!Y!l;1.Jtim! 
59 Zimbabwe "',-')lIU"UH. 

December 

60 First elections saw Robert ZANU gaining 
with a voter turnout 

and ZIPRA re;;:Dec:tlV,eJv. 

62% percent, ZAPU 
24%, and collaborating black 
61 The armed wings were known as 
to merge into one army. 
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to the states socialist and goals. Asa Member 

concluded in 1989: 

agenda has been atfjourned You don't talk about m that is 

led who own large tracts a lot When the freedom fighters 

in the bush not to the to dismantle it. And what are 

we now? Leaders are ZTI'I])IIi7'i'lIIn,tm£ those things which we 

this time too, ethnic UV.lULJll<U!\..C the state by the 

distinctive coercive strain LJ,;".a.H.lC 

getlerated resentment 

Ndebeles. evident in the 

ruthless containment an armed "'VL ... "'Uj; delJelce-SIJeakllJlg people 

in lVl~ltalbeleland, including the massacre of an estimated the mid-

culminated in 1987 between ..... I.<.:..'U'- and Nkomo's 

in a merge between the two parties and the birth the Zim ba bwe 

National Union Patriotic Front PF). This set the what was 

to u'-."VJu .... a de facto ""'''.-''',1>.1.. state. ZANU PF's efforts to this law were 

back not only by human advocates but also by international 00.ln110n. at a 

time when Zimbabwe sought more access to global markets. 

10 1980's the of uuau, ... ,.. institutions grew, retlec:t1n.12 the 

and a uC"U';:,Lt1,.c search for external markets to counteract this. 

of foreign debt64 were followed by a reduced 

the vantage point nation-state. Thus the 

financial markets as international interests 

to control the 

1990s witnessed 

UV'.ll.lJllt1"\..C in the 

local economy and "u<.\..(;;", removed trade and financial restrictions. This had the 

v",n.w,!'j Zimbabwe into a econonuc UCliJ,LC:""l.VU further exacerbated by 

the 1992 dtOUgtlt. This intprf,,,tino- Zimbabwe's 

economy as Fund (IMP) and 

the World Bank (WB) was into outright coercion to econonuc 

:'Ulll..llUal adjustment (ESAP) under the that the adoption policy reform 

62 The Sunday Mail 10 December J 989. 
63 Also known as the Gukurahundi atrocities. See Legal Resource Foundation and Catholic Commission 
for Justice and Peace - Zimbabwe. J 997. the Silence True Peace: A on the 
Disturbances in Matabeleland and the Midlands J 980 - J 988. Harare: LRF/CCJPZ 
64 The balance of payments situation deteriorated from a ofUS$41.9 million at to a 
deficit ofUS$120 million in 1989. 
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was \..UU""U,::.U;::U (',,,",,n<lt; with contemporary style lCUJ'".'Ul<;; ",,,U.Vj.",U econorruc 

Adjustment 

With ESAP in 199065, Zimbabwe was to state 

UU,O.LU.L"~ on basic comrnod1tles economy, eliminate price 

open domestic markets to slash the 

reduction of lucrative currency and 

financial name achieving export "cost 

<;;U'u.I-l.U<Jll. health care, and other social services and increase cash exports 

to reduce .LVlL,,"j<.U 

l1Tlplenletlt11ng these re,eo:mlne:ncled "free market" remedies amounted to U" .... -"'LL4 .... "-'"~ on 

lfl(1et~endelnce ..... ,r...,..",,,'c and trade-offs resulted in hl~'ti''''t' l<;;J.IU,ll1llUJll, as economic 

for development were marginS, 

govel'IlJ:nel[ll~ adherence to the program. the IMF and WE began 

to apply "compliance" and a Da.lar.lce:-or-t)a Cl1t .. n,","~ tranch of 

one saw an erosion of the social and or<)!!r(~s of the 

controls on manufactured retrenchment of 

devaluation currency and .... .LJ'U.L.L .... H industries resulted in a 

income opportunities for the urban and """ .. L",., class while 

the poor to the extent that even npt'I'F'IVf'rl urban 

the rural poor were eroded. Further the reduction welfare 

and the free or subsidized access to health and education meant that 

these were eroded and lost their In 1995 with mass 

65 See, WB. 1987, Zimbabwe: A Strategy for Sustained Growth, 
66 See Minister Fears Donors Could Ape WB Example. Financial Gazzette, 
ouop .... ", ....... , of aid from the IMF did result in other donors aid; for 

announced in March 1996 that it would give Zimbabwe million for 
education, but would block disbursements until IMF /World Bank conditions, and spe:cltlCally 

Zimbabwe, 
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retrenchments and VVA,,"""'_"", 1"'1"''"''1'1"" increased dramatically and the for 

to as the government came to 

nought. 

In the wake of 8% GDP in 1996 3% in 1997 and a National debt 37 

billion US$68, the dangers of Zimbabwe's quite advanced financial ....... 'c.1.a'.1" were 

starkly when in one dayG9 

a temporary central bank 

raise the "'A'_H<'U~;," rate to half 

.uliU .... "U"'''' dollar fell by 75% over a few hours, 

reassertion of "\,4.1..1.\->",, 

Inflation rose from 

controls just to 

below 15% 

in September 1997 to above 45% '-"l",U"'-"U with far lncreases 

recorded food. 

retrenchments 1998, as <='-,)U""'11 

Two political events in late 

more 

for 

30,000 were lost through 

percent. 

meltdown. First, 

".l.A'_"\,.""," nearly llU'CLGlllUU war veterans who \-u."",,_u~,""'" his by 

that ~ .. a,LAL.1!.l~ them Z$50,000 each 70, a pension of ...,,,,,,,.u'vv per month7l • It is 

the ex-combatants were "u,_""<:;;,,, because their demonstrations in Harare caused the 

PF threatened its bases due to its 

failure to almost 2 decades. the payout, hA·tT"'''tr"," 

intense UVIJU'"U resentment against the war vets _ ... ,_~,,_ as sales taxes initially, an 

income tax and tax increase were ,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,11 to help cover costs. 

suddenly announced at long 

f-'H;;'.H",nU;IJo(, the 1993 Land Act. 

68 The Financial Gazette. 11 1997. 
69 November 14 1997, also known as black 
70 US at the time 
71 The Financial Gazette. I-luge for 
Price of Peace and September 4 1997. 
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Land 

At the time of 6,000 white farmers 72 owned over 50% of 

most while in Communal Areas 700,000 families 

Oc(:up'led less than 50% of the land.?3 .LI!::;UlllC these 

the terms of the Lancaster House Constitution limited 

sector. Within the fJAJ."UJ," property was 

jJ.L'UALlUJ'L<;;U and a WLlllJ.""-"CJiCl to land reform se(:ured, 

pr,:)te~cunQ: minority interests ,"'TI-V'-:H period. 

to 

was contingent 

lands for 

On the ,-AIJ.LLClW-VU Agreement, and frustrated with the the 

approach, the moved 

land acqlUls10clU This was based on a sta.te··df:telrm1Ol!d land I-'~"~~""" nle(:ha.n1!;m, 

and was W-U~W-\JU'=~''-'-' into the Land Act (1993)75, But scarce resources 

halnpere:d the state: human and 10 jVJ.IUUi1"LJlH~ and implementing 

land 

Thus the U"'~r!..~llV of land hunger due to poverty with vast 

tracts land owned by white cOlnrrler(:lal tarm(~rs, .<::lJI"',)11" to rise. 

In to be seen to be the state in 

a.uuu',U'.'-'-' a Land Tenure Commission to examine the apprlDPrlaterles of 

each land tenure ~""tPfn< its different ,"I.lUJU); sectors: Communal 

72 2% of the population. See The Mail and Guardian. Zimbabwe Focus: Racism 
March 3 1999. 
73 As above. 

but Class Divides. 

74 Thus the Land Tenure Commissions indicates that in the flrst decade of mCleOemJelJlce. 
approximately 52,000 families were was far short of the target. ArmrlJxJJmalteiv 
4,300 whites still owned about 40% of the land. About one million families remained in cOlnrrmnai 
with OV(?rp'DPlllation nrT'f'~'mO' 

IH,ClUlMllUll Act (1985), the 1993 Act enabled the M\'lIPrnmpnt to: LUIlllJ'Jl"'UJ\ 

un':H::r-U!ll1~'~U and used lands; pay a "fair 
nr()m:ntiv and at market-determined prices; and fix 

COlnrrllw:e of six persons through set valuation Moyo 
Harare 

76 The Commission rnl11nri«'rl "l;U~UWJHU sm:ClaJlSl:5. aC~idejml(:S, and traditional chiefs, one 

civil 
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Areas Resettlement Areas and Small Scale Areas (SSF A) and 

~~"'~"'h Areas COlnp'letl0n of another 

of land redistribution was based on the the 

commissions recommendations. 

Within this was and 

infrastructure rather than land value. But while ZANU PF continued to as if 

redistribution would go the the IMF, the British government, and other 

sided with farmers and I"ttl"('tlvplv vetoed any throughout 1997 

from the international 

to concede that any 

and 1998. Thus a donor conference held in 1998 sought 

community for land recllstnbutton. which the 

land taken would be 

But while ZANU PF was in one direction by funder ...... , ... ,.,,..,,,,,,,,><: 

as IM"Inl',rr'In 

From the mid 1980's 

nn'''''''''''''P .... V;Llll.U~ in another direction: from civil 

of civil 

Act (PVO). This 

voice began to resist through ""'J,u .. , ..... <u~ 

organisation through the Private and 

the way to more sustained Vl.l;'Ull~j,UJ; 

and coalition uU,UUJUl', in the mid to late 1990's around economic reform, the 

I..VU;)'I..il\U.l\JU. human rights and democratic g:o'veI:nanc,e. 

At the same time, the trade more vocal. The Zimbabwe ~,-"u",~,-"" of 

Trade Unions 

Unlexpe,cted civil service 

state, and for 

servIce the 

called for a "that could U'Lla.'v"c the nation.79" 

t:lIlCri!C\.l, H'U1'~AW'Ui". the level of dissention within the 

in mid-1996, a strike of more than two-thirds of the civil 

Daily demonstrations in Harare showed that 

n that a total of Z$4million had been set aside for this exercise! 
18 There a wealth of diverse theorising, and debate on the nature and function of civil and 
in Zimbabwe. The terms civil and a set of urban 

~ ~N~~ 
to define. Ranging 

org:ani,sati,ons are 
S,Makumbe 

the role of 

Ind!ep<:nd,ent. ZCTU Threatens General Strike. 1996 
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were the ,.,.1.'0"'''' .... "-" on Robert Mugabe80 and state folded to U"'U"'JLJU" 

Following this example, 100,000 private sector workers were involved in strike action in 

increases were finally won. As one paper it 

history have so matry on strike t/e!;'1anrdi1i[e and 

improved ,,,m-b"1IJ conditions then in last few "iiI 

It was ,..,m'p",'", a catch 22 situation, as workers were finding it fJV"""",'- to live on 

current wages while ,-,-"eu!-"u" ...... " were under market reform. 

These victories meant that the economic downs pin 199782, the 

Zimbabwe of Unions could step in to assume national 

oppositional leadership. Well-organized strikes in December 

1997 and March and November 1998 won universal '"'',1"1.1''>''' support 

density communities, days of over food and petrol 

at the of the 

the conflict, then trade UUj,UUli> 

ZANUPF ""'·hn· .. tp·"" after the national strike and a 

people 

l:.nlbllem:attc of 

was badly beaten 

months later the 

second most zero in Bulawayo, was burnt to the ground. While not 

The declining economy made crisis all the more difficult. 

to the challenges, .... ~"'~.~~ fttst uuv .... "'u gazetting 

a strikes illegal. in :::'e~)telnber 1998, without I-UJll"lHL~'UU 

.LVL'"~.'U''' sent thousands of army to the LJemo,cra of the 

in defence Laurent who was under attack by Rwandan and Ugandan 

rebels83• Mugabe's intervention was seen as a crucial, if temporary, to Kabila's 

80 Who had just rerurned from his hOfl,eVl1nOQ,n, after Grace Marufu. 
81 Financial Gazette. Strikes Blow Lid Economic Pot. July 17 1997, 
82 See above 
83 Financial Gazette, Mugabe Raises Stakes in DRC Crisis. 10 1998. 
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particularly 

rationale for 

1998 Kabila to meet rebels for talks. The 

intervention was widely understood to include party economic 

these events, there was other political background rising. In early 1999, the 

army illegally detained and tortured two a publisher who an 

alleged attempt, by the arrest of on IJUJUIIU" of 

malicious u .• 'v .... ".J<; about the DRC war. This to a t .. ",nt"t,r.n between Mugabe 

and the of the with Mugabe his 

opposition as agents of British Demands came 

business still shut out of white-controlled markets and uUQ,U, __ "u institutions and 

early in 1998 university students took to the streets, as more general popular alienation 

from government with each new revelation political and se!V1ce 

With Zimbabwe at its most level in two de,:adles, the time was for 

consolidated VLJ~'''.U'''''V resistance. This came from within the ranks of civil 

the birth of the National (NCA)85. This 

sought to build a broad alliance of civic organisationsH6 around issue of constitutional 

reform. Its central nh,pr"tnrp was to raise the national consciousness on the need 

for a new to review of the Lancaster House constitutionS7 and 

consultation a "home Zimbabwean Constitution" in a manner that 

genuine national debate. 

The NCA became the most vocal and major challenging factor to PF by bringing 

the 

Its 

UUJ.UI.JU;'U debate out onto the streets and to rural communities as early as 

as the NCA the on the 

civil tU,"u<:u 111 the ~'''.lU';U\'.'' period. The coalition 

114 Based on the 
85 Born in 1996 

letter of rebuke after the army violated a court 1nlllnCllon to release the 

86 Which was eventually to mc,orporate the trade unions, students' movements, the 
mainstream churches, human org~m:sal:l<:ms and media houses, women's groups and OP1)OSlt:IOnai 

amended 16 times in 21 years notable amongst the amendments was the In an 
nm·n;n,ntp"t president in 1987. 
88 As of 2000 the NCA had over thousand individual members and 200 
institutional members countrywide. 
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an executive \"VUUJ..LU and task forces headed 

"lJ.,~.u."u., the trade unionist leader, a move that fmnly rPfTlP·ntt'·ri alliance between 

the trade unionist movement other civil 

But in '''" ..... ,,' ..... 1999 announced that the decided to a 

formation" labour an enormous 

pr~::>wtesSlV'e social forces some of whom the NCA. Thus Movemen t for 

Democratic (MDC) was born and began to momentum. political 

temperature was said to have as the MDC was seen as "the biggest ever 

with the necessary national 

As st11tutllon.al1:sm came to the state once 

to be doing sOlmethJlng and so, in .. p<'nr\n~ established 

"90 

desperately needed to 

Constitutional '-'UUUJ.ll;) 

seen 

of Zimbabwe (CCZ)91. It appointed approximately 400 commissioners to fulfll its main 

going out into wards, and provinces """·h,,,,.,..,rr people's 

views on what would like to see in a new rn.n<:t·lt1 and drafting a new one. 

the outset this oroc·ess was undemocratic and flawed and the content of 

was not only "contrary to what people but also not good for Zimbabwe."92 

The 2000 constitutional .\,. ....... Uy,,, ... afforded the eiectclralte a rare oP'oormrut 

to register a vote no confidence Mugabe and in the 

he was The ret·erenallm was held with the rum of _______ '" 

endorsement for an increase in presidential 

rebuke came when a no \"'U"}Jtu~.u gained 55% of the vote despite the full 

the strong 

state machinery thrown behind a yes vote. The decisive for 

the first time in the country's lJ<;;;l.lU"U\..IO history, elections were now 

89 It became the home ofleftist activists and the next generation leaders. 
9(1 Financial Gazette. MDC Launch Sets for Bruising Battle. 1999. 
91 Established CCZ worked an executive committee, and 

,-rncm:es. Executive Organs State, of Powers, 
Inctepf!nd.ent Commissions, Fundamental and Directive Finance and 

and Transitional Mechanisms committees and forums 
A Summary of the Main Features of the Draft CC Consitution: Some NCA 

campaigned for a NO Vote. ill!p.;.Ll.2i.:l!!:l!!!:,lli~!!g,.~L!ll!l..!!<c.!Y.li!.!J~.!!l!d~lYllillb.!J.1ill. 
See also On The 
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possible and the ruling party was confronted with the p~ssibility of defeat in the June 

2000 Parliamentary elections. It was during this period that intensive data gathering 

phase of my research project was conducted. 

The .tv1DC, an infant opposition force, embodied the hope and vision for change not 

least of all with the slogan: "Chinja, Maitero, Maitero Chi'!ia'; "Guqula Izenzo, Izenzo 

Guquld'93. But its subtle alignments and connections with the West were manipulated by 

the ZANU regime to paint the .tv1DC as a "white" western backed party. But more 

important than this the .tv1DC's neoliberal overtones presented some cause for cautionY4 

Be that as it may, the .tv1DC was able to draw upon the enormous reservoir of hostility 

which by now had built up towards the Mugabe regime largely as a result of the endemic 

corruption of a ZANU PF hierarchy which was said to be enriching itself at the expense 

of the population, the blurring of lines between party and state, so that state property 

was manipulated and even plundered at will. Virulence was further fuelled by the highly 

authoritarian political culture in which criticism of ZANU-PF, from whatever source, 

was considered treasonable and the deep unpopularity of Mugabe's 1998 decision to 

deploy troops, by this stage 11000 strong at a cost of $30 million per month, in the 

seemingly futile regional conflict in the DRe. This military engagement was said to be 

materially benefiting the ZANU-PF elite and the so-called 'businessmen-generals' as they 

gained access to that country's lucrative diamonds sector and secured other financial 

concessions from the beleaguered DRC regime of Laurent Kabila. 

Tensions were further heightened as in 2000 inflation and interest rates stood at 70% 

and an estimated 50% of the workforce unemployed, coupled with rising poverty and 

chronic fuel shortages. 

But, given that ZANU PF had become an authoritarian force and given its determination 

to retain control over the state apparatus, a draconian response was inevitable in its post

referendum attempt to re-establish political hegemony. When the backlash came it was 

93 In Shona and Ndebele respectively "Now is the time, Fight for Change" 
94 As the Socialist Organisation has said there is more to politics than choosing between the devil and the 
deep blue sea. 
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violent in character and involved a sustained to .LUlJ..lHIU,,"U;; by targeting 1vIDC 

.activists, candidates, and oppositional supporters for assault and abduction95• 

The powerful evocation of nationalist through the third chimurenga facilitated 

the of a race war with fanners96 denounced Mugabe as 

and sC~lpe:(!oat(:a for the ,..""nh.",'c IJ'LUI ll<:l lIS. 

fanns with a vow not to compensate farmers,97 and the country plunged into violent 

seIZures. farm invasions were U1U\...',,"U VL\..UI;~'li""CU. as ZANU-PF 

'war onto 1500 white a force 

to remrun impassive in the face of murder and pillage and a A<;:llUIJUUUl\.. 

"-U..I.WlUI; to all in ternational \..LIU\",l~llLl, the British go,rerl:1ment in a 

Mugabe to revive anti-colonial sentiment. 

The land assaults and cases of to the 2000 I-''''L11'''1111;11''''L 

electl()ns were LCIICl_UV ,C1'l:>lI_'11:> in this tumultuous national socio-

,-,-,"""U.I.',- and political context, 

PF rec:oQn1s,ed that the urban vote 

real was the rural 

were sanctioned by the state. ZANU

been lost to the :tv1DC, thus 

65% of the UUIJUlaUlJU. whose votes 

would ultimately decide its fate. The ruling party sought to the greater 

of rural deference to structures, and the 

enl:huSla:sm of the rural IJUIJU"aUUIl j;l;lllUlCUC land reform in a where whites 

, still owned two-thirds of the most fertile land. 

Thus the illvaSlons were to introduce the whole of land 

o'-lmc::rSlllp into the election \..d.JlIlIMll~IL I1UU1.'1.11j as a means of attention from 

lalJllClll"'UlC record in ill 

these rural I..U,Hll 11 U:'U '-'"c" , back into the party Mugabe believed issue 

land reform was the card, which would secure his political salvation even if the 

96 Less 
97 In March 2000 section 16 of constitution which governs the ownership of land was amended . 

... This stated that where the land was historically owned or by who were then 
dls'possessed the to pay compensation for the land rested with the as colonial 

Zirnbabwean government. In April 2000, the constitution was again amended to enable 
accluisiticln of commercial farms without the government to pay for the land, but only the 

delre!clprrlenl on it. 
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means by which that was pursued entailed HlU,LUI:L and wider social turmoil. Tills 

created a climate of fear in the country, a further of Zimbabwe's poor 

Y.J."I .. ,.",,-\,..l·U<:JlH of and the deaths of supporters 

and llH;lUU<:;,,, of l"'Ll,lW,I~ community. 

ZANU-PF had predicted thl:'ough()ut the Parliamentary 

that the party would win a landslide "" ... ,."' ... , 

1<:tt'U-U.,-, to elections, :MDC had to COlnpete 

was not the case. in the 

was 

entrenched within system; enjoyed the of a 

in heroic terms whilst .. "",.""", 

""'''-'[UI.I'UL,U'I''. the opposition. 

the ruling 

.....,.,,, ... ,,,,.. the electoral for which the "''''''''''''n''''.'1-

had was In~lccur'l.te and obsolete. It llH.,lUllCU the names of CU\-'U"'U'LU" 

deceased and also the names many others ll1<:LJ.l~l,U'''' to vote, with some names 

.. n .. %""'_,-"", more than once and in more than one The ruling party also 

number of %"'."""',11 on the """""N,...n 

a 

monitors to a meagre 350 delaying their formal "''-'-.k"""",,, as well as HU.'''' .... ''"''!'. 

access to polling stations of thousands oflocal 

even in these most UUJ,ttUl<: of '-11'-UJ[113C4"'-"''', 

an OPPOSlt1,on months old, UI;\.Willlj!, from 147 of the 150 seats 

to a and from 117 of elected seats to a mere 62. It was only those 30 

seats, to be distributed at the discretion President Mugabe that gave 

ZANU-PF the illusion a comfortable victory. The loaded parliamentary arithmetic 

meant that the :MDC needed to win 76 of the seats to ,-VUHHaJ<LU a 1-Itt.l.ll<l..l1H::;ll 

as opposed to the 46, would for 

:MDC u.u .......... l'~u was achieved in the face "brutality and 

that rl"",t't",,,,,,·rl all prospects of a "free and fair election"98. Intimidation was most severe 

in rural constituencies, although most parts of the r ..... ,l1ntnr were affected. 

Lrr(~guilarlt1e$Y,) throughout election '-41.UIJ''''~~1l3 and one to '-U.U\.J,U\,;LC 

"the term and fair ele'Cll<:ms are not aU'."." .. au" .. 

98 The !nclep,end.ent 23 April 2000 
!19 As above 
IINl The 27 June 2000 
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Thus the June 2000 elections should be seen as a UUJLlU'!\I. even pyrrhic, "'ry,...,,,,, for 

Mugabe ZANU although seems unlikely his inability 

to detach his own personal from the 

wider interests of the nation. Instead, we are the latest re-enactment of a 

depressingly familiar post-colonial scenario that does not augur well for the of 

a more democratic accountable order, as I write continues to slide into 

and 
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4 

ZIMBABWEAN WOMEN ORGANISING: 1980 - 1995 

In this I intend to a history of the Zimbabwe Women's Movement 

In this way I to set the an in 

examination of the under-review and build a basis 

There is no doubt that women's organising in and rich 

back to prl~-c'OlcmllH times, relations must have 

but there is little dOCUlnent~ttlCin in the 

work Schmidt (1992)101, that we begin to see a In ",,-,t1MiO" a gelrld1ere:d 

Schmidt challenges the " .. 'JLU,'''UiVU of women in conventional 'U"LV"'Vl",,~<1I-''' 

she draws to the complex nature 

of colonisation on women: perhaps one 

way in which of fJ" • ..u",L"" 

relations in iU!';UJj'l')UlllL'l') the 

the most detrimental a~L}C'-l:> 

'-V'.J.'-"'"'' with the strictures imposed 

men I.AJ1LllIJlF!, a world in which women had long been to the 

of men. 

With colonialism, 

ill ffilSSlon 

numbers of African women are reported to have found 

where their "saved souls" meant access to education. 

""",,-,1U\JU, underpinned 

"'''',-,LILJ''U as U" • ..u"'<1Lt;;'-' to the 'domestication' 

....,U,.l.V,J'-<111 culture and has been aptly This ffil,;SlOinar 

women, because the manner 

in which it ov!erl()o.li~ed the multiple productive and ret:)roductl1iTe of women, " .... '-'n..i.L,'J<. 

to concentrate on home crafts and Some the earliest 

documentation of women's organising in Zimbabwe is linked to this 

go back to the 70's or even the 50's.' I don't think we can talk about a women's movement. 
There were women's I don't know can even caJi them women's or;ganisations but 

women to mend their shirts, sew, 
either white who were totallY 

lUI In a study of Shona spealurlg women in the 1870-1939 
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embarrassed 
church bul 

their situation, beingjiltf?y rich or l?J women who used to 
didn't want to about anllttJUl2eise other than making women good wivu. I 

didn't see it but I know it. "102 

Church orl;ar:us~ltl(mS such as the Ruwadzano103 of the United IVlp·rh,,,>r1. Church, is an 

one such clubs, but there were a variety at AU'~J:'UU~ women become 

better and mothers. The .HQ;:}U',"14UVU Women's Clubs (A WC)104 was the f1tst 

constituted itself as an \JL~"'.L"'i"U<jll, to out to women in rural and urban 

communities105. 

But as Schmidt colonialism consolidated its hold and 

and practices extended their reach, while 

political 

and 

economic systems which appe:lrea to have afforded women some status and iUliU<;UI..<:; 

amongst were gradually eroded became 

In law' was 

some the most as they intersected 

with Victorian notions of womanhood. Codified customary law came to mediate 

relations between black men and women and under it a women remained a nunor 

all her life, the LVU'''"11.;:}ll'V of her husband or eldest son. 

African men grew accustomed to the extreme on women, and the 

conservative majority did not espouse the that women were entitled to rights of 

any kind. The led to a reassessment 

relations and this all ""f., ........ i> of social and 

relations and cultural norms. The debates political 

about roles came from two fronts: from women in nationalist liberation 

movement, and a 

. With ,"UU".LU\..J..tl'Uu.;; numbers 

19605 and the 

102 Conversant transcript 
103 Established in 1919 
104 Established in 1938 

group un!ve:rslty-edw:atc~d and U:;""'-VUAl women 106. 

women participating in the l1D,eratlOn in the late 

came to be challenged of the subservient 1'n,"'\rr,,,,. or 

105 1958 there were five officially listed women's see Barnes and Win 1992. 
106 R. 1992 
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by the female combatant107. Women to be just as and to the cause 

for national as their male counterparts and by "u •• ,,(U";) principles that 

underpinned the STrnO'!:,../, this left little justification for continued dis,crlrrunaltlOl:l. Further 

as opportunities to abroad opened up, women made use gathered 

societies and the from their own in different educational 

international movement, to develop and to 

subordination. 

So, the move state 10 first decade of 1O(lepen,aerlce to women 

superficial access to state structures and policies really arose out a need to 

women. This was through the plethora of gender sensitive i"lt,L""a,\.J. changes in 

the early 19805. The Sex 

office. New labour 

possibility 

(LAMA) in December 

provoked VUl",,,~,,, 

.... "U,U"""CLV'U Act (1980) allowed women to hold public 

allowed equal pay for work and created the 

it was the passing of The Majority Act 

.UH.Jl.ULHj; all Zimbabweans of 18, that 

as men to P,,{'l'''''''''1''I 

over their '-4""'J<.UL'_~" and wives M"'UU'C;U"Y found that 

this. Under LAMA women now choose their sexual 

engage in economic and I-/VllU''-tl.i life.109 LAMA was 

1"1","'1"11",.1"" and 

of laws 

and that provided maintenance 

provision for the 

property grabbing by 

and children, illegal112. 

A Ministry for ..... u'"l1,u\,J,Ult 

and women who 

interests, the 

women in unregis tered 

of matrimonial assets on 

the deceased and dispossession of spouse 

and Women's was CM;a.UJCI;)I,IC;U in 1981 

Ha'UUJ'''J.l structure would 

a government that was 

them their 

to be 

revolutionary1 13, ... U U. .... "i"''' ,.,.",'U Y we:lc()meO 

107 Gaidzanwa R 1992 P 11 ° 
108 Minimum 1980, 
(amendment) 1'\.el(Ula,1J01~S 
109 At least in theory 
110 Customary Law and 
III Matrimonial Causes Act 
112 Deceased Person' 
113 The official philosophy 

.. ~.<u,"'U~'''" 1980, Labour Relations Act 1984, Public Service Pensions 
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the ministry of women started we were one cannot talk about a movement 
the because it reallY helped, whether it was conservative or otherwise, it 

putting issues on the agenda. '714 

Welfare orientated organisations the AWe and Women's Bureau 

threw behind the and like many other civil 

to national reconstruction and np'lTPl.n""n-1 The 

was never within 

valuable for the building a 

in its early 

consciousness and the 

issues, 

were treated and are produtts of the ministry we got our strength 
... the women:r in Nairobi"6 was kry, there were a few women who went to 

returned thry started looking at things Thry tame with the Forward 
and started about about the status quo, we didn't 

know what thry meant changing the status quo ... "f18 

This found" world where discrimination women was as much 

the personal as the pOl1w:al, resulted as women soon realised that the state 

was not interested in the necessary to overcome women's subordination in 

'Women:r access emplqymmt, land and issues ma1fu,~nance, and inheritance were not 
up I:!J the and yet it was these issue! that needed to 

a'!Y real change in their status. " 

. Women activists soon found Pn""P""'< criticising the 

been conceptualised within the women in development 

women on to mainstream np'lTPln"',n-I pr'Jgt:anun.es without 

head on were to see 

[JL"');U'UllU,"" which had 

t-'U"U~'''''L.", seeking to add 

~L<;;jllUl.HI! to the evidence 

that these were problem119• The Ministry, in line with party 

dictates limited its activities to supporting women within their highly 

notions their in consistently any ,"u,a.u"u!",- to an oppressive and. 

exploitative status quo and the pr,ogccarnrrles they were committed to were reflective an 

un-·re<:or.lst!uctea gender politics. 

114 Conversant trallsclript 
liS Established in 
116 The United Nations conference reviewing the "women's decade" was held in Nairobi in 1985 
117 The Nairobi conference resulted in the "Forward Looking for the Advancement of Women to 
the Year 2000" which was all and formed the stick by which 
countries assessed their progress in of women regionally, nationally and 

1t8 Conversant "''''IM,'''l'' 
Il9 Little attention was to the evidence that 'de'vel()prnerlr' has often male interests 
to the detriment of women's 
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"You see the Ministry started where ... it went straight 
what changed was the fact that were income generation and a narrowlY 
C01}1ml'Jnt,ty development. There was no in the status quo,' there was nothing about addressing 
patriarchal structures. The could go so for and no further . .. anywcry I?Y 1988 it was 
reshuffled, and baptised a different name - the of Communiry Development, that was 
the end of it. "2IJ 

Jperatlon Clean Up 

As these manifestations power and lJal.naJ.I..IIY to ",H·t."·,, a state moral 

was across the fuelled by endless reports on 

and baby dmnpllng, all which blamed women 

moral aeCa(lerlCe and attributed 'fenunism' to UU'_H;;;)ll<1.Vl\O .~.~.""u UHl',,:;UI..C;' 

The 

when 

nature of the position was starkly 1983, 

raids all over the rr"" .... """ arbitrarily UUIV.l.lU,:;;) suddenly carried out 

rounding up thousands women, subjecting them to and 

detaining 

was known as Operation clean-up and 
out alone and charge them with prostitutes. The soldiers and 
enthusiasticallY. Over 6,000 women were amsted, including old women, as young as 1 
old, young mothers with babies on their nums of dury, and thousands of other innocent 
women ... The amsts were not confined to women on the streets. some and soldiers invaded 
public places SUt'h as the theatre in Gweru and dragged women out" 121 

Operation was dramatic enough to provoke a in Zimbabwean 

women's consciousness. It that state uv.u ... ~,.. allowed little room for 

advancement women's and with this gradual recognition a different kind of 

women's was born. The new activism took outside state, and 

together brought women from different sections of Zimbabwe's still divided 

around time. 

The Women's Action (WAG) in 1983 when a small of Harare-based 

women a series of public lU","UJ'lK~ .., ... V,,,,,,,.i< women together to discuss the 

perpetuated under 

work on behalf of women, 

120 Conversant transcript 
121 Watson 1998:7 
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out May 5 - 1984 WAG VL~~£UJ"""U a workshop on the 

'Zimbabwean Women Speak Out' to which over 400 women from all walks 

attended. Rural women joined urban women; farmers, factory ",rwlr" .. c 

nt"'Pf":ttv teachers and nurses sat and discussed their 

and listed their recommendations. 

expressed their views 

'This reallY things, many in the Ministry trti.ftmrted. and moved out, 
younger women who were coming out University and were enthusiastic. We were to 
understand what was meant by a women 1 movement, what o1J!,anisations elsewhere were doing. 

active during this period, meeting, In 1990 you saw the birth oj many o1J!,anisations ... we were 
thinking and we would meet at others houses, to .. there was ener;gy and were 

lU\_J.<:;'''>lU~ consciousness and the 

women meant that WAG was soon joined by a plethora of organisations the 1985 

- 1995, that LlllLldllV at least saw both black and white women wC)rkllnl! tnrrPtlhpr to 

the patriarchal rw,>rpn;-" 

men, and the increasing 

a society which tolerated the abuse of women by 

tradition to validate discriminatory behaviour. 

The Musasa nr(\lp(-t was established in 1988 and set out to address the visible and 

growing issue of violence women. National Ul."'ll,-'l>C;) of Women and Law in 

Southern (WLSA) and Law and lTelOpm(~nt in Africa were 

established in Harare in 1988 and 1990 respectively. The Federation Media 

focussing on women in the The Women 

and Aids "111nn,r'lrt Network established to deal with the 

pandemic, Zimbabwe Women's Resource Centre and Network 

(ZWRCN, established 1990), LVI..U"~;u. on research and documentation, and the 

information on issues. The Zimbabwe Women's Finance Trust 

and Women in Business established) concentrated on 

women's econotruc interests while The Zimbabwe Women Association 

(ZWLA, established 1995) to assist women with while 

lobbying for reform in areas the law that ~,''-LJ''U'lH'' against women. 

By there were over 25 women's organisations123 independently 

women's lives in urban and rural areas. Some of these 

122 Conversant rral:l,o.;:np' 

123 FOS UU';\.lU'l V 
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organisations worked in both urban and areas124, a substantial rural 

one wants to say that NGOs and eBOs 

the of and within WID, WAD 

and GAD unevenness in and 

as a political struggle, thus some these VL)~"l.11"'ll.1\.Jll" were 

overtly and mainstream in their 

But the I wish to 19905 all played a In re-

U"jlLU,eUF; the and public sphere and '"" ... "HaH ..... 'J.A~ full rights as citizens the 

state. 

Despite initial a.,,-,u",,.,,,,,uv,,,, by the 1990s these VJ.F;,'uu"" came to constitute a 

network as each an operational or sector, complimenting the 

sister VL'~"U.l" 1n formal and informal d.UJ~C;lUC;.Lll::> 1n 

gender 

on Non State Organising 

In the 1990's the Awe, the longest standing women's organisation, to re-

invigorate accumulating over 40,000 largely rural over 

11million Zimbabwe dollars for scheduled to run between 1994 -1998. 

these chJlevem,ents were rapidly curtailed when A we became the 

and to date only, to be lJC;llUC;U under what was known as the Private Voluntary 

Urgarusattons (PVO) Act. 

The PVO into the laws of Zimbabwe in 1995 and was a substantive 

from its 

Minister to dismiss 

formal charges, while 

1n respect the powers 

organisations without being n;l.lutJ,C;U 

to the 

to lay 

the state to search, seize and of its ""1",,">,",,,,1"t,, 

The LU11-'ll''-d.L1Vl.'" of the Act were brought home through the the AWe 

the of Public Labour and Welfare who suspended the executive 

i24 Notably the Association of Women's Clubs, Zimbabwe Women's Bureau, Women's Action 
Zimbabwe Women's Resource Centre and Pfungwa. 
12.\ The Welfare Act 
126 In contradiction with section 11 and 17 of the Zimbabwean constitution which protects privacy of 
property and property from arbitrary search and seizure respec:l:1v,elv. 
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replaced then with women deemed to to the ZANU PFs' 

Women's ~,.~ ... ~~ 

With funds and no Orl?;a!ll1Sa:t1o'n the A WC executive took on and fought 

the state the right to autonomously to ~41"~'.u~,- and mobilise women to 

achieve their own empowerment. The gazetted women, took their case to the UU.IJ.L't:ll't: 

Court in May of 1996 challenging legality of under terms they had 

been ___ . __ ,... __ . denial of a fair hearing, abuse of the to freedom of association and 

assembly; and freedom and in early 1997 the Supreme Court l28 ruled 

unanimously in of the women129. 

Up point the state a fairly broad basis of LV'''H .... ''U on the 

of the llU't:~ .... IJ.VU struggle and its development as such rule was characterised by 

consent, however 

confrontation with 

and uneven, civil society 

LIllUU.>Jl1 a complex mix of strate\l:1c and careful 

choices political because the priority had been on maintaining a viable 

relation with the state in f.'''''''''''''''''-'- of a complimentary But 

the civil was 

criticism of the states failure to social and economic 

governance. Increasingly this oppositional stance a thorn in 

whose was called into The pva was just one 

and good 

of a state 

at 

controL But in the mid 1990's civil 

uncoordinated, U""IJH'- '-UOC'-''-'''''''' the pva 
was also somewhat atomised and 

there was limited impact in 

r.",~"Tlh,.r",rinO' the 

127 While the scope of this study limits a more in-depth eX~llorati(m 
women's ZANU PF Women's the u"""""'n'< 

contentious subservient 
roles, In and kneeling of Women's League 
members at the Harare when had become a well-known but 
controversial of women's affairs. Daily Gazette of 12 July 1994 wrote: "If government is seriollJ/y 
inlf!rested in the traditional of women, it should the humiliating of party women kneeling 

the head of state at airport Cet7lmOmeI, men mnain standing, 
At chis stage 1997, still autonomous and 

129 To date no report on the conclusions of investigation has been made public and no evidence to 

substantiate the allegations has been 
130 Civil initiated the PVQ Act Streets Ahead, Housing 

L,l[]iUlaUWC_ Ecumenical 
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%lle the PVO became a vehicle a very clear message to broader civil in the 

face its 1...l.lU.1..1~lU of the state, little attention was given to the fact that the 

on one the oldest women's Vlj~"l.U""U~)U" m at this 

women's organisations pooled their energies other civic groups to ,-u,t\JJ."u~.<; 

But this meek 

of their UI..ullUIOJ. The reasons 

a lack of to defend another 

this are '-VlllIJ1<;,'I. and worth further ,,.,,,'''''<:,',,...,, 

(one 

but 

now I would like to note the delicacy of the the 1mIJllc:at1()ns and later 

the same 

The state's mixed messages 

can to our 

C;~."\.1JlU~ its gender 

of the apparent lack 

may be one of the that 

regarding the PVO. Up 

to women and retract them until this 

at will 

the state exhibited a ''''UU.IC'.'1.V to 

the use of if necessary. If we look at the de'iTel'ODlment. or 10 

this case retraction, of the Ua.'UVjlUU machinery, it h1!l:hl1gh1tS the same trend. 

N adonal Machinery 

As I noted m 1988 the of Women's Affairs was subsumed by 

cmnnluCllty development ZANU PF U.VllJ.Ul."UVU, 

it was further weakened J.U1J.U\/vU',," a merger the :Ministry of Political Affairs that 

UUWJ1IJL<LUCU women's to a within the Ministry. This lost 

any " .... "H.lUU.'1. ... of and became within the state bureaucracy. 

In 1993 it was into the of National 

Creation and under male ma:na:[ernellt but 

by Deputy I t was reduced to a women and 

unit with only 3 staff. Its was to: 

./1.,;Jvtl'na: the status of women at all levels in all sectors; to mainstream gender into all national 
policies and to monitor national and international to mobilise 

/.l?'1l1al1wl! on important occasions like international women 's '~31 

131 ZWRCN. 2000. The National LVla.ehl[tery for Women in Zimbabwe: An NGO A~$e$sment. Third 
World Network: Ghana p 4 
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The unit was also to with other gO'vel:nnnellt ministries involved in promoting 

advancement of women and safeguarding through the establishment 

Gender Focal Points But needless to say, staffing structural 

constraints and under funding with a 

that illt,ornlea the line ~""r"'r,"'ltT curtailed any 

"'f"t'<I"""'" patriarchal !"~'''''-J.~!UfJ 

H"'Ul.lU~U.U progress 132• 

In the state further confused its gender of Gender 

appointed as a lvfinister of ill the Presidents lvfinister 

Muchinguri, was responsible treanurlQ: of in all 

go'vernnle!1.t ministries; in evaluating the role of the wo,me:n unit in J\..fNAECC. 

While some saw this as an of gender on the national 

also be read as a of UllJ'<;:.U1UL'~ the bureaucracy and 

the playing field. lines communication and fJV"","UJ.l.lCY became DlUlrre:a 

and struggles \OU"·"'\O'U. 

The of Gender had the to realise the importance of wo:rk1ru! with 

Women's '-'l.j;"lU" Sustained at capacity UUJL1""'Uj; and information 

were undertaken via network Working on Gender IJAI1:t1t"<: (WGGP) 

provided Women Parliament with 4U<U.V"'" 

bills being discussed in Parliament in order to inform debate. But 

while sometimes they were frustrated 

implications of 

at linking 

the mid women's saw the need to consolidate and work LV"~""Y .• "'" 

ill H ....... ni""nn- an increasingly state that itself under immense U.L<:"",.U<;: 

from various sectors. The failed resettlement programme enormous on 

the g<YVClnn:lCrll to in ternlS of land the basis of the for liberation. 

This meant that white farmers and black errmC)W,erIlrlelU groups were both vying for the 

ear of state in trying to own interests. The IMF and World Bank too 

were beginning to dictate economic a 

Zimbabwean were V")~'U'lllJ'~ to feel the lnc:re:~Sll 

economy and the 

of structural 

132 Ibid p 31 
133 It was through this process of linking with women MPs that the Administration of Estates Bill was 
and reviewed. 
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women's VLl<,""'J..L~ ... w.'JU~ had to come lU~tCU.1CJ. to discuss and 

the into ~U"L""lU"U collective action came the lobbying and 

advocacy around women's and access to land followed constitutional 

and The following chapter therefore details the mobilisation the 

Zimbabwe Women's movement in areas in the 1995 - 2000. 
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Chapter 5 

LAND, LAWS AND VOTES FOR WOMEN 

'Women con!titute over 70% of the people in rural areas. A! such the issue is one that 
touches their survival and livelihood to the core. Since the earlY years problems of 
women S amm to and control over land and other productive agrimftural resources has been railed at 
most Jor a and in all studies on gender. It still remains the most fontested and Utlt'P.fn,/1Jp.11 

problem. The unwillingness by government to fundamentallY the !tatus has been teen by 
activist! as one of the indicators of the !tate's unwillingnm to the balam'tl of power Jor the 
benifit the mqjori!J women. Even within the mrrent debate! and political manoeuvres on land 
redlstrztJu'tzO,r/. the concerns have been on more than one occasion the 
has indicated ilfues are not on the list 

the mid 1990s it was dear that concerns were lll\"l\..<<;;11 in the rnindset of the 

Zimbabwean government. While the ''''''''''''"I;Y of land redistribution remained a thorn in 

the side of the for women the dream having access to and control over land 

and allied resources was rapidly eVllpC)rali:1nI;?;, as u.a ..... uvual forms of social VJ..~;'l!J'"'''',UU'U 

and values were llUfJJ..I. ... "'.cu in complex ways in the lOe:Ol()GY and ""',rT'''''' underpinning 

Land in traditional communities were COl:nerre:Q upon 1H",J.,-""~" to a unit 

and not to thus land was ~""'<1.L"'Ul<:"U. to every adult sufficient for their needs. 

Women's rights to land were particularly protected the Iseu or i!ivande practice135, 

but distortion of the lntel1)retatlon of African custom and through COloru,satlon 

has eroded these practices with ,-v, .. "".'"!",,-u' ... ,,,,,, for women, as minors under the 

protection of a male, women are to land use rights as 

my research: 

'We went to Ma!honaland Matabeleland and Masvingo, we jU!t out whether women 
have access to That's when I di!covered ... women are not land because traditional 

sometime! to send women awqy and sometime! they are told that the 
man must be the one to come and a widow or a women who been her 
husband then she has in actuallY ... I want to see whether women 

134 Conversant 
135 In which women were allocated their own piece ofland. 
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have been Tl:fliUUfrea and 
reasons 'H. 

are registered do thry actuallY get land and what were 

With the "1J~}U111UIJ":111 of the LTC137 in 1993, The ZWRCN and KUde~;on ,,-,.ujl>V~'U 

ordinated initial consultative programmes with women 

evidence and make substantive submissions to the \,.,.L'U.l..Ull""l'JU. 

in order to 

co-

to the ,"V.l>.ul.u" 

land tenure 

articulated women's experiences and aem~m(lS 

recommendations in relation to the 

with regards 

of access 

in each sector and more calling for: 

qf their marital status, government to 
in all sectors, gender representation at all levels decision 

qf households" to mean both spouses, 
af)l)JIc,mlis mamed''140. 

the to the extensive with numerous public 

,-,-,O''-U'''''.''''''''' in urban and rural areas continued. These were directed at '-Vl1Ll1lllllJ.J; to 

assess and monitor the dimensions of land 

NGOs working in this area141 ~.,,,,",,,,v_~ 11 .. 0 .... LH1~;" with commissioners 

and go·vern.mc!nt Ull.1'-''''''' in order to raise awareness and to a 

l<, .... ,.lI. .. , ... .L~.u oer:;O€~ctlve on land reform. 

to lobby for land quotas for women and of 

The concentration was on resettlement areas where it felt there was a more 

and local 'nOMM1Mr,n 

greater gender equity because things were much less rigid, 

were primarily those set in place by the state. Thus this focus may 

have been ua,L"'l<"'- as resettlement areas are the ones where law is not yet 

"""<1U':.1"Ll<;;U and so in effect change more amenable142• 

136 Conversant rra!lSc.not 
l37 The LTC was by President Robert Mugabe, to examine the of each of 
Zimbabwe's land tenure systems, see chapter 3 
l3S focused on women's access to and control of land in Communal and Resettlement areas, 
Women were with respect to SSCFA and LSCFA were access remained skewed on the 
basis of race and class. 
1l9See ZWRCN. 1994. The Gender Dimension of Access and Land Use in Zin1babwe: evidence to 
the Land Commission. ZWRCN: Harare 
14°WLLG 
141 At this ZWRCN and Rudecon Zimbabwe 
142 However should be noted that the emphasis on resettlement area~ seems to lead to lack of 
unejer!itafldulg of communal areas. Arguing for corporate title in the form of clan with little 

this will leave women at the mercy of male system~ for allc>catlon 
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historicalfy, land was an issue that had evoked mobilisation racial lines and rejocussing 

was imconcilable, because it meant nfJl,rlhmUIft'J11 the 

culture. 'UJ This became initially through stance 

struggle in terms 

understandings 0/ custom 

taken by the LTC 'With to gender issues. The '-'uuu_'u~ argued that it had no 

~IJ'''\..'LJ.'- brief to 

while noting the 

recommendations on 

crf"nrl,"r~'rl dimension to 

inequalities inherent in 

mechanisms. This was 

Commissions re(:ornnrlell0:atl(:>ns were to fonn basis 

were to follow. 

report that 

tenurel44, stopped 

the more significant, as 

governmental aL.Ull", that 

As national dialogue continued through the second of land redistribution, women 

became in their and consolidated 

the 'V"""".''-'" of a land network called the Women and Land Lobby 

pooled its skills and ~"<" .. ~v 

of its 'L.VU"'U.UlCIH ... y to and steer all 10 tHll110P". 

credibility and was tasked on 

/'1",,-,r,lr,,,{, and civic education 

efforts in relation to land rights. The sustained advocacy 

alliances 'With civil as a means of furthering the 

maintaining consultative __ '_.,, __ 'With women t'lt',.,."" .. c and negotiations 'With state in 

a clinaate that saw the issue of land becoming contested and 

1998 as the state But "land was a no go zone 

support for a tl"'". ... lTf'<lt' nN)O"r<lm the International COlrntll1Ulrllt'V, l this 

led them to seek jJ.l<L;!;lll<1LL'L. a.JLUa._U'-'_':> 'With donors. The WLLG reading of the "lLl'4UUll. 

"Manry =: power =: to determine agendas. to .rystematicalfy and form 
alliances with donors. We saw them as the t-hannel to as a conditionality for 
to access the much needed funds for a land redistribution programme'! 148 

143 Conversant tr:U1SCJnpt 
144 On the basis of the movements h!ghl!~;ht(~d the pr(lbh:m~ltlC nature of inheritance: the 
bf the eldest son Includmg land, led to between 

"",u<;;\,"U Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe Farm workers Trust, as 

146 Conversant mnl><.:Llp' 

147 Estimated at 1.5 dollars, the President 
phenomenon would turn into anarchy. 

148 Conversant rrallsc:npr 

that without such assistance, the now land 
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In an to produce a counter AL'''',J.'''",' to the state's divisive evocation an urban 

/ rural amongst women, the on 

networks women "<I,.,mp,"" and hosted a conference in an i:l.UIi:l.l;;t:U room to the 

round table donor Women farmers were therefore a visible 

the implications land tenure systems and H:::1U:;li:l.UllK 

which were taken to the plenary the donor conference through donor alliances. 

'We were riding high, the strategy 
adJieved'~49 

I rt!""embereverything came together, we we had 

Women had won. The donor '-VJ"UJLU,-'U",U government to include a 

within land redistribution. But LC1,LC'-'LH on past trends, the down 

and even further the state could be predictable. occurred. 

The of land lost its edge through the U"UllIIJUJ,,,UUU 

);C''''-'':H:::U discourse. The Minister "'~.Ll'-·Ull''''H:; when confronted with the 

women's participation and access to land and reform processes he 

,",VflJJ.I.t;"",y denied to accept the need for mechanisms instead adopted a 
that af!Yone can submit an application for consideration !ry the land rt!-I1tSlrztllWIZllt1 

in this respect women were not discriminated But we had the evidence that 
rt!f.!,uta!tOI1S were inherentjy biased in favour 

the promise of resettlement land for ex-combatants, the 

of 

of 

ll!11,l1U::U land to be allocated to women in their own 

either individually or 

WLLG pushed for a 20% 

with husbands151 • This demand was not met. The 

and continued their Inh,hll'1lf'1O" on \.1J.LL'-L,'-U of 

allocation and on the concept of the But the Minister was dear that 

o"me:rSlllp would not be 

decide.152 

110re generally women called 

for a rethinking of 

\..li:l.HLJ'\..l1IUU'Li;:' on gender issues in 

i49 Conversant transcript 
ISO Conversant tran~cript 
151 1999 

2001 p9 
153 WLLG 2001 P 37/38 

that it was a private matter and up to '-VI."""C" to 

more and U'-1\.J<U1UU in land policy 

10 the constitution, the need for 

a U;LUlll.£>..U'l1'. of the as 
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In an attempt to a counter narrative to the state's evocation of an urban 

/ rural split women, the \VLLG on its cultivated organisational-member 

networks of women and hosted a ,.,-.., .... 11'<01 room to the 

round table Women a visible presence, 

discussing the liUf.oIll ... "".1Ull" of <;.U;'Ulj,!t.. tenure <:.,,<:ti",m<: and 

which were taken to the plenary of the conference through donor alliances. 

'We were 
achieved'~49 

the strategy was peifect, I remember everything came together, we thought we had 

Women had won. The donor I..Ull1U1"UUU ... ;UlY required 

component within land redistribution. But reflecting on past 

state could 

lost its edge 

when I..UJllUUU 

women's U. ... "j.JAU.UU and access to land and reform processes he 

"ConsistentlY to the 
arguing that can submit an a'[)J)IlC,~ltGln 
in this respect women were not discriminated 
regulations were inherentlY biased in favour 

to include a 

the watering 

Both occurred. 

the manipulation of 

with the question 

Following 

camprugrung 

of resettlement land for ex-combatants, the WLLG began 

one-third of U .... ;'L~j'L"',"'U to be 'u", .... ", .... "" to women in their own 

right, either 1HLilV lUU;<lUV or with U<;;;;'U"'""U was not met. 

\VLLG a 20% quota and their on different forms 

allocation and on the concept of the family. But the Minister was clear that 

ownership would not be enforced, that it was a private matter and up to to 

decide.152 

women called for more and 

formulation, 

clarifications on 

a rethinking of cm;tolnalrl{ law in the 

concepts153• 

i49 Conversant trallSOrlpt 

150 Conversant trll.llSc,rmt 

151 Jacobs 1999 
152 WLLG 2001 
153 WLLG 2001 P 37/38 

lssues 1n and for a rethinking the 
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The state saw "its women" as colluding with the of "western 1l1l+'CL1"1l~1.1! 

of land ownership. This hostility was to manifest most 

vellernerltly LUUJUI::U the 1999 Magaya vs Magaya inheritance 

But as u::"uu<::", land was the ticket on which the PF gov'ern:ment 

would secure a fourth term of In late 1999, through the IJU'W<::LLUL evocation of a 

state snubbed the international '-UcUll.llUJlH farms 

with a vow not to white commercial farmers. The ,...r\,,,nt ... r was 

~lLlll~CU into ~VUL<~"'vu of violent land seizures and "war 

veterans". How this translate the \'IVLLG? Disjunction. nationalist 

now SnnItl011allse:d \'VLLGI54 came out in support of land invasions 

that often women as in the process. Yet this stance was at odds with the 

formed its membership base. 

cnnergmlg dI.tte.fences in ;JVUU·",u vision and strategy led the founding UJ.l;'U.U~"'U'-'U" to 

lU"Ul\.1U')U~lll"JlU1'. of a \'IVLLG that was by this tinle 

the land 

"Faft track if a tef)~t;(,iraJ"V UffU'fI):'"'''''''' 

of the \'IVLLG's constituent members 

me. 
that 

In other words many took the IJV""UUU that land grabbing would undercut the 

reform and the CU"1l1.11Ull1'. 

Coalition 

of 

women 

During the 1995 1998 women's Vl)~"".L""IUL)U" refined the strategy of co-ordinated 

coalition building and action uu.v,,";,,-u It was a strategy that saw 

the VJ.,~au", its rural networks and concerned individuals coming f"rV,""""" m 

var10us epf~nd1ng on the dis banding and forming in yet 

another constellation. Premature att,empts in 1997 to consolidate this strategy through a 

the Women's Federation failed, but despite this, a high level of 

154 The WLLG constituted itself as an NGO in mid 1999, as its constituent parts were under pressure and 
could not sustain the and demands placed upon them. 
155 Conversant trarlSCJapt 
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activism was sustained through numerous 

from international events and 

\V'omen VL.;alJ,l~I:U and drew 

like the 16 days against based 

ret)ort1Of[ and world Conference on Women in 

the a1tI1S 10 the Platform for and were 

W."JlL~Lal'-U through organisational or'::>lects and programmes. Women were 

numerous advocacy efforts mc:lucilng tbe '-U".L"~UI';'"' to Constitutional amendment 14. 

In 1995, The Supreme Court ruledl56 that a female citizen of Zimbabwe married to a 

was entitled to reside witb her spouse in virtue 

protection of freedom movement under section 22(1) of Constitution 

This decision was in the sense that prior to tbis Court 

while men residence and their 

foreign husbands were 

rip'r ... :,,~tfT,p>rlt of immigration. 

to tbe of the 

In doing this the Court once acknowledged section 11 of tbe 

of Zimbabwe as a substantive section of the This was 

primarily because 11 states in part that, 

every person in Zimbabwe is to the fundamental rights individual, 
is to sqy, the right whatever his race, place of origin, political opinions, colour, creed, or sex 

" 

Women decision as a move towards greater But 

in some government circles, Ul<.lU •• UHj!, I-''-''''''-'''U'-y, tbe 0'-'1'-''-\''Hl\,; Court was 

viewed as a direct \';"""><:")';,<:: to gO'velnnrlerltal smTerlel21ntv and £1Ul-'JVU1Y 

carte blanche to 'import' men of all 1J",.,,,U,,,,,,1\-,",, into Zimbabwe llH,VU'It.U 

women a 

Vl.tlLlVll of 

traditional and culturalist discourses. Thus once again tbe rights women became 

terrain. 

1995, the I..U,LlU'IC"l ,.w,"\n,"\c,·" the 14th Constitutional Amendment Bill 

This amendment sought, other things, to overturn the Court 

by amending 22 of the Constitution of once again 

and Others v. the Chief l1nUll~!,nlllUl1 Officer, Zimbabwe and Others Court of 
LlIIluamNC 1995) 
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the rights of hushands married to women. There were 

reasons for concern as one conversant has out: 

'The was blatantfy IegislatingJor a double standard with 
mmrna.fJl! and citizenship, the bill was viewed as a direct attack on the Zimbabwean women 

since independence. The also a direct on obligations " 

Within a very short 

_ .. ,",~", __ in advocacy 

a strategic alliance 

rapid action 

various actors was 

in the face of a 

delivered by Mugabe in which he acknowledged that women were "up in arms" over the 

ltU'U"' ... U;', in which he stated in no uncertain terms that in "our 

women must as as 1996 there was a fear 

that all progressive steps would be lost, women, '-""'-\.,.L,U1V women parliamentarians were 

in a tenuous position and was fear that the public would I-H .. "":...,,UI<, out 

an issue that the I'H.".L\..Lo;;;U had dearly enunciated he was in favour of. 

The lobbied continued its advocacy efforts "u.o.'\';f','-,O.LUf', and 

met with government U.lJ,lU;'lC ... ", lln.H.L\..uuf', the Minister and 

Emmerson Ml[lal1g~lg'\lJ'a and the Minister Home Affairs, Durniso U~lOenlrWa 

while pushing for audience with the President. In March 1996 the Minister 

that 

reconsidered the Bill at its of 5th March and decided to 
nUprf1ll.H of citizenship and residence. The Bill will be to 

or marital status, be to the same rN"I>t'1'I,'1'I" 

residence in Zimbabwe/co, " 

This development was rI",,,,,,h, Instead the opportunity to enhance human 

the government had in effect chosen to make discrimination neutral, 

removlng held provision. 

in Law and Dcveioolne11t in Africa (WTLDAF), Zimbabwe 
for Human Men's Forum on Gender (PADARE), Zimbabwe Women's Resource 
Centre and Network Women's Action Group Zimbabwe Women Association 

Churches (ZCC), Catholic for Justice and and the Legal 
Resources Foundation, 

prC:~01rtnaay interview in which has was able to electoral issues 

1996 "Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment 14) Bill" by Hon. E 
laU:,,"l1~W", Minister and P~r:I'arr'''f!'t'''rv 
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As one conversant it "our efforts OUj'ta~vea a basis for discrimination. It put male and 

spouses of Zimbabwean on a similar basis in terms of right into Zimbabwe based 

on But as it out it bet'tlme 

Many more radical forms of activism also took place period and there are 

were opened for 

Politics sought to 

UAA.~~",U discussion 

many such examples that can be cited as 

debate on lobola161 and uniHl'''".''. The 

'-<L .. ,,''-''''', .... and build alliances with women .l.yU.4Uu .... "" 

fora and the t'\"t","'~l,."t1 of ""","V.I."".." gerldered analysis of upc:orrunlg bills to 

parliament. In this way the WGGP UJrl,I"IcF'rl with women MPs who staged a walk out 

and doing this ushered in the n1r,"r..~r Administration of Estates Act a 

"""lUl,e",Un. amendment that 1"("'I""""P'-' for the of surviving "IJ'JU""'I in an intestate 

estate. 

The movement <::mnn,rlt'l'prl the installation the fIrst women Sinqobili Mabhena, 

in Matabeleland early in 1997. Later year women with business and economic 

interests launched a women's the Oma to bring U,,"l'!l'I.ll!~ to rural and 

urban women UIJ"J.a,Ull,~ below the nrl,vPI"t'llline. 

The movement vociferous harassment and 

violence women162 and stripping young women mini-

skirts and "traditional dress"163. But the 

flurry of did not transformation of 

relations in Zimbabwe. In fact progress was somewhat and 

It was ruling of the Supreme Court Zimbabwe that 

proved this. In illustrating how "it brought .-entre the interjat"IJ 

and tensions between t'Ustomary and general t'U/ture, tradition and women s rights. 165 " 

162 am/l"rJnmf'ot officials as in April 1998 male MP, Solomon Mujuru, a former army 
epenoence had to be restrained from an outspoken 

163 at all! 
164 vs 
165 Conversant trrulSC1:1Pt 
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One Forward Two Back 

In 1999 Venia Magaya became a symbol resistance to the 

law in Zimbabwe when the Court ruled that LAMA does not 

provide women to be treated as adults under customary law. its in 

the inheritance case, Magaya vs the court over-ruled cases confIrming 

women's to inherit under and 

women to sue in their own right had in been wron[!"iV decided. Thus the Court 

underscored the injustices suJtteJrect by women under 

were by the 1_l<tUUU'-.U<lL nature 

stating that the 

and the necessity of 

UliUUL4J.JlllLlF!. a I-'~,~~.AA~U' tradition. 

The of the case are but the the decision 

is convoluted. Venia IVJ."L~<1\!<1 was the only child of her Ul<lLUO'F!.>'c. She had 

half-brothers from his second Ula . .LL"'F!.'" When the father died intestate, Venia 

claimed status as heir and was such by court. Her half-

brother on grounds that not all the family had been notifIed the pr()Ce:ernlng,s. 

Venia's inheritance was cancelled, and her half-brother was granted status as 

oldest 

Upon I.,.H,U1\';,,';',-, the 

child. He pr(Jcc:~ediect to evict Venia 

Court held that as to 

under 

her 

the 

custom of male .pr1etererlce for heirship, even when there is senior female ()r1c>:n,.m must 

~l-'"'--'-' In so l1VIUlU~. the Court all rulings in which LAMA had been 

applied. 

In a circular the Court stated that the discrimination suffered by women under 

law is not a matter LHLUULLlV but is a result the 

especiallY the patrilineal, matrilineal, or bilateral nature 0/ some 0/ them . . . 
children to inherit . .. would disrupt the laws 0/ that ... I 

am also 0/ the view that LAMA inheritance and other to 
is tantamount to bestowing on thry never had under customary law"167 

of course, is 
customary law. 

the 

166 TIle Administration of Estates Act 1997 
167 p1S' 

did women rights they 
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as adults and to clJattfm.fle 
reallY f} ILl fJtll '" in 

Zimbabwean socie!y, if custom, male power over propertY 
and over women's fate is threatened. ,,68 

the of international and national debate on a new 

constitution169 women activists took to the streets, 

"",-. ..... , ..... 1'."'" :MFs, I.,,,ru,,,.o and women activists U.4L<:;!!..l~\CU on how to enshrine 

for 

Welshman 

African even when it dircnminateJ 

by L"Z7I7[/UllWI:. Customary law 

graduallY lnt:'lwf)llrnted pJ7nCl'lJleJ 

The 

that .... .u'HU' "'J constitution in the words 

"decidedly undecided on equality", 

law to "Jneak in by affirming the nature 

international conventionJ Jigned 

if a patriarchal, agrarian Jocie!). General law has 

a.r the nation evolved. Independence did not solve thiJ 

dichotomy. Both fYJtemJ coexist, uncomfortablY. 'no 

Further although convenient for authorities, the reduction of customary law into 

a fYJtem which is emntialIY eVO'lu!.wn,(1)1 and does not it to evolve to meet modern 

JociO-lJconomit, /'1"I"'Jn."t/J'''~fl I concludes a study on 1nllel:1tal11c:e in six southern 

African countries by Women and Law in Southern 

But while some women activists felt the need to maintain a modified version of 

law as the rooting of African culture and rra.aUJo!n, a feminist "U<UV~.l" read 

customary law as a 

further in 

jJ41u..lal.l'-'eLru convention codified during the colonial era to control 

and reIJr()dllctlve 1."'lfJ"'_.lU"", thus some women took the debate one 

'~huck it out!'~ 71 

LUJtolwa!')I law because it women. AfritYJ trades with the world using laws, 
Wby can't theJe applY to women? Africa cannot go into the next millennium carrying this 
archaic 

HiS Conversant mUl~\"'''f.H 
169 See below 
170 Conversant tfoll<,-,rmt 

171 Conversant trallSC1:tPt 
172 Conversant U.dll~\"I"fJ' 
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Noting that views were diverging and that this heterogeneity was not being given the 

time or space to be discussed within the movement, women activists turned to the 

constitutional review process as the ultimate forum for enshrining gender equality and 

entrenching Zimbabwean women's rights. 

Constitutional Reform 

The recognition and realisation of the power of collective organ1S1ng was realised 

through women's participation in the Constitutional reform process. The women's 

network quickly realised that in order to make an impact in a national debate where 

women's voices stood a good chance of being marginalised they needed to protect their 

own interests. More so, because at its inception173 the National Constitutional Assembly 

(NCA) , the space created by the "left" within civil society in Zimbabwe, was male 

dominated \vith at most 3 women participating at its inception. 

''] entered the constitutional debate through the NC4 and I will tell you that it was male centred. The 
debate was male; the faces that were fronting the debate were male, the issue.r raised were male issues ... 
We realised we were in trouble, because every time we tried to raise at!)ithing at the task force, we had to 
sit strategical/y next to [)!mpathetic men and a.rk these g'!)l.r to paraphrase, because if you tried to speak 
as a women, it was not taken on" 

The government initiated Constitutional Commission of Zimbabwe (CCZ) on the other 

hand was not without its problems in relation to transparency and accountability 

"ZANU PF claimed to be the mouthpiece of the sociery; the initiation of a'!} changes; the representatives 
of the interests of the povo; and indeed the cmcible of all knowledge about what the sociery wanted. It 
was therifore the prerogative of ZANU PF to decide what the new constitution would look like ... 
that's before the consultations even began'~ 74 

Given the governments track record the CCZ's receptiveness to gender issues was 

questionable. W'hen the CCZ was established it had 52 women, 13% of its total 

representation. Some of the women invited to serve, as commissioners were active 

members within the Women's Movement175. As could be expected, despite an outcry 

from various quarters, regarding women's low representation on the commission, given 

the importance of the task at hand, no redress was forthcoming. 

173 Period 1996 - mid 1998 
174 Conversant transcript 
175 Notable amongst these were executive committee members and heads of the various thematic 
committees, Amy Tango, Rita Makarau, Rudo Gaidzanwa and Lupi Mushayakarara, Joyce Kazembc. 
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Thus with two underway and neither space ideal women to eXIDIC)re 

their own concerns and 

carve out their own 

coalition advocacy. Women's 

constitutional process, "most 

with particular 

constitutional 

to 

created a 

demands, women's organisations came 

this was informed their years 

led them to much on 

that women Jace with 

law or have roots tn 

of opportunity for women to deal 

SU1ppos,eCl, "root causes". Thus the Women's Coalition on the constitution was 

The Coalition comprised a network about 66 women activists, 

and representatives 30 

Launching itself in June 1999, 

other human rights 

'-''-''4'-'U'''''' aimed to: 

'Unite women around the itiformation to women on the constitution 

to 

of 

the 

"176 

with 

and gender issues therein which constitute a critical mass Jor loblry and advocary to en{!,mal?r 
constitutional making process and ensure constitution which protects 

economic and cultural rights. ''178 

With the understanding 

"The coalition will be tnc'lUS,tVB. mnr1<l'1t!(J races, and 
c/asses, occupations (lnctuatt.ti! """~V"'"f geographical locations, 
and disabilities. ''179 

coalition was a structureJ80, sub and 

membership 10 setting out to objectives. The at was 

mammoth and from the outset pooled resources and co,m~)11rnelnte:Cl 

each other's strengths and weaknesses in order to sustain a process that was not 

bound time and that did not ne<:es:,arlllY fall their organisational p!()gram:ming. 

What rapidly became evident was that 

"A.t the time oj the formation oj the 
tOP'fltbllrfj!eJS was important and we 

176 Conversant transcript 
177 Member organisations included: A WC, Duncan Centre for the Blind, Family Support Trust, 
FAMWZ, Harare Legal Projects Musasa Mwengo, NCA, SAFAIDS, 
SAPES Trust, UZ-Law Faculty, Women Politics and Decision 
WLLG, Women, Leadership and Governance Institute, WAG, Group on Gender Politics, 
Women's Christian Association, ZAUW Residents Association of University 
Women, ZCC, ZWLA, ZWW, ZWB, ZWRCN. 
178 Conversant transcript 
179 Minutes of the meeting of the Women's Coalition for the Constitution 7 June 1999 
180 a chairperson, core group and secretariat. 
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our own we needed to a women's agenda and stick to it to ensure that a 
dimension was integrated into a new constitution.181 " 

These were intense rigorous pr()gt'arrlml that included a 

series of national and conferences to formulate a 

women's "'''''''-U''"''''' These· consultations were held in both and urban areas. The 

embarked on an media 

constitutional process. used radio and television as a medium to raise their 

issues and this was lnr,n'l'tprI through the and in the 

three national "ALL",,"""""'_" as well as scarves and that CoJlle(:tJvelv sought to "Ul""''''''' 

and share about the draft constitution and referendum as well as an 

identifiable But 

" . . ActualIY intemting was the fact that the women:r "oalition had members from 
DMC, but at the same time the coalition it member organisations had links with 

through MPs and people were quick to so 
"182 

But the coalition was 

to women, ",-'.V!.UH 

in difficult times" and in subtle ways the two processes 

to their IJVUU'l.dl "",egli"","'''. 

Women and women 

Initially the "we were not going to CC, we were to talk we were 

to talk women ... "'183 went a way in differences. on the coalition 

had resolved that 

':4s an entiry it. would not form an alliance 
zna'lVtt'IUaIJ and with the coalition 

and the commission 

within the at the But this only served to mask 

time. This began to manifest as fissures within the women's coalition: 

'1jyou were 
aligned to the 

181 Conversant Ua!1SCltlpr 
182 Conversant "''''''''',UfJ1 
183 Conversant trallSClrlPt 
184 Minutes of 
coalition after much heated 

zmiWIJt1tal'{j/y tJCt'ccz:vea as anlZ-IJ('IVIJfl1menl. if you were 

of the Women's Coalition on the Constitution, 26 April 1999. The 
,,,\Omua...,y took a decision evidence to the CCZ as it 

felt that this would endorse and validate a and ols,erel:l1t{:d 

185 Conversant '"'''''''''''1-'' 
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\Xibile women identified the fight for the entrenchment women's as a common 

goal, there were multiple strategies for achieving this. women 

state process believed in the as one conversant 

IJV.UL'-, .... out: "change is brought about not I?Y resistance onlY, depending on 

can also be brought about through engagement as well. '~86 

circumstances change 

But these women experienced their own 

sP,onSOl:ea process. The assault of a women "VUll1U" 

confirmed in very tangible and real ways the 

articulated by one conversant: 

violence and have taken 
with the advancement qf women but 
af!Ything to come in it was like were 
and the participation qf women in COn1mJ~mjrt/Js, 

glaringlY obvious working for the 
society. Every single item women in the 
For me now, it's understanding the subtle 
advantage. ''187 

\'\Ii.thin the state 

a comnusslOner 

differen tials as 

know I experienced 
certain issues to do 

allowed 

tJl1,tri£1rI:}111 In our 
and it was not eary. 

with power to your own 

But while in the CCZ women were 

situation "impossible" and lillllUU~ the U!<llJ<JIOLIV 

LH<LL'-JlIA1 men" making the 

room, those women who aligned 

saw the need to maintain links and challenge 

Women were consistently vocal about gender 

themselves to the more dem()Cl:atJIC 

civil society's patriarchal pos1tlon,lngs. 

imbalances within the NCA and vlg0rcmsl better representation of 

women on the forces. 

This eventually met \'\Ii.th u.roN .... ..,T at NCA ",<:IICl'''l assembly held in June 1999 where 8 

women, out of a IJv",,.un. 18 were elected onto the task force l88. Two months later as 

Chair-elect 

political NCA 

186 Conversant tn",~(",rmt 

187 Conversant TrllnS'Cr1J)t 
188 44%, all women me'mt)ers of the coalition 

to concentrate on the formation of a 

at this time the Director of 
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was unanimously supported to 

style was clear: 

alliance. Her assertive 

'Who am 1 beside my name and my position at my 1 am a feminist, without even a 
naming myseif thus. 1 am an activist and ... some people saw me as an 

out.fj)OI'een woman and hence it seemed polzticallY correct to have me in the lead Other saw me as a 
.. who be gentlY pushed centre the time was .. 1 think 

was she elected at this are reasons that could be offered, her 

maverick n"'T"cr"v, the need NCA to be seen as an alternative democratic 

space, the upholding of women's are an Whatever the reasons, 

a civic alliance meant that the a woman from the women's movement as 

women's movement had been propelled a prominence within civic 

the 

2000 it was the NCA and the women's movement, 
role. So to a large extent the whole 

1999 and 2000 we were very and I 
where the was censored in the media we 

extensivelY. The media call us 
189 

in both these spheres women were 
hands of the women's 

znfluence was felt We 
and we did what we liked 
13 because we were the 13 

(Hellman 1992) meant that women were involved in 

and in women's in which the one should influence 

17JZ:7()l;'iJnmU~ in a wqy, we were alljuggling so ma'!Y hats, but we were clear that when it came to 
coalition it was about women, women, women first "91 

But the and limitations of this arranJ~ernelrlt must be acknowledged. In 

can be just as ossified and resistant to 

1V1!U.'UU'U as the State. Thoko Matshe asserts: 

gender 

189 Conversant 
190 Hellman] A, 1992, 
(ed) Latin America and the 
Boulder CO: Westview 
191 Conversant 
192 Conversant 

"'''''Wtl''x. that the dirtiness of 
to stick in after all, the 

a substantive chair would never have 
VUJtl-ttlfltJ11' of women remains very contested ''192 

of new social movements in Latin America in Alvarez, S and Escobar A 
of autonomy in The Making of Sodal Movement in Latin America 
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OR NO: The Referendum On The L.OnSltltUltlon and the UI(\'Inf'>n'~ Vote 

The Coalitions consultation with women In the 

of a Women's Charter193 in which would form the basis future 

underlying this action is clear: 

'Perhaps we were naive to think we could continue to this utopia where we don't get targeted. 
We were we organised, we women could be a rf .. the women s 
movement had a very direct impact on civil and the politit'S rf the in 1999 and 

civil society the NCA were ~p"p"pl" fJVJLl\ .. I;;U and monitored to the 

extent that not to carry any NCA material. 

women's '-V,U-lU'VU appeared to have gone by UHJl>V'-''-" .... by the State. With access to 

state controlled were 

the rurwaves a series of national CIViC education radio and 

A strong women's outreaclh, 

within state processes meant that 

civil society alliances and a vocal of women 

women's coalition had a "nnH'1'"If', and 

which to influence the power U..ll.LC;X.C;UUd.l" and thus constituted a force that 

could direct action. 

The CCZ's constitution was to a referendum in t"pht1!l<ll-'T of 2000, and in its 

wake heated debate took as to whether women's coalition would call a 

or no It was at this that 

'The womens movement realised had gone wqy b~yond what thry had fJa~'f!.aZ;'1ea .. we 
could.no longer it was politics now, that was the game we were plffying 

back, we had to take a side ... "196 

It was moment that saw the fissures 

Many co-exist as to what within the movement. Some 

member articulated the need to remam and maintain a 

women's agenda. Others believed that this was the to push for a 

193 See 4 
194 Conversant tro"~r,r1t'lt 
195 See Women's tbreaten to reject draft constitution. Daily News. 20 December 1999. 
196 Conversant transcript 
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trans formative agenda. A NO vote was indicative of this political stance. Many talk 

about a "direct or indirect backlash", "infiltration" by the state the theory being that 

women who were involved in state led processes or who had ZANU affiliations were 

sent "back into the coalition carrying a new agenda to influence women to bt(Y into the state led 

process"~91 But one could argue that more fundamentalist infiltration also took place as 

one began to witness a rising conservatism. 

But after much political jockeying and posturing, the coalition eventually mobilised its 

constituency and called for a No vote in the referendum on the constitution arguing that 

among other things the draft constitution: 

'Vid not contain rights of women to own and control land' live free from violence; basic health care, 
education, equal pqy for equal work, social we!fare and legal aid, and no equal representation in the 
electoral rystem or emplqyment ... it did not protect women from negative cultural practices ... the 
people's views were generallY ignored Thry wanted a non exelutive elected president with powers exercised 
in l'onjunction with some other state authon'(y to avoid contestation of power in one person, that was not 
provided for, The people wanted the mrrent president to step down when the new constitution came into 
force, that was not provided for, so ma'!)l things a cabinet of not more than 15 ministries the drcift 
provides for one with an upper limit of 20, the people wanted the president to be able to dissolve 
parliament onlY at the expiration of its five year term, the drcift provides for the president to dissolve 
parliament a'!)l time on certain grounds . .. " 

Within the broader national scenario, a no vote was a wake up call to the state. It was 

the fIrst time it had been me~ with such vocal and overwhelming opposition. But the 

Women's Coalition was still to feel the reverberations of their intense political organising 

as state rapidly sidelined the constitutional debate in preparation for the June 2000 

Parliamentary elections. 

2000 Parliamentary Elections 

'Women are disappointed at the decline in their representation in Zimbabwe's next parliament following 
the ruent elections, describing the development as "retrogressive '; OnlY 13 women were elected out of 55 
,who had contested in the 120 constituencies. Seven seats went to the main opposition Movement for 
Democratic Change (MDC) and six to the ruling ZANU-PF (Zimbabwe African National Union
Patriotic Front). This is about 10 percent representation, down from the previous 14 percent'~98. 

197 Conversant transcript 
198 The Independent June 2000 
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This is how mainstream newspapers captured women's expenences of the 2000 

Parliamentary elections in Zimbabwe. But the question that begs is what are the 

underpinnings of this representation of the events. 

Riding high on the victory of the referendum, the women's coalition, embodying 

women's interests through women's charter, recognised the radicalism of an agenda that 

brought women together across political divides. It sought to consolidate its position by 

voting women candidates into parliament. 

'We prepared for the Parliamentary elections and we felt that another aspect of the constitution could be 
brought into the picture . .. let's vote in women candidates and once thry are there we would be able to 
assert pressure to raise our issues and debates within parliament. 199 " 

But experiences on this continent have shown us that it is not enough to have women in 

parliament window dressing structures, as numbers do not necessarily equate to gender 

sensitivity200. Neither does it mean that these fora are accommodating and receptive to 

women's interets. As one conversant noted 

"Life in parliament has been tough for the few women who have made it. Male parliamentanans 
quicklY label and silence you. 201 " 

Undeterred, the coalition began to facilitate a clearly articulated women's political agenda 

through the endorsement and support for the 55 women candidates who were standing 

for parliamentary elections. Women came together 

" ... The powers that be started to see women could be a force to be reckoned with, and not just a force to 
be reckoned Ivith in terms of women's issues but politicallY we were a force because we were beginning to 
get women across political parties talking when the males in those parties didn't reallY Ivant to. So we 
could become a place where people muld negotiate and unifj and that wasn't nemsariIY what people 
Ivanted, particularlY around Parliamentary elections. "2IJ2 

This was the fIrst time in the history of Zimbabwe that a women's agenda was articulated 

in this way and at a meeting in May 2000 women from different political parties sat 

together to brainstorm on how to beat their male counterparts at their own game203 . As 

one conversant who attended this meeting noted: 

199 Conversant transcript 
200 The 1995 Parliamentary elections saw the largest number of women being elected into Parliament. Of 
150 MPs 17 were women, yet it is also during this period that women's rights were most under threat. 
201 Conversant transcript 
202 Conversant transcript 
203 Daily News. Women Rally Together to Boost Participation in Civic Issues. 15 May 2000 
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diJforences for democratic justice. has been guilty oj 
within the ranks, paying lip service to am'rmau;~e action. Women are not 

um""",,;u political race. We have another oj our own - challenging men J 

But the as strong as its constituent 

NGOs with structures, 

these constituent parts 

on",,-,,,14n,"" which 

were the pressures of intense IJUllU .. '" VkES",WU"k"5' Organisational 

structures had fJUJ:"""IJll.tU";;" and this did not to with 

a rapidly \,.U<U'5'U5 

wait, wait, wait. You are us a on, lets think 
boards themselves had parry affiliations. "205 

Let us not that comments of this kind also speak to and 

diverse and of state civil society relat1()n~;hllPS. not to mention 

gender politics. Many the women on N GO boards were moulded an era that 

conceptualised the state and women's organising in a particular way. In the U"'~"UA!,.llU~ a 

new generation of activists had come to the fore and they were u~.'u<'u~ .... u~ 

in a more radical politics. 

'.:4 lot oj the 80 J activists were not used to contrOJf1tit.UJ establishment 
YV"lnJ"VU, thry were used to l1JIl1'J?t111J Pl1lJel7117lrent not against government. 

rtrl.llJlJlpf have evolved and we have fatled to 
down. '{l06 

There remained a "...",1"1-,, around the meanmg of 

nervousness manifested the stance taken by numerous boards of 

action. This 

organisations207, who were in structural IJU"'L1UJJ<' of power and who »UUUICU1Y 

themselves "exposed". Board members began calling for a more 

approach to coalition affiliation and contribution to the coalition 

whether because of ZANU PF All';5l<rtJ..l'.,;;", donor commitments or issues of 

security. 

But state "1-"JU,'U.l.\"U real and .1HJ."1!.111(;U, reared its 

head. ZANU PF and MDC entered battles and the took 

204 Conversant 
205 Conversant 1T""~('Tir,t 
206 Conversant transcript 
207l.ike Musasa Project,ZWRCN and WAG 
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or no action for damage to property, assault, torture and death208. Women did not go 

unscathed and were assaulted and beaten for their political affiliations.209 There were 

numerous cases of MDC and ZANU women supporters being assaulted. Women who 

identified with the women's coalition through wearing heads carves or pins were also 

vulnerable. As were women contesting seats in the upcoming election. Nyasha 

Chikwinya a ZANU PF candidate was assaulted and in a neck brace. Sekai Holland a 

MDC candidate was also the survivor of such assault. 

But these women also became victims of violence within their political parties. ZANU's 

rural strongholds and MDC's urban following meant that those areas would go largely 

uncontested. And the logic that prevailed given this scenario, as one conversant noted 

'Yes there was violence, mmm, yes, even Jvithin politit-al parties women were exposed to violence. You 
have women colleagues actuallY attacked fry male colleagues2lO, be'"ause thry were challenging male sites of 
domination. There was jockrying i?Y males within the parties who took safe seats leaving women 
candidates exposed in unsafe areas. Men will not automaticallY support us. It was fight for survival and 
men were protecting men and leaving the women out to dry. So there was violem'e from without, the 
violence that seized the nation, but also violence from within21l ': 

In the face of this kind of violence the coalition found that it was unable to adequately 

support women: it had overestimated its role and capacity 

'The women s coalition, the women s movement, the boarder base could not provide support. We had not 
organised, we had not thought around how to protect these women. Because you sqy to women stand, you 
sqy to women vote, you sqy to women mmpaign and then thry bemme exposed, and when thry were 
vulnerable wefound ourselves unable to offer support. ''212 

Many key organisations lost staff members during this period. There are many reasons 

that can be proffered. One could point to the disjuncture between the visions of board 

members and staff, deepening national and socio economic strife meant that in very real 

ways women sought personal and financial security. 

'Women activists have been exposed, Jve've had threats some implied, some direct. We are doing some 
serious thinking, counting the costs. I am in the movement and I am prepared to sacrifice myself but 
what about those I am responsible to?213 " 

208 See, Statement of the National Democratic Institute Pre Election Delegation to Zimbabwe issued in 
Harare 22 May 2000; Report of the Zimbabwe Human Rights Forum, Who is Responsible? A Preliminary 
Analysis of Pre-election Violence, June 2000, Amnesty International report, Zimbabwe tenor Tactics in the 
run-up to Parliamentary Elections. July 2000 
209 See Standard. Women Brave Violence to say No. 26 March 2000. 
210 Nyasha Chikwinya ZANU PF MP 
211 Conversant transcript 
212 Conversant transcript 
213 Conversant Transcript 
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This period of intense organising left many women activists exhausted and in need of 

space and time to regroup. Thus this period witnessed resignations, immigration and 

withdrawal. 

':4s you can see all those strong organisations are without staff. Kry people at WAG Rhumbi left, 
ZWRCN,you left, Thoko left, Musasa is the same, a top Iqyer of management and leadership has gone 
from these organisations ... 214

1! 

Thus one can place the discourses of weakening and fragmentation articulated at the 

book cafe into a context. There was a collective pause after the 2000 elections and the 

intense activity and expectations that preceded it. Some conversants named it as the 

need to "lie low" a need to go "underground" in the face of what was expected to be an 

even more violent Presidential election in 2001. 

If one has to interpret these portrayals; the women's movement had found itself in a cuI 

de sac, the book cafe meeting can be seen as the first step towards a period of necessary 

reflection for the women's movement in Zimbabwe. In chapter six then I would like to 

engage in some analytical reflections on this case. I once again reiterate that this 

reflection is the presentation of just' one understanding and interpretation of this 

hers tory. 

~214 Conversant Transcript 
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Chapter 6 

CHALLENGES FOR THEORY 

IMPLICATIONS MOVEMENT 

I this of work with two objectives. I had wanted to reconstruct a hers tory of 

Zimbabwe \Vomen's and in this the nature women's 

or~;anlsl11lg in Zimbabwe in the period 1995 - 2000. The construction of the case ""'-O"~'''_,, 

the fIrst '-1!'illo;;U~'~" malestream narratives that seem intent on 

disappearing women215• I turn therefore to the second OhlIPr-l'l"", In retlect1rJg on the 

case, I will attempt to examine the nature of collective action in Zimbabwe and 

a women movement in a ''-V'!VlU''-! context. 

In one I asserted that are views as to what 

constitutes a movement. In sum om'p,"",.. the literature while a movement 

may he characterised a forms of eXl:>re:SS10n and spatial 

to of a movement implies 

DlJtmO,mC)'1on of some that significancc being 
change in some wCfY or another be it in legal, 

Such definitional bounds have contributed to or 

f?y numerical 
or political 

manifestation of movements and have Pt<!CIllOeo C.II.'HHlllil1~ them in their own right. The 

Zimbabwean movement is neither a political it cannot be 

characterised by "numerical neither can it be held rigidly accountable for its 

ability to effect change. Yet in my view the "does Zimbabwe have a women's 

movement?" does not a sustained polemic. Women in Zimbabwe self U'jpntllhr as 

a movement, this collective consciousness means the movement exists through self-

U<;;;'.UUUv.u, however and uneven it may be, More uu!-'v.ua,ul-'Y however the case 

testifIes very powerfully to two decades (1980 - 2000) of sustained active '-Hl~"j,!.""Hl'-l 

215 See Makumbe, and Raftopolous 
216 M, 1998. Women's Movements ill Develomellt and 29 219 
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One cannot this. Thus instead with 

definitional Dounas, I will examine the nature and form of the Zimbabwe Women's 

Movement. 

of a Movement 

Molyneux that the appearance and form of a women's movement are 

on five 

"j-'t'eva'tlt1irp cultural configurations, familY forms, political formations, the forms and 

solidarity and the character in the national context. " 

In other words movements are processes that are shaped and modified by context. A 

movement is in a constant process of reflection, \..VUUUU'"W.dl"VI and H .... Mv~nuvu as it 

defines redefines It is within this context that I would to finally come to 

understand the meeting held at the Book on February 8th 200I. 

can Inlern'rel this as a moment when /-t''71V,afJ1vp. is having to look at ilse!f in wqys that are critical, 

that are frightening. like a cui de sac, cui de sac's are usiful because 

make you aware that you need to turn around and in turning around look 

.yourse!fyou can work your wqy out,217 " 

The national context in Zimbabwe 

by 

or 

at 

democratic ",".'UI .. UBI>': the human Covert and overt 

to any dissenting voices has meant that live in fear and this with social 

and economic breakdown has meant that in very real terms issues of safety and survival 

are tantamount. How has this impacted on the movement? Over time there has been a 

powerful a IULll1.lU\J'" that has 

run parallel to the realisation of the power of a political conSC1Ousness within the 

movement. 

we then have to examine the Zimbabwe women's movement during the 

review what can we into its features? The movement is diffuse 

and comprised of discrete, organisations and 

217 Conversant 
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individuals, that agree to come to~~etJt1er 

in another constellation. This 

for a purpose to disband 

can be tracked 

from the cautious "u,<.t'U:Ul';" to the PVO act, the robust 1";-",""",,,1'1 taken around the 

constitutional ......... v ... "'''' to more sustained actions around land 

advocacy and constitutional reform. 

One can ask does a state and hostile IJvuy\..a. social and economic 

environment of or manifestation of 

«:fl"l1o-,[)"I,. and P0I101:S~1 us to answer this '-!u,-,,'uvu 

and perhaps more rAtnt"l,ep would have to be undertaken in 

other authoritarian or militarised environments in order to substantiate such a claim. But 

is the way it has 'U'UH',-" in Zimbabwe and one could that in the face 

state and the for civil organising, this of 

It enabled women to operate in the so-called nooks and 

to continue to as but more 

For much of the movement 

to continue it activities "unnoticed by the state" 

a threat or a consolidated site of power. 

because it was not t"Iprrp''''''rl as 

The culmination of this manifestation of movement lies in the 

of women's '-V'UJ'-"VU in 1999. This was a intervention on the 

of the movement at a time when it's to inform and national debate 

required both consolidation and mobilisation. It was an action drew on a cultivated 

rich eX1Jef"lerlCe and which rll~:t"""P'r1 refinement of a 

But consolidation in this form meant more visibility as coalition became a 

political site where power accrued. This meant that it was open to attack 

that were oCl,ev:mil for power, both within the realm of civil and the state. 

In this women came under not solely because they were women 

a certain but because they were perceived as political 

to influence and direct the course of action whilst maintaining a 

218 See ..,aJU\..lU.UIY 

streets 
l..4Hll''''J~U' around Amendment 14, Magaya vs Magaya, ;:>trlppmg of women in the 

219 Mama in her 1999 
women's movement in a 

IJt~,S""tlrlp' LlaUJ~I1l!C,", poses a similar type of in her examination of the 
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"women's " More significantly, women to see 

themselves as a political force. This is a radical one that a re-

women have not had a traditional engagement with state 

as a political site in this way before. 

Movement versus the State 

The literature attests220 and case confirms that the state has been central to women's 

or~;,tn!Sll~lg in the period 1995 - 2000. This has resulted in a somewhat inchoate 

as the case demonstrates. This has been of women's 

movement in African contexts. Manuh22! in her analysis of relations between 

women, state PNDC rule in ' .. H."ULa. • .. ~,.~, ... nJ.work on women's 

IJUllU,-,U Ul.)~"".llb"lil.}ll" in Ghana, Mama223 and Tamale224 ",,',nnn- on 

come to similar These studies raise about the 

of women's oppression or 

women's political, social or p("('nr'f"nl interests.225" 

But the Zimbabwean case to this by the 

m(:rg.en(:e of new of ,-,Villi'I.,."-! The actions taken the women's coalition 

and constitutional showed that women's movement was in a 

to L\cl.HllU\C and take forward a national and a women's "F'~'k'~U. This cannot be 

discounted no matter its successes or 1"-11Ul.C", rather Zimbabwe case tells us a deal 

about context and and the lessons we can learn from this. In this vein I would 

to how women's aeJrst:an(llng of the state in Zimbabwe has profoundly 

shaped the form and content of their activism. 

and the State in Ghana: Some Issues of and Practice. In 
Sciences. CODESRIA: Mama A 1999. 

Politics and Civil 
T. 1993. Women, the State and 
D 199901' cit 

223 Mama A 1999 op cit 
224 Tamale S 1999. When Hens to Crow: Gender and 
Westview press 
225 Mama A. 1996. Women's Studies and Studies of Women in Africa 
CODESRIA p 19 
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The Zimbabwean case CAII.JIL)U<o;, the structuralist peJtceptton of the state as a monolithic 

Instead it offers support for feminist and 

the state as a highly complex and contested terrain 

theorisations see 

of a cabinet the system, law enforcement agents, 

constituted ,..""rnr,,'c all come LV~~CLJ'!CJ. to constitute it. 

But the state is also a shorthand term to describe a "network 0/ power relations in coo. 

operation and tn tension and against each other226." This conceptualisation of a 

UU.LU~JW_,",Ly of sites its very nature UC.U1<lULl<> a of "u.n' ... !; .... " and action to take 

an agenda forward. The extent to which the Women's movement has 

understood and extllolted this ,,,"OLll,,auvu of the state is 

In the main, the movement has viewed the state as an and a 

bestower of This is through the movement's fixation on 

to the state to enshrine rights. 

demanded an CAII-"Ul"l'VU in ·the roles of the state th!'out!h the of services and 

the of aa.'''''''' that UilU",.,,,,- gel[la.en~a 

equality. In this way it 1.s seen to be uu."~A.'U to the ~,-\,.UJ.j'H'" of women's But 

what is with this picture? 

It is a movement that sees itself in to state as a 

hostile and conservative structure. Operation Clean 18 an early example of this 

But it can be corroborated over time the retraction of 

as evidenced in the Magaya vs .lV1J .... "Vd case, lClUdllHHE; silent in the face of 

based violence HIL.IU'.ll1J'~ "Ull-'~Jlll,~ of women in the streets or by 

women little access to o\\rne:rSlllP of land or means of I-'LIJU'U'-'UUH under the of 

what is or is not 

contradictory scenario has established a pattern in which women make demands 

the state for the "CL.UL'U~ of these are either endorsed or by the 

state, depending on its O\\Tfl and interests. At certain moments the state has 

"allowed" nt'r.o-t'P<: reform that entrenched women's But at 

226 Rai S, 1996. Women and the State in the Third World: Some issues for Debate in Ral Sand 
G, 1996. Women and the State: International Francis: London 
227 S, 
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moments when its own uvnn.Lvu was threatened or UHU')\CU, in times of economic 

crisis or moral 

Act and the 

these came under threat of retraction. The 

of gained 

Majority 

of Estates Bill 

through the vs can be 

would make it UHULU." to sustain a unitary conceptualisation of the state. 

In of the wisdom in in and U,'-,U.LlJ'l-; solely on and 

comes into question. As one conversant out 

that 15 if these U1J!.I:tllEJ,atz/~1IJ, 

answer lies in the law. You can the state laws from A not 
we've seen it. Our battle is not with the law per se our struggle is 

There is much debate on whether women should pursue reforms within state or 

outside of it. Some that effective reform can only come UHVU!'.U the 

state229 while others argue that the state CO-01Jts women's issues pointing to ways in 

which new lC)';l:>ldUUU "~~.H"'''~5"J favours women has afforded state not women 

- more nfl,,,,,'rZ.>U and Jaquette231 

when they argue for more 

the argument into account 

",I""'N'"",I,, with the state while 

UHUH'calill".!'. an awareness of its limitations. \Xlhat is in the prclceiis of 

and en~;ag,ement the state, not 

down, but wbmen '""_"U" .... ' 

do women's uF.'_u,~«~ 

('()-r.l"1Tr'" into state ill(''''lJ:.ul>'LlLJU~ blocked or 

be it LICnn.LVUo.l or political AU'_!", •• "u, ..... " and interests. In this way the 

state allows certain a certain space for radical but it doesn't 

allow them to become consolidated. 

Civil Society and the Women's Movement 

as the movement has made demands upon the state it has also sought out allies who 

were often drawn from Zimbabwean civil Activism around the PVO 

and held up as .... Aau .. ,." .... " of kinds of alliances. 

\Xlhile the scope of this does not allow for an in-depth of Civil I 

228 Conversant tro",u'rint 

229 Sec Alverez S E, in Brazil. Princeton Princeton Press 
23il See Ghandi N and Shah N, 1991. Issues at Stake: and in Contemporary Women's 
Movement In India. New Delhi: Kali for Women 
231 Alvarez 1990 (ed), 1989, The women's Movement in Latin America: Feminism and 
the transition Boston: Unwin l-lill Hyman 
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would like to some time eXl)lorlnQ: this site in relation to its implications for 

women's UL~,"-ll-'~ll My reasons for doing this are two fold. the women's 

movement is an pv,>rn'n, a civil and should be examined within its 

in civil in L.<lJLUI.'''-U come to be as a broader context. 

and important in the push for a democratic dispensation, to the extent that 

civil and the Or~(anlsallor18 and political it 

and have been held as the "alternative" to ZANU FF. 

18 an term "'V.LH,>.Ui>lH1". of a..uLVLl1"." 

student 

NCA 

agents: the 

human 

rights and women's movements, "",,'u,e",UL\.." commentators, the media and 

activists. its very co:mt)Of;1t1,on and also 

multiple and competing agendas. Within an authoritarian 1"",j',,,<,,,, context, the harsh 

is that civil structures are very and and 

L"',,"U".!."'L",,,, tends to draw from ULiV Al"'" classes bent on the status that 

have 

too 

invested in. 

with the state. The civil 

this privilege has often 

sector is reliant on ........ ", .. L.LHU 

it in a precarious position regarding sustainability and the 

from earlier 

and this 

to wage 

autonomous "l.L ... 1".!;, .... The women's movement these 

But these realities do not that cannot create some politl,eal 

for democratising forces and a platform for critical reflection that informs 

activism. It however it 

unable to transform 

to the very real limitations 

COfl01110flS and take full of the created a 

did not 

the 

232 As 

back" state232• 

that civil would be a more t"p('pr.tl,rp .!.'CL11J1<:Ul and conduit of a 

than the state. But it is something of a political tragedy that broader civil 

assumed to be the voice dernO(:.ra<:y and pr()gresslve IJnliU~)!C:" 

at any time rise to nt<rwp.',r blatant violations of women's rights in 

review. Where was civil when women were 

and Political Transitions in Africa in Civil 
and Chazan N. Boulder: 
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naked on the streets, where were when women were OS~~t:S,it:U of property 

or when were waging for the enshrinement of tultld:a:mle!1ltal hr,nh",.!" 

were silent. This I would argue was due to an to 

u.. ....... 'wu tradition 

It is around constitutionalism that the alliance npl,lU'Pt1 women and orc)a(ler 

was cemented. This could be bluntly as borne 

that the NCA needed women to '''I',.c.u,ua aje.'_'"_''' to secure donor 

and strategically and I-'VJl<u.~,,,U} to draw in a local '-V.'''H..lLU''-'U'-'Y. The is that 

women still had to a NCA rho,nt" .. 5) in order for 

concerns to be H!<041llH);U,H taken up. More crucially this <>l!';UUl<O<> the depth 

within a that claim to the status 

not recogruse the of women as goals within themselves. 

An even more comparison can be drawn between the MDC and 

the nationalist movement. Both the MDC and NCA argued that the crisis in 

was due to the current to had to be 

ousted any other 1ssues could be has illustrated how 

such an --l",-_ .. _" 
ultimate ",.,.neT..,.,p is indeed 

is for women, Thus as one conversant 

patriarchy. 

Women are both "rithin the state and civil The movement has never had 

'-UVYje.U power, volume nor 

so it has had to 

to effect 

its 

movement exists across the state and civil 

,Jvuu,-a, "Haul",'-" on its own, 

forward. This means that the women's 

as women within the movement are 

located within and have to these two N either site is ideal for the 

the movement's a",'_u,~a, for that 

need to be and assessed to ensure that women's agendas are 

and not ,.."_nl ... r~·r1 or over-turned. In this context how women articulate 

agenda and formulate their interests? 

In '-'"'" ..... , ....... 1, I used work to the issue of women's interests in collective 

action. In to move my discussion on the Zimbabwean women's movement 

forward and aeceoc:n my I would like to revisit the here. 
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argues that 

demands for full 

female 

and 

has taken, it has always 

women's strength 

and to their interests in the 

formulation of interests, whether 

identity formation. 

She goes on to suggest that the 

LLl1L<<::l!l. .... is intrinsically linked to 

women's interests are to cultural, fJlJHJTl'Utt variation. 2:J:J " 

If one looks at the of women's interests from this vantage it becomes more 

complex. 

needs. By 

are no solely on 

identity in this way, one can ask what SUIDJe:cove sense of 

self motivates women to act and make certain demands at points in time. 

and the U""UIJ'\- inflections that Thus interests may be linked to notions of 

the L'-V'!V""U subject which include "'_ .. ~_~. race, class and 

With mtlec:t1o,n it is erroneous to think the of the LJlJlU<"aU'''''.AU Women's 

Movement is all enco:mrJaSSlrlg or that women's interests are uniform. To a certain 

extent the movement has seen itself as fairly hOm()ge,nous, and this has reflected in 

the fact that discourses and discussions on internal tt",.p",..,·o and diversities have been 

absent. Instead it bas defined itself within a liberal human 

that has further contributed to the u,o,,,,,",,,1", of internal rit",,,.,.,,,hr 

"We were dear that we needed to articulate a women J agenda, women came together. It was about 
women. This was the onlY wtVI to take our ',]34 

The deference to 

position leading to 

means that at one level woman do have a collective voice and 

in action. Women were ""po''',-.n' everything. 

the consultative civic around the constitution. We were 
removal discrimination, Properry and land the legal age 

CUJ'Iot,'lJalll law, to education, women J participation in decision health 
the whole election process, gender issues of po verry, international 

instruments the enforcement 

But once it is not as simple as this. The movement is '-V,LU~'U" 

each with their own modus VUCULU\.U. and visions. At another it is 

233 Molyneux M. 1998< P 233< 
234 Conversant transcript 
235 Conversant transcript. In reference to Women and the Zimbabwean Constirution: A Fact Sheet 
ZWRCN. 1999. 
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comprised of individuals who they may all be women, embody diverse 

and As one conversant out 

look at the women:r movement it is broad and open Jill and Susan will come in. But 
if you a mistake and assume its open terrain is space that reflects your principles, 
no, it doesn't work like that. Women themselves in the movement are not homogenous and so their 
politics the diversity. "236 

So in there is a Stll!b1nj~ly v'-' .... ".L.VYO, almost imaginary sense of consensus \vithin 

the movement. The and have 

manifested at critical moments: around land yeslno vote at the time of 

the and the movement 

those very same lines. As one conversant noted 

'There were meetings around constitutional where we wanted to throw each other out of 
the window, it was so bad It trashed whole thing,you know, it was like getting hit in the 
foce with cold water. Like this is reality, because for those of us who have been in the movement we 

that it does not matter what kind we might but a sister is a sister. We are 
bound to gel at some point. the reality is that it was politics now, it was a 
repositioning237 )) 

This points to a movement whose "ld."ULl'" is 

as women bring different subjectivities that inform their 

f.lV'Ui\..'U identities. It is neither homc)gene<Dus rather a site at which very 

come into play. The critical ,...n,."'I.r. .... remain: who "'rrmt't"I'''''~ 

nor open, 

many different "ll."ULl'" 

it, shapes defines the vision; who neutralises the critical 

elements and radical voices238? At the heart these variant voices the issue of 

politics. 

Thus I move into 

and I would like to 

realm of invention of political within the movement 

that at the centre of to face its own 

that fact that the movement has not until the point in 1999 2000 

itself as a political force. Gender politics within women's movements is 

has not been explored in the I would like to 

nrr'PTImniIT that 

based on 

the Zimbabwean case that it is an that is crucial to the and definition of a 

movement. 

236 Conversant U.'UIM.lllj_" 

237 Conversant u.'U""""f-" 
238 Often marking them as zenophobically or hOtnol:>hc.bically western and 
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An Exploration of Gender Politics 

The detailed documentation of the and women's Vl.)~"lH"'11~ in 

Zimbabwe239 provides a basis for the various strands of 

gender politics contained under the rubric of the Zimbabwe Women's movement. For 

the I 

order to this poin t. In 

is by no means fixed or 

contested and in flux. 

certain UUllULdl. and them in 

the manifestation of a political 

rather are 

that the Ull\.UI..'" between practical and interests 

us between ways of L"''''''V.uwq" about relations and thus allows 

us to "see" politics. Molyneux that 

the formulation interests there is the assumption there is compliance with the existing 

gender order, while in the case of strategic interests there is an explicit questioning of that and of the 

compliance of some women with it. Such a Gramsci called a pradit'al 

consciousness and what we could term a vision has alwqys been tmiwriant especiallY 

labour of thought to emancipatory politics. How other than through what Foucault calls 'the 

upon ftse!!, could daims to think m11P .. p,"'f" and to see the world in terms to that which is 

presented in conventional stories about social ot'Cur? in the formulation 

women inequali!J or male authori!J over them for granted, then this is a different wqy 

world to that which evolves in the course Ult:fWlJ('U on attlrmi2UV'II. 1117attlaf.tan 

visions . other forms insists on this reali!J as wu," .. "'''n~ 

. oppressive relations and social i,!/ustices, and is concerned with <fJ{.;'Ul:iJ"J!.tI"J!. and changing it, 

it on some measure of alternative thought and hence on some means 

value judgements about the social order. 240" 

These «value luclge'menrs 

within a movement that did not talk about its own 

gone a way to LVJ,1U.,lUU 

and lnC0l11lp 

and rln,'p,.,,,hr 

Women's 

this has 

reticence in 

Zimbabwe has translated into discourses that are contested on a daily basis in 

deciding what V.L~~"Ul" and coalitions will and will not do. While the scope of this 

work does not allow me to fully eXTnOJre the and tmpl1.catlorlS women's 
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political identities it certainly the seeds for work and 

of politics could be traced throughout the research Via 

conversants un.derstan.clH1lgs and positionings in relation to events that took place within 

movement. 

I have I-'VAU\,I.-"'" out 4) after <'1''''''1-''.'1 saw the birth of many 

women's U"'i!;'U'U""u.vu established by women who had links to the 

either through direct involvement in state structures or a of the 

nationalist liberation The of these organisations, dubs and income 

upoorted women's roles and left relations 

'-'W'VU''-U'-U, in this way and 1-',1<"'""'"'''-'''''1 status quo, 

even if so. The discourses that emanated out of this period of V.Lj;".H."Uj; 

were welfarist in their v,",,",w,auuu Ul.'1WJ.lll! from WID and WAD 

direct ,,,,, .. n,.., .. t of the states of reconstruction and were 

nationalist or reformist and can be characterised by an 

um~erSlanULI1g of from within, an Cl1l~"ji:Cl1 with state structures and 

processes and an understanding that and discourses will be 

bestowed f''.:mnptpf'<: of what state will allow. How In 

the words of one conversant 

'1 remember the .oJ Zimbabwe women when said 'Women don't get manied if you want 

remember someone to own propertY. 

amazed,yes,yCf lYmllmW 

'Who does he think he is, is he I was 

on sister. But alwcrys someborfy would stand 

would scry, 'Well you know we are not here to attack the state, the Government is not our enemy and 

neither are men: those voices and were the one:r who had the 

" 

Thus you had a discourse and unease about contestation with the 

State in terms of rights and entitlement. UU."ll"li!'~ voices that would invariably 

surface at those crucial of confrontation with the state. Another '-""'"ul-', .... 

of this is embedded within the yes / no debate at the time of the referendum when 

women n ... '"\r,'c<: were viewed as collaborators. 

mobilised the women through the constitutional process and then pu.rhed them back into the 
movement anew They did it very well and the.re women came into the coalition .rcrying 

241 Conversant 
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well aC'cept the draft betClu!e it !ecuru lome right!, half a of bread i! better than 
nothing at all''l42 

In the post IJI:UUI:UI,X years we see, articulated feminist discourses and 

the birth of a set that were rooted in a ',,-LU!.),U;:) Ide:olc)GY and agenda 

These discourses were based on the re(:0~~1t10in of of 

male oppr($SllOn and UV.1Ul,'UU.LV", which sought a holistic and structural u:an:Sl:or,[Ila,UO'n 

and This vision was embodied women who were self 

proclaimed, "outed" feminists. in the face an increasingly hostile state, 

where the on women )<,.L''''-''''''-'C1) meant that even seemed U.u:I-dHU the 

movement quickly to distance itself from an "overt" feminist nr>iltlt"'<: Feminist 

is not an easy and as one conversant noted 

"Femini!m in this country died ... becau!e Zimbabwean women were not to 
did not reali!IJ how critical jemini!t thinking and were for the bigger movement, backed 

riff I remember a leader of a women'! organisation me, 'it's too hot an i!!ue"'244 

By the mid 19908 one saw the the words and 

and from the movements' lexicon and it is 

revealing when one considers the terms that seem to have replaced them: 

These moves to "disappear" as an articulated discourse 

aAu,""u5 women's activism and actions could have been as to 

ensure that the spaces 

move has not been 

V"I',AU,"U,"'1". remained open. Although this is debatable and the 

as such. Feminism was constructed as too IDJtla:m.tna,tory 

It required 

collective national 

in a way that could not be accommodated by the 

some women within the movement. 

A decade later (1990s) ,,,",,'""u"', and there was an f'tTlhr'<'!rl ofa 

or gender planning dictum; a hegemonic technical 

discourse about ~~-"~"F. This was a discourse articulated by international 

donors and framed a host of international women's human instruments and 

national frameworks of which the was the most current245• 

242 Conversant trallsc:npt 
243 An example of which was the 
tensions that accrue around feminism 
244 Conversant ",,",,,!.-.1.1;'>'" 

of the Feminist Studies Centre due to state intervention and the 
feminists in Zimbabwe 

245 In Zimbabwe women activist were referred to as Beijing 
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The availability of donor aid246 in support for work in the and development 

nn",.,rPt1 this and the 

found the articulation of and cle'veJopm(!nt discourses under the rubric of the 

United Nations247 and a series of global International including 

a safer discursive haven for tUl:therlnl! women's as well as a means of 

for a women's In this way a developmental gelncl1ere:d 

politics over more radical feminist 

and used the World The UN, 

Bilateral \ge:nclles, Civil Society and the Zimbabwean government, all of were 

women take up a more 

consultants, One needs to 

over the voices of 

assistance. At this time the movement saw many 

discourse in 

the language of development "14'_U~~"" 

in this way. A major draw back to this unified 

as 

1S that it obscures the of power between 

ae'V'eJopm(:nt aid institutions and local activism and it waters down critical UVLlU",," 

Women within orJ~rl1S~lt1()flS links with the state and civil and 

links were used to action if the 

<,-",au,_,-" were formed with ZANU PF women MPs who at 

demanded it, 

L''-'UI-'''-Y to push for 

a women's ttp,mntprl to exe:rCH,e the bounds of the party line, in the 

face their various members the movement were drawn into state 

at different times as COJmnrussl0ner consultants, advisors and friends249 of 

aLU.aJ.'·""" enabled women's NGO's to make certain senior government V'lL""'."'" 

kind ",,"",uau,",",,, even though under the and 

and frame, This saw the """'""-iF;""'-" and deployment of creative <In',,,,,'',,r',, 

and IV1JU·V'11.~ "'~~!L~~.l~" include multiple en,gaj;ernents across various both 

246 It is llH,JULt.a!ll to note that not ali donors are alike, and that donor 
not a totalitarian hold over the acdvities therein. External tnt(~rvf:ntliDns 
are not 

1975; 1985; 
248 Zimbabwe ratified CEDA Win 1991. H""",·u,", it can only be enforceable through an act 
249 and even inf()rmaliy 
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'IX1ithin the state, donor 

agenda. But this 

politics. 

and civil 1n an atteIT1Dt: to further a women's 

also saw real clashes between rn·m't'IPTl discourses and 

It would seem that the syncretic outcome of these contestations nonetheless led to the 

eITlerj;?;erlce of a more kind of radicalism. \1Vhile a articulated lC:I.UlL'I:>l 

discourse was muzzled, the issues and the "u,u"",,,.,, 

to to some kind of feminist underpinnings. The women's charter as a clearly 

feminist articulation is just one example of this. Women's 

patriarchy through the demands for the H.-".LW""' ..... vu 

to 

a women's agenda 

and the need to take this f01"\Vard uu.vu,~u women's pol1Ucal f'l"rH'I"',l"n can be 

cited as part of a U.<1U;>JeVLLH<1 agenda informed by a L""'LLU'" 

I would like to that during the period under 

emerged somewhat 

individuals' 

institutionalised framework. This organisational base 

bounded and 

But this 

by 

same constrained 

vtslOn. 

more forms of 

and 

within an 

well funded, was 

and donor demands. 

the for 

radicalism 10 interstices. It allowed for women to create their own space, the 

women's coalition, to come pool their and resources and 

formulate and their own more autonomous agenda. while or$ta!111Sa 

formed the bedrock, it was in the free that one witnesses the real the 

enlerg~es and lifeblood of the movement. 

The potential a rOlcmatC)ry I-'UllUI..". whether articulated as feminist 

or not, still exists. It is this radical votce that won out at the time of the 

referendum. It is fuelled vibrant and dynamic and continental feminist " 

discourses. Its proponents are resourceful and visibly influential and well placed women 

who have a direct being not only aware of women's 

but also to actively power in all its 

to address that <.Il-'l-'l"."'''<.IU. 
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In a rr'>'!lntMr as IJVla..L",,-.U as Zimbabwe it is easy to romanticise or '-U"Hl"'~ a movement 

for its inability to secure meaningful The is more nuanced than this. If 

we are to a movement by its <;:U"UJ.ill''', ..... ""'r·~ and preserve the 

women, then yes, the movement fails. But if we use an alternative lens, a lens 

that views as process that sees the 

over webs of power whilst chipping 

away at the 1J"'CUd"-,-"«" foundations then a complex and scenario unfolds. It 

is a scenario that reveals '-A'~'U.u"" potential for women's activism in 

The recent 

Women's Movement is on the of a new 

that the 

It has 

rUTlrn:reu liberal discourse and subverted as an empty claim the myth that everyone is 

fully rer:,re!;enrea in the who is a citizen and who 

has in Zimbabwe. Women are "'H,U"'.,H~lU"- the traditional L ... ,.au.vu<>u"1J that accrue 

around and the accumulation and ownership of wealth as it is linked to 

that have been dominated by men are and women 

are demanding the entitlements that mark them as citizens25o. The women's movement 

has not only worked to the relationship between women and civil society, but 

have also relations with the state. They are the 

construction of women as cultural custodians and therefore owned 

ter:tltclnes, which embody national It is in the to maintain an unequal 

UUW>I,,/-, of 1n with reference to women's demands for of 

that the state allows for m1S0~rVtlllst ...... '.r .. rpc As one conversant noted 

'The women s movement is not on!J the most movement to 
as a century of nationalism and nationalist resistance but it is also at new 
politics. The lvomen S movement is very central to crafting a a postcolonial politics and this is 
very central to the vibranry qf the women's movement because we are fHJl'rlu"m •• o P,')PrlVln:11'lU "251 

This has major implications for In effect we are a manifestation of a new 

form and "r .. "r~·01'''' of a women's movement within a postcolonial African context and 

this demonstrates the way in which reflection on praxis can U~'CLL'lly inform the 

new theories. 

250 Full economic social and rights 
251 Conversant 
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What the women's coalition did was it women 1n a 

that ... ",,,,, .. c,.,., organisational interests and a space had 

been reluctant to nr'-llrm and claim. Tbis resulted in a realisation of the primacy 

of !<."JL.lU'C"'<;;U within the movement in for It 

resulted in v~~L~'F,'~ alliances with broader civil society; it also ruptured old ways 

unue.r:SlanulIlg of the state. Now women were forced to confront the state as a political 

the the women's coalition allowed women to the leap 

and articulate a women's politics on women's interests. This is a manifestation 

a of what I would to call a 

women's po11t1cs. 
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£11-"1-""", ..... ,'" 1: A Shot of the Period Under Review 
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University of Cape Town

Global Trends 

• UN's 2nd decade for women 
culminates in the World 
Conference on Women and the 
aCl()otlon of the Platform 
for 

pre~sellce and support 
for a 

• World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund 

conditionalities on loans. 

National Political & 
Socio-Economic Context 

• Focus on economic 
liberalisation. Macro-economic 

orientated to achieve 
. reduce < 

deficit down inflation 
• The effects of ESAP, the 
introduction of investment 
incentives and the removal of 

• Introduction of a net in 
the fottn of the social Cllmenslons 
fund to 
ESAP. 

the effects of 

1995 - 2000 

Civil Context 

• Evolution of a new group of 
NGO's252 which attempt to 
prc.tesslOloallse ope('at1()ns whilst 

to their as 
yet weak constituencies 

reliance on donor 

• In conditions of InCrt:2lSlI'J!: 
as a result of ESAP 

the state over 
democratisation. 

to make a 
assault on 

of 

National and 
Context 

Creation and 
promotes activities aimed at 

pa:raclpare in 

.22 women MPs out of 150 
elected. 96% ZANU stalwarts. 
• With state cutbacks 

becomes sacrificed in 
national allocation. 
• With cutbacks in social spend.tng 

poverty 

services to women. 

Women's Movement 

• Increasmgly hostile national 
circumstances re-assertion of 

influence in 
from the state . 

the aUl.ug.iULJll 

and 

• Increase in with a 
broader base of non state actors 

• \Vomen's activism included 
term canloairms on land, 

and health issues, 
efforts on issues like 

the defence of the age of 
Act, 

252 Demonstrated move away from previous welfru:e approach through newly established NGO's focussing on: environment, human gender, health including HTV I Aids awareness, prevention and 
rpnmnll('t;ve health, business support 

convened the first meeting of its kind in Murewa in 1996 to discuss the need collective advocacy I focus groups on key thematic issues ie poverty, land, economics. These hubs were 
formed and wcre for co-ordinating NGO activities and action witrun the thematic arCa. 
254 MNAECC & 1997. Annual report: Women 1n Politics and Decision Making Project. Hru:are 
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256 

Global Trends 

nrovisions set out the 
of the Minister, PVO 

National Political & 
Socio-Economic Context 

• General elections sees ZANU 
PF re!lain an {)v,,"r\l"'tOlmuu' 

~ elected for 3rd 

Presidential term with a 32% vote, 

of the Private 
VI}{dl"""flll)[l" Act255 

• Growth and consolidation of a 
black elite and an In(lIg(:m!,aulon 
business 

• Land redistribution programme 
JlUP'Lll",,",eu on 
recommendations from the 
Presidential Land Tenure 

desiPnates and 
purcna;;es farms 

state makes a uruJarerru 
Decision to award war veterans a 

and 
Z$ 7 billion 

I.UlllPC1J:'dUUU for their 
pal,I1Clpal10n in the war of 
liberation 

1995 - 2000 

Civil Context 

the 

the State. 
or all activities 

of an NG02S6. 

• Zimbabwe of Trade 
Unions becomes a stronger and 
consolidated force. 

• ZCTU initiates and leads mass 
action in the form of strikes, go 
slows and national stayaways 

hikes, 
taxes, 

and levies human abuses, 

• Growth and consolidation of an 
media 

• Increased concern over human 
abuses 

• National Constitutional 
mooted in 1996. 

orgamsaoons around 

National Ln'''''''''t:[ and Women's Movement 
Context 

• The MNAECC unit responSlDle 
for establishintr trender desks in all • The of the PVO 
line ministries as is 

1n:~O!:qtmcles, structural 
constraints and gross under 

activities 
will means the realisation of its 

are near l1llPC'SS:II)I,c. 

• The state fails to address 
issues in any sustainable way. 

Act are 
NGO community 

Women's 
A WC executive committee 

in November 1995. 
UrJ~nlsal10n closed, The 

whose terms 

• vociferous efforts 
for 

the state 

Lq"mclllllg women's 
access to and control over land. 
• Women form a network 
to focus and co-ordinate land 
advocacy and activities. 

reQuirements relating to: "The definition 
in the r('Pi~te:rin(l' monitonnv 

under the act and their activities, legal procedures for registering NGOs and selection and 
deregistering of NGOs" 

PVO act signalled the eagerness of the state to growing legttlmacy was being increasingly underrrlffied by economic chaos. 
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Global Trends 

• Increased WB and IMF pressure 
for economic control in 

Splrallmg inflation. 

• Donor nervousness over 
increasinp- national in~;tal'lililv. 

programmes. 

National Political & Socio
economic context 

sees more 

no threat 
to the status quo. 

• With soarirur inflation and the 
the Z$ mass 

stayaways. Polttically motivated 
Food riots break out and 

dashes with law 
enforcement agents. 

• The state counters 
demonstrations the of 
law enforcement agents lm:m<1llJg 

the army 
force on 
gross human 

• Zimbabwe 

currency 

1995 - 2000 

Civil Context 

• NCA holds series of "rrw<r,r." 
in tevin!;' to decentralise 

from 
Harare, in order to make its 
presence felt257 and to 
establish national structures. 

• This sees m<:reaSl1lg 
demonstrations and 
discontent over broad range of 
issues from food to 
rom,""'''" and human 
abuses 

National and 
Context 

Presidents office. 259 

Women's Movement 

women260 mooted 
and launched, but it is unable to 
sustain itself. 

• With pressure from women 
the Administration of 

Estates Amendment Act is 
which allows <",,,,,.,,,",, 

and children of the 

possibility for di, ... rimin 

have recourse to the law in issues 
of inheritance. 

257 Educational strategies of the NCA also extended to radio and television and a rueal education Dro=e. Initially the state refused to flight the advertisements of the NCA on the 
that the latter was a political party. The NCA the legal basis of this prohibition state controlled media still remained reticent in NCA material. 

development by "\'Ve have and noted with concern 
based on and c."ploitation of women by men" Jonah Gokovah 

ministers, heading the MNAECC and the Minister of Gender seemed to embody and surface tensions and generational undercurrents which were a microcosm of developments in 
atOlmd alternative years after independence. 

260 The fIrst coalition of women, took place in the form of the Women's Federation. 
movement in before it was in Bulawayo. The two-year period with in trying to l1;et the federation up and runninl1;, perhaps an indicator of a 
V":llI,UlU~ effort. Federation was conceptualised as a of all its members in a comm( 

The Federation was seen as a potential the draconian pva act that women's were experiencing. 
directed. The Federation did not take but was rather 1999. 
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Global Trends 

• UK and the US relations with 
Zimbabwe strained. 

• International feminist 

nronerlv In 

case. 

National Political & 
Sodo-Economic Context 

• In the face of civic debate and 
activism on the constitution the 
s tate feels its role is being 
In mid 1999 it embarks on a 
constitutional reform exercise261 

establishes a 395 member 
constitutional commission.262 

52 members of which are 
women. 

·CC 

draft "home grown constitution" 

1995 - 2000 

Civil Context 

• With numerous stakeholder 
.• forums and 

demonstrations, NCA continues 
with its process 

views with the intent of 
a draft constitution. 

• Alliances to form between 
the trade union movement, and 
broader civil actors as the 
leader of the Labour Movement is 
elected to chair the NCA. 

National Machinery and 
Context 

Unit <lttnnnto compliment the 

under resourced. 

• New Minister of Gender 
responsible for mcml1:orl.ng 

ministries . 
role of the women's unit 
MNAECC. 

• Some see this as an indication of 
the importance on the 

Communication lines become 
blurred between the 2 structures 
and ministers. 

something in the face of vociferous civic activism on the constitution 

Women's Movement 

OI:ga.ru;;atiOflS continue to come 
collectivelv advocate 

constitutional reform are 
.1997 Administration of Estates 
Act the 1999 

vs 
~Ul)reme Court rules that under 
customary law women have no 

to property. International 
outrage 

women. 

CC were obvious its 20th 1999. It was required to its work within 6 months and submit draft report and 
in time for General Elections in commissioners were divided nine committees, which formed the foundation and 

and the content that should become the new constitution. The most ambitious and pivotal outreach programme, involved some100 teams and 

in Zimbabwe onto the streets and to grassroots communities; its impact exceeded all e,:pectations. 
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Global Trends 

• The international LUlllmulmy 

to back the MDC 

• International are 
barred from on 
Zimbabwe 

• International election 
observers are as to wbether 
the election was 
free and fair. 

• Zimbabwe from 
Commonwealth 

National Political & 
Socio-Economic Context 

• Draft constitution 
amidst furore over aC(:OllUtabijlq,264 
and transparency of the process. 

• A referendum on the constitution 
is held in 2000 and results in a 
historic 55% "no vote" in 
of the CC draft constitution and 
the first ever-electoral reverse and 
defeat of ZANU PF. 

• l-ampalgtllt1g 
, amidst 

POI1t1cauy motivated clashes 
ZANU PF and MDC 

supporters. 

1995 - 2000 

Civil Context 

• The Zimbabwe of 
Trade Unions announces its intent 

Lhru.rperson of the NCA 
the vice-

women's movement. 

• The Movement for Democratic 

lVUlcllllm~ry and 

• With limited resources and 
even less will 
reduced to window has 
not been undertaken with any 

Committee in New York266. 

Women's Movement 

• Women's Coalition on the 
Constitution267 formed. 

• Land 

• Women from the movement are 
aPIJ01nted as commissioners of the 

NCA national 
""t:IllU1V in 1999 elects 8 women 
out of a total of 18 members 

• The Women's Coalition embarks 
ca,nnaH'" that shifts the focus 

and CC to women 
themselves 268 

• But tensions 
women realise 

when 
need to take a 

side. This surfaces women's 
aSrll.nll:1()flS and results in 

arguments over the way forward 
and SUsp1CIon.S. 

264 Consulting approximately pUpUIaUUll, the draft was adopted without discussion by the commission. People wanted less powers and more but the CC draft 
enlmrm.nv ZAN U PF's grip on power the President to run for two more terms with emergency powers. 

'JOUW,laIl> that the workers umbrella had a political agenda 
1!0'ICrlnmenl:al e'JnSult,Ii:lOn and a masking of the truth NGOs a shadow and condition of women in Zimbabwe to CEDAW committee 

"'7 The Women's is a loose network of about 66 women activists, res'carch(:rs, aCl1d"mics, 
1999 and came about as a result of concern felt women over the marginalisation of women and issues in the two processes for Constitutional 

to a need shared to create wruch would unite women around the Constitution, provide information to women on the Constitutional 
process and gender a critical mass lobby and advocacy to engender the Constitution making process and ensure the adoption of a Constitution 

wruch protects women's political, social, economic and cultural rights. 
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Global Trends 

\ 
programmes, a video media camnamn. 

to the coalition 

National Political & 
Socia-Economic Context 

the 

land. 

• from these bases 
war on commercial farmers 

and opposition activists. Loss of 

• Total 

1995 - 2000 

Civil Context 

• The NCA process to 
draft constitution runs 
with that of the CC 
• NCA calls for a no vote and 
campaigners are sUDlecteCl to 

a 

violence as Opposltlon l':HJU~}U1J~' 
clash 

• MOC Campaiemn(1: for elections 

motivated violence 
breaks out the lead up to the 
elections. Clashes between MOC 

and gross human violations. and ZANU supporters. 

• It becomes too for 
the MOC to canlpalgtl 
the country. 

National and 
Context 

pr(~se:nta.tl.on of this report 
due to what the 

process a draft 
co:mplete:d in late 

Ivlinister of 
Presidents office. 

• Rather a new LVlllU,,,,. 

Gender and hn!lploVlncllt 
Creation is formed. 

Women's Movement 

• Women decide to call for a no 
vote and march the CC 
draft constitution to mark the 
bemnninl? of their "vote no 

• Women from the movement 
to stand as MOC 

canUluares for election 

orovincial conferences to share information on constitutional process both NCA and CC and to ascertain women's demands. A series of radio and television 
and advocacy materials ie t-shirts, fliers, scarves etc. This resulted in the production of a Women's Charter. 

threatened, beaten their property destroyed during carnp:ligT1inJ~. 
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Global Trends National Political & 
Socio-Economic Context 

.. Mid 2000 elections sees a 
historic of ZANU PF 
who secure 62 seats, 51.7%. 

.. The 9 months old MDC secure 
57 seats, 47.5% out of a total of 
120 seats.270 

Im'''"Jlll'LV intensifies mass 
IffiJm1g;ration of Zimbabweans 
n~"UIJlaJly and lIltl~rnatlc>naJlly 
.. Land Invasions translate into 
speculatl()fl of food and 

currency exports 
in 2001 
.. The State manufactures a race 

white and Asian 

scenano. 

1995 2000 

Civil Context 

.. Civic academics and 
members of the 
launch IDEAS 

National and 
Context 

of Youth, Gender 
and Emolovment Creation 
focuses upon amongst other 

economic emnowerment 
women III 

". the domestication of 
CEDA Wand the Instltut)On.ailsmg 

desks in line ministries 

Women's Movement 

.. A Women's Election Network 

to strl~tel,se 
male status quo. 
.. Women are the victims of 

state violence 
intimidation to elections 

.. Elections sees a total of 13 
women MPs elected, a 
the orevious term.272 

.. The politicisation of the 

from 

movement results in a backlash. 
Le,nl1:-stan.dlf]lg women's 
on""1115,.t1("" come under threat 

t::"~":11C;U<.C; a weake:nirtg 
conservatism both internal 
external . 
.. In the face 
nohl1lr1~"I1(ln it opts to "lie low" 
until after the Presidential 
elections of 2002. 

cmnn,rise·d 0.8%. It was only by appointing an additional 20 members of Parliament and relying on an extra 10 elected by pro-government traditional cruefs that ZANU PF was able to 
retain :I

m Whose aim is 
orgaruilalJJJnS rruun 

women1s 

empowerment of women. Bringing 
was to ensure that at least 40 women 

supported 55 candidates 

women from all political parties including MDC and ZANU PE In the face of the 2000 parliamentary elections the 
seats in Parliament. 

activists. lbe President "PPointcd 2 more women 
6 ZANU women were elected and 7 MDC women amongst them women from the movement, human rights and grass roots 

the ZANU women's representation to 8. 
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AplpendlX 2: of Women COll1Ve:rsa,nts 

Maia Cheneux Repond: 

Both Public sector and NGO experience. Advocate for women's land rights. Founder member 
of the Women and Land Group. Co-ordinater of the group on 
Consultant in the area and development with Rudecon Zimbabwe., 

Hope Chigudu: 

Sernor researcher in the rvIinisrry of Women's Affairs in the 80's. Founder and Board 
member of the Zimbabwean Women's Resource Centre and Network. Currently works as a 
consultant within the SADC region and UU'~ll'."UlJll'Llly. 

Sekai Hol1a.ud: 

Active in the struggle for liberation from the late 1960s. Chair of the Association of Women's 
Clubs. l\IDC candidate for East. Head of the MDC's international desk. 

Kachingwe: 

Activist based with Mwengo a regional reflection centre for NGOs. Portfolio includes "£l·U'n,-",.,,, 
campaigns within civil society and with focus on economic 

Pat Made: 

, Rich as a G,ill journalist, writer and media trainer. Currently director 
general of InterPress Services Africa. Board member of Women's Action Group and Zimbabwe 
Women's Resource Centre and Network. 

Shuvai Mahofa: 

Z.i\NU member since 1965. Active participation in the liberation war. Instrumental in tOIlLnO:tng 

the Z.AJ.'JU PF women's Member of Parliament since 1988 
Minister in both the rvIinistry of Women's Affairs and Political Affuirs. 
Minister, in the Ministry of Youth, Gender & Employment 

Revai ~akanje: 

advocate and staff member of Zimbabwe Women Lawyers Association. Co-ordinator of 
Coalition. 
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Thoko Matshe: 

Feminist activist leader within the women's movement. Past diIector of the Zimbabwean 
Women's Resource Centre and Network and Executive Director of the National Constitutional 
Assembly. Founder member the Women in Parliament Unit. 

Pat McFadden: 

Radical feminist activist. Academic co-ordinator of the programme at the Southern 
African Research Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS), which is a part of SA PES Trust. Editor 
of the Souther African Feminist Review 

Devi Pakkini: 

Lecturer in librarian science. 
served on the board of 

the development of the ZWRCN documentarion centre and has 
whilst continuing to be an active board member of WAG 

Rachel Simbabure: 

Director 

Mary Tandon 

Lawyer. Chair of Women's Action 
Association. 

Iwani Tapela 

Development, Gender & l"'.fTlnl,~""n .. rlt ,-U;;"UUILl. 

and member of the Zimbabwe Women Writers 

Gender and consultant and activist. Advocate for women's land Member of 
the task force a National Gender policy. Commissioner to the Constitutional 

Commission of Zimbabwe . 

. Amy 

Centre at the 
theCCZ. 

Lydia Zig:omo: 

of law at the University of Zimbabwe. Co-ordinator of the Women's Law 
Member of Zimbabwe Women Association. Commissioner in 

Women's human and advocate. Director of the Zimbabwe Women Lawyers 
Association. Chair of the Women's Coalition. Taskforce member of the National Constitutional 
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Appendix 3: Some Organisational Profiles 

ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS 
(AWC) 

Email address 

Year established 

Objectives 

III Enable women to increase food production. 
III Improve women's health. 

1938 

III Stimulate the of women's ent:retll:elleu:rsrup. 
III Promote the dissemination of information to women. 
III Promote rru·""."",., of women in civic affairs. 

Mission Statement 

,n...lnrrmp the standard of living rural and urban grassroots 
women in L.lJ:Illl'au·we by providing them with and to allow them to 
",tt,,,,rr.vpl,, p:a.rticipate in the economic political and social development of country for their 
families benefit. 

Sectors 
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: 

Email. address 

Year established 1985 

To and implement ~~~'~'l'."'~ to meet the professional concerns of Zimbabwe media 
women. 
To encourage the exchange of ideas and information between Zimbabwean media women and 
target communities. 
To lobby, advocate and facilitate the creation of a more 
environment. 
To morutor and correct the l"l(}rtT"lV~ of women in the media. 
To encourage and support women's participation in decision 
and other industries. 

Mission Statement 

sensitive and inclusive media 

and ownership of the media 

FAM.WZ aims at enhancing the and social skills of Zimbabwean media women and 
~""'~'~'~""1S them to their role in social development and communication through all aspects of 
mass communication. 

Sectors 

Adult Education; '-"", ..... " .... '"'ul 

lJlsSemtnal10tl; Women 

Email. address 

Year established 

Objectives 

Gender; 

musasa@teko.co.zw 

1988 

To enhance the of women in our society tluough making the authorities and the 
public fully aware of the illegality and of violence women and 

~ ... ~w"'u taking action to decrease the incidents of the crime. 

Mission Statement 

To aspire to be a activist that serves 
public education, cOlll1selling, legal advocacy and 
behaviour, laws and order to reduce violence and se.'rual abuse 
children. 

Sectors 

Adult Education; Adv(\,~gcV~ Counselling; & Good Governance; Education/Training; 
Gender; Health; Hwnan Rights; Women 
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Email address 

Year establisbed 

wasn@mweb.co.zw 

1989 

III collaborate, and disseminate information on sexual and 
rt:j.lrUUUI\;U'/t: health and rights in relation to women and the child. 

• skills in the area of se.'{ual and reproductive health and rights in 
order to see a reduction in STIs/HIV among women and the child 

III To market and backup support of W ASN developed gender tools for 
replication by other NGOs and ASOs. 

III To sensltlse in positions of in an effort to create a 
~l,."'n,rt"r" environment for women and girls 

III To conduct research and advocate for policy change on women and HIV / AIDS 
III To create a supportive environment in which infected or affected women are afforded 

the to make informed decisions about their reproductive lives. 

Mission statement 

WASN is a women's Or!~r:l1salt10'n that seeks to address women's issues in the area of 
through advocacy, and networking. The mechanisms include: building, 
information access to like health and I,;U'J.ll~'<;:WJ.ll( 

Sectors 
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WOMEN AND LAW IN SOUTHERN 
(WLSA) 

Email address 

Year established 1988 

" Developing the research skills of women's law researchers in the network 
" research on issues in Southern particularly those related to 

" Providing information on 
each country; 

" Networking and e.'C(:hangJ:n.g 

and the law and mtllUe!lCl.!1lg and law reform in 

" l"'" .... JJ,.u~ seminars on research and prC)Ou.cwg materials in the 
seven countries; 

" Exploring and developing new methodologies and new for the of 
gender and the law in the seven cOlLUltlles; 

" and with other in each country, in the region and 
UU\;;J.J.j'''U·UlliUlY which are interested in issues relevant to women and law. 

Mission Statement 

To contribute to the socio-economical and legal advancement of women 'l"'~'''''l,"''''''''ly 
within the Southern African countries Lesotho, Mozambique, .:lWaZllalliU, 

Zambia and Zimbabwe. This is achieved through (a) collaborative and action research in 
the field and (b) for legal reforms and changes on laws and practices 
which discriminate and women. 

Sectors 

Action Research, Information Dissemination and Documentation, Advice and ."lel!'V!(~I"~. 
1'lhl~VlTla and Advocacy for Policy, Legal Reform and Change, Netw()rklnl?:, Training and 

Education on Women's as Human Rights 
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WOMEN IN PARLIAMENT SUPPORT 
UNIT (WIPSU) 

Email address 

Year established 2001 

Aim 

is to increase women's and influence in 
and decision with a dear and commitment from these women to 

focus on women's issues while holding those positions. 
This project also aims to empower women legislators in technical capacity and resource allocation 
so as to minimise the hindrances to women to rise to of decision-making. 

Objectives 

• To strl!ng;thc:n the skills and \,;a~'a\,;llY 
represent women's issues and are 

process and IJL,,,n''-l. 

vaJel.lalll'''LL so that 

• To raise the awareness of the said candidates on women's issues and on how to 
them from a and advocate for the same issues in prutliame:nt. 

• To set up a neutral platform (caucus) for W?vfPs to meet and discuss 
parry lines. 

• Issues anl\,;Uu.a,lOll, 

the women 
parliamentarians. 

• To facilitate and provide financial and/or material assistance to women 
members of parliament. 

• Create and/or links between women l"'gl~!<"UJ'~ 
conS1lt1Jlencv. the women's movement and women's 

Sectors 

Advocacy; Children/Youth (Girl Human 
Rights; Political.n.\.,u Vl~lJ,l. J.""~'C'1J.\"llf u()cumf~nt:atl()n/ln!Orrnatlon lJl!ISel:rur:lUtlIOn; Women 
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WOMEN'S ACTION GROUP (WAG) 

Email address 

Year established 

Objectives 

1983 

• To promote women's human and rights. 
• To enhance the ability of women to advocate for women's human and locally 

and nationally. 
• To promote women's processes. 
• To adopt interventions to effectiveness. 
• To promote a balanced and portrayal of women in the media. 
• To support any efforts to open up the sector in Zimbabwe to private 

players. 
• To develop and a programme that addresses issues around 
• To advocate access to basic health care in the public sector. 

Mission Statement 

To "~"".",,t'" advocate and defend women's socio-cultural and econ~mic rights in 

Sectors 

Advocacy; Civil Activism; Counselling; '-'".U\ ... ,.~, HIV / AIDS; Human Rights; 
Research/Documentation/Information Sexual Rights; Women 
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GROUP 
POUTICS 

Email address 

Year established 

Overall goal: To achieve 

Specific 

GENDER 

1997 

between women and men. 

• du1Jo~~e and exchange of information on 
Issues In leg;tsl:u::to,n 

representatives 
researchers / activists. 

national policy between women members 
or~:anlsaltl.0I1S and individual 

• 

skills training, etc. 

• To empower women's organisations ,and 
direct and access to women to 
present their into legislation. 

• each other's efforts to address gender issues in national and local policy, in 
lCl:i,l~n'Ul.llll and direcdy with voters. 

Mission Statement 

To achieve equality between women and men by 
and national 

Sectors 

promoting 

liovetruJJ::lce; VCltiUC:J;; Legal; Human 
InjtOtm~LttC)fi Dissemination 
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: 

WOMEN 

Email address 

Year established 

Objectives 

GROUP 

1999 

• To promote women's economic empowerment through access to and control 
over the benefits from land. 

• To mainstreaming in the land reform process which includes 
reform process in regard to women and assist in the development 

of intervention 

Mission statement 

To ensure and substantial to land in law, in 

Sectors 

Advocacy; "-"ji,UI.'''-'ttI..lC, Food ~_ .• _ •• " l::!.r:lV1l:01l1Im~nt; \Jt;u,",,,:a, Rural Ue:veJloP'm~~nt 

ZIMBABWE LAWYERS 
ASSOCIATION (ZWLA) 

Year established 

Objectives 

• To enable women and children to assert their 
resources. 

Mission Statement 

1995 

by al."C~"1.l1~ the relevant legal 

To 

Sectors 

the status of women and children in Zimbabwe. 

Advocacy; \"'1l"-'I.III::11/ 

Women 
Democracy/Good 
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ZIMBABWE RESOURCE 
CENTRE AND NETWORK (ZWRCN) 

Email address 

Year established 1990 

• To promote and strengthen inter-organisational networking activities for the exchange 
of knowledge, and information on GAD (Gender & Issues 

• To promote awareness through and distributing information on GAD 
Issues 

• To promote development adoption of gender sensitive information 
systems, so that programmes are amenable to 

• To information in forms to users 
• To 611 information gaps in both formal and non-formal ways such as formal 

research and GAD talks 
• To lobby for in policies and that affect women " .. ,:ml'l!vpiiv 

Vision 
To see women enjoying the benefits of actualising their full potential in IJUJu.u,.al. eccmomt':, social, 

and private 

Mission Statement 

To enable women make informed decisions about IJU.UUI."'-, economic, social aspects of their lives 
in the and private 

Sectors 

l\Q,vOl:acv: Gender; Research/Documentation/Information Dissemination; Women 
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WOMEN'S 

Email address 

Year established 

• To promote entrepreneurial 
in order to achieve self-reliance 

1978 

netwodting, functional and business management. 
• To management of information of the and create common 

",.,~_,._, understanding and awareness of civic, legal, health issues among ZWB members 
• To promote rural development through self help that are 

environmentally friendly and self sustainable 
• To support Community Based Organisations that facilitate information diss,!!mination, 

networking and exchange visits 

Mission Statement 

Our mission is to improve the socio-economic status of communities 
U-';;l.LWlg,mt:on.nano:n, and financial and material support for sustainable a!'"relrlnf'l'1en 

programmes to women. 

Sectors 

.... ":U ... 4UIJll, Advocacy; Civil Activism; Counselling; Democracy/Good 
7ov'eIIlan:ce; Education/Training; \Jt;.UI.L<::L. HIV / AIDS; Human rvlicro 

Peer Poverty lJlevxanOlil: Rural Development; Sexual 
De:ve],opme:nt; Vocational T raining; Women 
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Appendix 4: Zimbabwe Women's Charter 

Preamble 

We the women of Zimbabwe, as full citizens representing over half of the Zimbabwean 
contributed equally to the development of the nation throughout its history 

Having contributed to the struggle for the of our nation 
Having suffered through custom and colonialism, male-
dominated and ...... ,;.«"""':, .. 
Finding ourselves still of national life - legal, 
economic and social, cultural and religious 
As workers in every of national life 
As the mothers of the and of future gellu::I:<l,UOIc\5 

'-'''',lUll,ng the birthright human 

Demand 

• and policy measures that address imbalances. 
• of our role in the foundation and of the country. 
• Full and equal participation in all aspects of national life. 
• Freedom from all oP1pre:ssi lon. 
• Full and rights in the political, economic, social and cultural framework of our 

nation. 

• The removal of discrimination 
life. 

women in all aspects of corporate and private 

• Affirmative action where necessary to the injustices of the past against women and to 
women equal in the future. 

• Guarantee of safety of person and property and active measures to end violence against 
women. 

• A plan of a time frame for llllpleme:ntllIlC)!l. and a realistic allocation of national 
resources to fulfil these nl'l,,,.rT1V,,.'l_ 

Equality and Non-Discrimination 

Women claim full equality with men in all aspects of national life. Their to 
pU:~U""" economic and social equality is unalienable and indivisible. achieve f'011121ITV_ 

in all its organisational the and disadvantages women 
have suffered and rectify this action In addition, non-
discrimination women should be enshrined in the Constitution and in all domestic law as 
an and non..derogable PI11[lCl1;>le. 

• The of equality between women and men should be addressed in all legislation and 
policy instruments and additional developed to rectify the imbalances of the past. 

• There should be a justifiable Bill in a new Constitution to protect human and 
this should include a clear and unambivalent statement on full equality for women. 

4! The government should not only legislate for but also promote equality in all aspects of the 
public, corporate and life of the nation. 

• any of inequality or any form of repression towards women 
be immediately repealed or amended. 
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• Women should have rights within the equal to custodianship of children 
and equal rights in and family decisions. 

• The equal right to basic livelihood is and to achieve this women demand full 
equality at work, equality amongst siblings in of right to land 
and equal of access to other nat:tu:al resources and be appropriate 
legislation, of resources and steps to monitor implement this. 

• Female and male family members must be accorded equal to inheritance, mc:!ul11ng 
inheritance of land and hl"l"c,,,,O" 

• Women have the social welfare and education. 
• The state has an obligation to educate its on their rights to both before the 

law and in all of 
• Measures should be taken to encourage the media to positive of women 

that are not based on gender sterec~tv1,es 
• Women should be represented at all levels of local and national govemment and all 

and institutions. 
• budgetary resources must be allocated to ensure equality and non-discrimination. 
• the role culture and religion in family and all other aspects of life, 

these must not undermine the attainment of full between men and women in the 
~~~ . 

To ensure enforcement of such rights, a senslttve system must be 
cultivated the state to ensure that women can access their constitutional 

Law and Administration of Justice 

The "' .... 1.1 ..... "',,;; of for all in areas of life, national life must be 
protected and advanced by laws actively of and 

oPl)or1:W.1Litif:s on women and the child. for all must be by a 
sensitive and sensitive judicial and law enJfor,cernellt All citizens must be able to 
have ready access to the appropriate court to enforce their and entitlements. 

• Women must in local there must be 
affirmative to ensure that women are represented at levels of the 
process, in the administration of justice and in national law enforcement bodies. 

• All laws and all government should protect and enforce the right of 
and her right to as an individual and to 

exercise her and duties as a parent. 
• Measures must be implemented in the law and in the and of the 

administration of the courts to ensure that all courts are and victim friendly. This 
must be specially for the benefit of rape victims, of domestic violence 
and victims of child and other abuse. 

• Special assistance and protection must be made available to those who are mentally or 
physically disabled when with judicial processes whether as civil or 
accused persons, witnesses or in criminal cases. 

.. The judiciary must be an and autonomous body, of persons of the 
highest morality integrity and gender em:Lalllv. 

.. Women must serve on all courts, including customary law courts, at all levels as 
officers. 

• Affirmative action measures must be taken to increase the number of women serving as 
officers in all courts until between male and female judicial officers is reached 

throughout the entire system. For the avoidance of any doubt such affirmative 
action must apply to customary courts and all other tribunals. 
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• All judicial officers must receive gender sensitive training and all judicial officers must be 
trained and encouraged to deliver judgements that uphold women's rights and protect the 
rights and interests of women. 

• For the effective enforcement of human, civil and legal rights legal aid and assistance services 
should be made available to all citizens who are unable to afford the services of a legal 
practitioner. 

• To ensure that the judicial system and law enforcement processes are adequately funded and 
supported there should be a separate budget, voted annually by Parliament and provided for 
in the constitution to ensure that the individuals, especially women are able to effectively 
pursue their rights. 

• The criminal justice system should be made more sensitive to the needs of women in cases 
of violence against women including domestic violence. 

• Police officers must be compelled to, and receive appropriate training to ensure that they 
treat all persons equally, police officers must be trained to treat women with respect and as 
equal human beings to men. 

• Police officers must be compelled to provide protection for women against all forms of 
violence and must be particularly obliged to take all possible measures to protect women 
from gender violence and to deal with victims of all forms of gender violence seriously and 
sensitively. . 

• All citizens must have free and full access to information regarding their legal and 
constitutional rights. 

Property, Resources, Land and Environmental Rights 

All women should have the right to full participation in the economy. Women have a right to 
employment, the right to own or occupy land in their own name and in their own individual 
capacity. Women and men must be regarded as having an equality of rights to matrimonial and 
family property. A clean and healthy environment, protection and equality of access to natural 
resources for women with men are fundamental elements in women's enjoyment of property and 
resource rights. 

• Women must have the right to enter and pursue careers of their own choice. 
• Women have the right to employment and all the necessary services and facilities required 

for their full participation in employment, including rights of advancement and promotion. 
To secure and protect these rights maternity benefits must be provided by the state and the 
employer, childcare measures and the provision of childcare facilities must be made a priority 
in all work places and communities. 

• Women must have equality of access to credit and other facilities to ensure their full 
participation in the economic life of the nation. Women must be recognised as entitled to 
apply for and obtain such credit facilities in their own right. 

• Government must provide special credit and loan facilities to enable women to enter the 
economic field. 

• WO.men must have equality of rights to own, acquire and utilise agricultural, residential and 
industrial land on the same basis as men. 

• Married persons must be deemed to have joint title and rights to land and joint rights to 
housing acquired by them. 

• Women must retain rights over the product of their work, to control their own incomes and 
the sale of the produce from their labour. 

• Government must institute a gender balanced, transparent, financially supported land 
resettlement programme. Such programmes must be supported by adequate information and 
support to enable women to apply for and obtain resettlement land. 
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• Women's to own and of movable and immovable property must be 
recognised and enforced. An.y that continue to women of such rights must 
regarded as and therefore unenforceable. 

• of national and natun!.l resources. 
• Resources must be by the state and local communities so as to ensure that local 

communities and individuals benefit from those resources. Local resource utilisation must 
be designed, wherever possible to enhance locally economic employment and financial 

• Utilisation of resources must be carried out in a manner that does not degrade the 
environment. 

• A clean and healthy environment must be created, protected and for all citizens. 
• Access to clean water, and safe sanitation must be available to all citizens 

regardless of where they in Zimbabwe. 

Culture and Religion 

Cultural and religious practices that discriminate women, either directly or indi..rectly must 
be abolished. Women must have full and free Cultural and practices 
that or fetter women's rights to such self-determination must be treated as unenforceable 
and every measure taken to ensure that they are abolished or suitably modified to eliminate such 
discrimination. 

• All cultural and that discriminate against women, whether in the public or 
must be active social and educational measures that are 

~n"'If, ... ,I'1'".t1 and funded by the state. 

• All laws and that discriminate women on the basis of their marital status must 
be <1U ... 'U,,!.cu. 

• The state must take measures to ensure that all form of 1l1<1Lll~'P;C;, 
customary m.u:nagl;s are equal recognition and confer 

. • Women have the 

• 

• 

P"","",.,.." to a marriage must be 
the family that is produced from 

in matters regarding the marriage or 

Women must have equality of access to matrimonial pr()pe:rtv with men, n:~rdn.llC:'5 of the 
form of and of the form of that be it under law or 
customary law. 

• Women are entitled of access to and gu;u:diatllSh:ip rights over children to those of 
men. 

• Lobola! roora must be so as to ensure that it is not used to oppress women, it 
should be regarded as no more than a token of the relationship between two families and 
should have no or influence on the rights of the to any rights 
or accrue within that where is 
.... ", .... ""ux";u between must, as the mothers and nw:tw:ers of the bride be entitled to an 

of the labolo! roora to that of the father of the bride. 
• Women must have the right, and the state must actively that right, to 

in the artistic and life of the nation of their 

• The state has an obligation to ensure that women with disabilities are afforded every 
to enjoy their womanhood, including educational and the right to 

paJ:1lc:tpa·te in cultural and activities of their choice. 
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• Women must have free choice over matters of and the reg;wa:llon of their 
L"'~~'lL'..u""", of the religious, cultural or ethnic this 
to a family must be especially protected and advanced for women 

Violence ~~lUJLl'n Women 

Violence in all its forms is endemic in Zimbabwean society. In most instances violence 
women occurs in the or the community. Although there are 
nrr)fl"("Mn,,, of from statutory rape, they are not sul:llclenitly pr()te1cted 

or also appears to be a cultural ac<:eptarlce their 
wives. Violence cannot be eliminated if it is narrowly as a or peltSo:nal affair. 
Violence denies women the to personal development, security, respect and 

• Women shall be entitled to be treated with respect and dignity by agents such as the 
medical and counsellors. 

• The prosecutors, and judges shall be with education 
and in human and gender sensitivity to women 

• Victims of violence should be provided with counselling service and shelter. 
• Govemment should put in education to sensitise women and men 

to the fact the domestic violence violates the basic human of victims. 
• should be made which define domestic violence as a criminal 

• 
• 

and assault. 

should be stiffer in cases where a victim is infected with disease. 
should be e."{panded to include marital rape. 
protection for all women sexual all forms of abuse 

hruras:,m,ent should be made a criminal offence. 

Women and Governance 

Ul..ll.lil."un of women in decision-making and governance is a human Issue. Women 
to participate fully at all levels of political, civic and COltnnlU!Uty life. 

• Govemment and all political parties should ensure 
and also women's representation in all national 
bodies. 

pal:t1Clp2ttt0il1 of women and men 
l,,01d~j''''' and aeC:1S1C:ln-maJarlg 

• that seek to address power sharing between women and men should target all 
and life. 

• Awareness of women's rights should be 
• All must establish a quota system and it within their structures 

constituencies to ensure that equality of numbers is attained between female and male 
candidates who stand for leadership positions. 

Education and 'I~WJjing 

education of all citizens is essential to the proper of the nation. Under certain 
children have had disadvantaged access to education. The education of the 

rneret,ore be a priority of the state and The state must also its 
IJU'U~':I.aJ'Y e::<p~:ndltures to the development of its citizens. 
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.. Every child shall have access to compulsory and qual.ity education. The state shall 
provide free education at least through secondary school. 

.. Free and shall be established for the benefit of mothers and the 
proper emotional and physical development of all children. 

.. The state shall institute affirmative action for education and training 
institutions to the historical ws:ad'VaIltllii!:eS 
Affirmative action should also be enacted for the of female teachers and 
lecturers as well as administrators to ensure the and full by women in 
education policy-making and the of educational institutions. 

.. Women and shall not be denied their right to education on the basis of sex, 
pregnancy, status, physical or mental disability or Child-care facilities shall be 
established in schools or training institutions for the of the children of teachers and 
students. 

.. Female students shall not be restricted in their choice of on the basis of 
gender measures shall be taken to increase the participation of 
female students in the of science and technology, Te.'Ctbooks should also be revised to 
avoid gender of women. 

.. Female students shall be from violence, including and sexual abuse and 
h:u:assme:nt, in all universities and institutions. 

.. Sex and human education shall be components of the curriculum from 
through school, as well as in skills training and adult education programmes. 

.. Gender awareness training shall be included as part of the of all teachers. 

.. The state shall the literary and cultural of African ';U"KI.I"K'=~ 
de~llgtlat!ng the of a region as 

Health and Ke'prOiductl~re and Sexual Rights 

The most and health issue in Zimbabwe is the of HIV / AIDS. Women, 
especially poor women, are being infected at an rate because of their msad'Y'arltalted 
political, economic and cultural status. The state and sector must collaborate and take 
aOP'TEs:sivE_ inunediate action in terms of information about contraception 

SIDs; affordable treatment for people with HIV / AIDS; and free contraception to 
both women and men, sexually active because and 
I<::~'IU<"U\;UV't:: health is inseparable the wider pUiLlUI; ..... 

empower women politically, and 

.. Women and children have the aI10:rtlaIJ11<::, accessible and quality health care. 
1-'1"J..UJ.;1l11'; ~"''''<rIre's_ including the 

planning matters. 
.. prenatal, labour and post-

care. 
.. Health care should be made responsive to the needs of disabled women. 
.. Women must have access to the full of contraception free of Women must 

also be provided information on the side effects of each form and 
be given the to choose which want to use. 

.. Women have the right to control over their bodies and Therefore, women have 
the to choose their sexual partners, the to decide on and how often to have 
se.'{ the right to refuse se.'C, even within relationships. Women also have the 
to decide when and how often they desire to have children. 
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• Women and children must be treated with respect and 
facilities. 

International Conventions 

• All International Conventions human and women 

at health and 

and ratified by the Government of Zimbabwe should be aUI:otTlatlcally m,CCII'l"l{'\'-" 

domestic law. 

• The government should educate all people on the content of the international conventions. 
To facilitate the mass education campaign, the conventions should be translated into all the 
vernacular languages. 

• The of peace and declaration of war are aspects of international life which affect 
women and there should be mechanisms in to ensure representation 
of women at all levels in any such decisions and 

Implementation Mechanisms 

The national institutional mechanisms for implementing programmes to promote 
and women's rights and to morutor progress are not yet fully developed. Gender 
yet into and development programmes and practices at all IJUU.I.lI~a.1, 

and 

is not 

• A Gender Commission should be established to monitor and evaluate the 
implementation of and policy in relation to women's and issues. The 
national budget an adequate for the Commission. 

• Measures must be taken to strengthen the of those in geJrlQ,er-[o(:u 
research and to increase the production of sensitive information. 

• Government, the private sector and civil society organisations should adopt 
the goal of into the main stream in all aspects of their management, policies, 
programmes, and organisational behaviour. 

• Public interest should be established to enforce women and 
• There must be a consistent gender audit and le~;tstatl(:>n. 
• Measures must be in place to ensure that se."l: and in the media are 

not of a character with to women. 
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